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TIIESIS SUMMARY.
The chicken embryonic feather, an epidermal tissue, undergoes a process of
terminal differentiation typified by the synthesis of large amounts of p-keratins

and an associated set of proteins called fast proteins. The fast proteins

are

characterized by a high electrophoretic mobility and a high content of histidine. The
research presented in this thesis was directed toward the molecular characterisation

of the major genes expressed during the differentiation of embryonic chick feather

tissue. ln the

absence

of recombinant DNA

research facilities. the early work

was directed toward the direct physical characterisation of the RNAs expressed

in feathers by using classicat RNA separation and in aitro translation techniques.
When recombinant DNA research became possible, a more precise description of the
genes expressed in feathers was achieved by the analysis of feather cDNA clones

and chicken genomic DNA clones. The following results were obtained.

1

Sucrose gradient fractionation of feather RNA revealed several size classes

in the range

I

to 14S, all of which were shown to contain some p-keratin

translational activity. A low level of fast protein translational activity was
demonstrated for both 9 and 12S size classes. A consistently observed 1¡lS
RNA peak was shown to contain little translation activity and it was identified
as being largely derived from ribosomal RNA sequences by Rst analysis.

2.

Detaited studies on the keratin coding 12S RNA species were undertaken

to

examine

its fine structure. The size of the keratin mRNA poly(A)

tract was estimated to be 65 nucleotides by direct detection of

stained

poly(A), 3'-terminal RNA labelling and hybridization of poly(A) sequences to
3H-poly(U). Restriction enzyme digestion of singlestranded keratin cDNA
revealed

that the keratin mRNA consisted of a complex family of

RNA

species. However, detection of 3'-terminally derived cDNA restriction
fragments by end-labelling, prior to restriction cleavage, revealed only a few

fragments. indicating some degree of RNA sequence conservation at the 3'end

Attempts to directty sequence the 3'-ends of some keratin mRNAs revealed

that the majority of the RNA motecutes contained 30 to 40 residues at their
3'-termini, which were conserved and which contained the typical AAUAAA
polyadenylation sequence, while the atypical AUUAAA sequence was shown

to be present at low frequency in 12S feather mRNA'

It

was concluded that classical RNA separation techniques were unable to

effectively resolve the RNA species of the embryonic feather and the available
techniques for the direct analysis of RNA could not successfully distinguish
components of the complex mixture of molecular species present in keratin
mRNA.
3.

The availability of a cDNA library made from embryonic feather mRNA
allowed

a

more detailed molecular analysis

feather. Two classes of
Group

I

and Group

II).

of mRNAs expressed in

sequences were Present

the

in the library (termed

DNA sequence analysis of several Group

I

clones

revealed that this sequence class coded for embryonic feather B-keratins. The
sequence data extended from the poly(A) sequence at the 3'-end to the last

nucleotide at the S'-end of the RNA and allowed the first elucidation of the

major proportion of a feather keratin protein amino acid sequence as well as
providing a very high resolution description of the structure of keratin mRNA
molecules. A comparison of the coding and 3' and S'-untranslated sequences

between particular keratin mRNAs and between keratin gene sequences
reveated a pattern of gene structure consistent among these seguences, as

foltows. Keratin genes were found to be a family of

I

to 40 genes, each gene

containing coding regions Íor 97 amino acids which are strongly conserved.
The long (430 to aaO bp) 3'-untranslated regions of these genes were found

on average to be tess conserved than the coding regions. although two

ilt

strongly conserved blocks of sequence were observed, one of which was found

at the 3'-end of the mRNA. The S'-untranslated region, which contained the
single intron, reveated rigid homology belween the genes only in the region 5'

to the posit¡on of the intron. lt is proposed that the rigidly conserved region

of the S'-untranslated region is the site of interaction of a tissue or stage
specific effector motecule involved in the initiation of transcription of stage

or tissue specific sets of genes in chick epidermal tissues.

I

The nucleotide sequences of four Group

II cDNA clones are presented, one

of these. pCFK15, was identified as coding for the typical B-keratin protein
found in embryonic scale tissue. This was confirmed by Northern transfer
analysis using pCFK15 as a probe. The nucleotide sequences of two of the

remaining Group

II cDNA clones pCFK1O

and 22 revealed that they were

derived from the same gene and the sequence data indicated that they coded

for a protein with a similar amino acid composition to that of fast proteins.

A positive identification was not possible since these clones were not full
length copies of the mRNA and no protein sequencing data was available

for fast proteins, however, hybrid release data indicated that these clones
and another clone, pCFK3, selected mRNAs coding for a protein which comigrated with fast protein on SDS gels. The fourth Group

II cDNA

clone,

pCFK3, which was presumed to be derived from a fast protein mRNA was
different in sequence from pCFKl0 and 22 and contained only 3t-untranslated
sequence.

5

The full protein coding potential (120 amino acids) of the gene from which
pCFK1O and

22

were derived was revealed by the isolation and DNA

sequencing of a portion of a .ì-Charon 4A chick genomic clone. The gene

was shown to contain an intron in the S'-untranslated region at the same
position as the keratin genes. Strong sequence homology between the keratin
genes and

this gene was also shown for the S'-untranslated region, while the

tv

rema¡nder of the gene showed no such homotogy to the keratin genes.
6.

The gene described above was pos¡t¡vely identified as a fast protein
when the sequence of the protein for which

gene

il coded was comPared to the

N-terminat twenty amino acids of a fast prote¡n component which, for the

first time, was isolated in a pure state from embryonic feather protein using
FPLC and HPLC techniques and then sequenced using a gas-liquid solid
phase protein sequenator.
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CHAPTER

I..

INTRODUCTION.

1

1.I

PRELIMINARY COMMENTS.
pliable
Epidermal structures of higher organisms are characteristically durable,

and insoluble and serve to protect the soft body tissues from environmental
pressures such as chemical attack, bacterial infection, abrasion, dehydration and

heat loss. Such structures include skin, hair, horn, nail and hoof in mammals,
generally
and beak, claw. scale and feather in birds and reptiles. These structures

consist of dead dehydrated tissues which achieve their remarkable chemical and
physical properties during a terminal differentiation process which involves the
group of
synthesis of large amounts of protein, mainly keratins, a large diverse
This
intracellular disulphide.crosslinked proteins which tend to form long filaments.
the
process continues until the cells fill with protein, dehydrate and die, resulting in

characteristic cornified structures of the epidermis'

The general aim of the work presented in this thesis is to approach
understanding

of the processes involyed in the terminal differentiation of

epidermal keratinocytes,

to

elucidate the molecular mechanisms involved

an

avian

in

the

control of gene expression and to examine the relationship between gene product
and morphological structure, in these tissues. The chicken embryonic feather has
proven to be an amenable tissue for this purpose and was adopted for the studies
described in this thesis.

This introduction is intended to provide some background information on chick
embryonic feather development and cornification

at the

levels

of

morphological

processes
development, control of gene expression and protein interaction' These

will be compared and contrasted with those occuring in other avian epidermal tissues
and mammalian tissues. lt is not intended that this should be an extensive literature
survey of the current knowledge of eukaryote gene expression, although some aspects

of gene expression must necessarily be considered both here and in other chapters.

2

1.2

CHICK EMBRYONIC FEATHER DEVELOPMENI.

I.z.L

FEATHER MORPHOGENESIS.

The development of embryonic chick feathers was first mentioned by Coiter in
1523, but it was not until the end of the

lgth century that researchers approached

an

of
understanding of feather growth (Davies, 1S89). Since then, the morphogenesis
embryonic chick feathers has been studied extensively using both light microscopy

(for reviews see, Romanoff, 1960: Lillie, 1965: Voitkevich, 1966: Lucas
Stettenheim

, tg72l, and electron microscopy

and

(Kischer, 1963; Matulionis, 1970)'

Skin of embryos entering the fifth day of incubation, consists of a layer of
The
epithelial cells overlain by peridermal cells and underlain by mesenchymal cells.

primordia of feathers appear late in the 5th day of incubation in a process which

starts with the condensation of mesenchymal cells into a layer of dermis (Wessells.

1961a). This coincides with the appearance of clusters of epidermal cells. called
placodes, which are more elongate than before and represent the first visible signs
of feathers. During the next two days of incubation dermal cells congregate beneath
these placodes resulting in rudimentary feathers consisting of a thickening of both
dermal and epidermal layers. These "feather germs" not only give rise to the natal

feathers, which are the subject of this study, but also iuvenile and adult down
feathers. contour feathers and semiplumes.

During the next few days

(7|

days

to 9f, days) rapid cell division

results

in the elongation of feather germs into conical cylinders of 0.5 to 1.0 mm in
length, as shown in Figure 1.1a. composed of three cell layers: an outer epidermally
derived layer which is destined to become the fealher sheath; an epidermally derived

intermediate layer from which the final structures of the feather, such as barbs and
barbules, are formed: and a dermalty derived inner layer which forms the pulp of
the growing feather. Espinasse (1964) described these young feathers as a finger of
dermis covered by a thimble of epidermis.

FIGURD

I.I

SC.A,NNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPIIS OF

CHICI' EMBRYONIC trEATEERS.
a

9-day feathers.

b.

19-day feathers.

(photographs kindly donated by G.E. Rogers)
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About the 10th day of incubation. during a period of rapid growth, the cells of
barb
the epidermal intermediate layer become arranged into a pair of ridges, called
at
ridges, parallel to the long axis of the feather, and on the llth day the epidermis

the feather
the base of the feather begins to push downward into the dermis to form

follicle. By the 12th day cells become grouped into barb ridges on either side of the
1.2a
original pair until there are g to 11 of these around the circumference (Figure

and

a,). Then all barb ridges

lengthen toward the base of the feather (Hamilton,

an
1952) where cell division accounts for the rapid feather growth and results in

is more
upward movement of differentiating cells and thus produces a feather which
differentiated at its tip than its base.
Growth after 13 days is attributed to cell growth and movement, rather than

first
further celt division so that cell division has largely ceased by 13 days when the
Kemp
signs of keratinization are evident in feather tips (Bell and Thathachari. 1963:

et o,1.,1974a). Over the next few days the downy barbules form as columns of cells

in the barb ridges, as shown in Figure 1.2b and b', and schematically in Figure 1.3.
and the process of keratinization accelerates until all structures of the feather are
of
heavity keratinized. During this period the feather develops rami along the length

the barb ridges and in some feathers these can join to form a short rachis or

even

a typical calamus. Before this is completed the pulp, which has served to supply
oxygen and nutrients

to the feather. becomes entirely resorbed and a pulp cap is

formed over the dermal PaPilla.
Keratinization and morphological differentiation of embryonic feathers is complete by day 1g. All cells have filled with the fibrous keratins and are dead and nuclei

c').
and cetl boundaries have disappeared in all parts of the barbs (Figure 1.2c and
The completed 1g day feather is also shown in Figure 1.1b where, in places. the
feather sheath has broken away to reveal the bundles of downy barbules.
Shortly after a chicken hatches (21 days) the sheath of each feather dries and
flakes away from the bundle of barbs. The barbs spread out. the barbules are

FIGURE I.2
CETLULAR ORGANIZATION IN

EMBRYONIC CHICtr' FEÄTHERS DURING DEVDTOPMENT.
Two drawings are shown at each age, one depicts a section of an entire feather

("g.,

..) and the other a section of one or two barbs at higher magnification (e9.,

a').

a'. 12-day feathers.
b and b'. lGday feathers.
c and c'. 19-day feathers.

a and

(Modified from Lucas and Stettenheim,19721.
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SCIIEMATIC DRAWING OF
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unbound from the rami and the natal down feather becomes fluffy'

L.2.2

THE ROLE OF TIIE DERMIS.

lnteractions between embryonic chick dermis and epidermis have been clearly
demonstrated using embryonic skin which has been separated into its component

dermis and epidermis, then cultured after recombining dermis and epidermis
from different developmental stages. different species or different regions of the

body (sengel. 1957, 1958b, 1971, 1983: Rawles, 1963, 1965; Wessells. 1962,
19651. Studies by Sengel (1958a) on heterochronic recombinants (recombinants
of dermis and epidermis derived from different developmental stages) revealed that
development of feather primordia proceeds in a two step process

of bidirectional

dermal, epidermal communication. First. the dermis exerts a morphogenetic activity

of short duration on the overlying epidermis and induces the formation of feather
placodes. Then as the placodes grow out, they induce dermal condensations to form
and grow into the elongating feather primordia, constituting their core of vascularized

pulp. Although it is the dermis which "signals" the epidermis to form placodes. the
secondary dermal condensations have no inductive activity.

Studies using heterotopic recombinants (formed using dermis and epidermis

derived from different regions

of the body) which are allowed to

develop in

cutture (Sengel et aJ., 1969: Kollar, 1970: Dhouailly, 1973: Kato' 1969; Sawyer'
1g7g: Fisher and Sawyer, 1979) revealed that the epidermis develops structures
characteristic of those normally associated with the dermis

ol. (1978)

used. Dhouailly et

demonstrated that the keratins and other proteins expressed in these

heterotopic recombinants were identical to those found in normal tissue or homotopic

recombinants. Thus the recombination of presumptive scale dermis from the leg of
the embryo with presumptive feather epidermis from the back of the embryo causes
the epidermis to form scales and to express the set of scale proteins normally found

in scale, rather than the set of feather proteins normally expressed in this epidermal

tissue. The reverse recombination of presumptive feather dermis and presumptive

5

the normal
scale epidermis results in the formation of normal feathers expressing
feather proteins. These effects, exerted by the dermis, only occur at specific stages

of development (Rawles. 1g63. 1965) and precede the onset of keratinization in
those tissues (Matulionis, 1970; Beckingham-Smith. 1973a; Kemp et o1.,1971a)'
to
Wessells (1962) and Dodson (1963) observed that cultured epidermis failed
thus
keratinize, and subsequently degenerated, when separated from the dermis.
preventing dermal signals from stimulating the epidermis.

lt

has been shown that

has
the dermis is essential for the maintenance of epidermal cell proliferation, but it

been observed that non-living artificial substrates of various kinds can substitute

for this function of the dermis (Wessells. 1963)'
Sengel (1983) concluded that

at least two

requirements, normally satisfied

by the dermis, must be fulfilled for the continuation of basal cell proliferation

in

it

be

epidermis. Firstly, an adequate physical texture of the substrate, whether

living dermis or a non-living substitute, and an appropriate supply of nutrients. ln
by
summary, the dermis appears to control the morphotogy of epidermal structures

regulating the mitosis of epidermal cells, then determines, by some unknown signal.

which genes are to be expressed in the differentiating epidermal tissue.

lt is not

clear whether the dermally derived signal to initiate expression of the correct set

of feather specific genes in the epidermis is mediated by a diffusable extracellular
(1962)
substance or by direct pseudopodal cell to cell contact, although Wessells

demonstrated that isolated epidermis would grow and differentiate to some extent.
even

if a millipore filter was interposed between the dermis and epidermis prior to

culturing. However, the epidermis did not develop normally and he did not rule out
the possibility of dermat pseudopodal contact with the epidermis through the filter.
Studies using heterospecific dermal-epidermal recombinants (Dhouailly, 1967)
showed that duck dermis could direct chick epidermis
resembled those

of the duck. Also. Dhouailly

to

produce feathers which

eú ø1., (1978) showed

that mouse

footpad dermis could direct the formation of a footpad-like structure in presumptive

6

feather-producing chick epidermis. The keratins of the induced footpad structures
were of the scale type, i.e. those expected to be expressed in the skin of chicken

feet. These results suggest that the dermal signal to the epidermis is recognized even
the
when these tissues are derived from evolutionarily distantly related species since

information directing the specific cellular differentiation in the chick epidermis could
only have come from the mouse dermis.

lt

may be that the dermal signal, whether

cell to cell contact or a diffusable extra cellular substance, acts as a primary event to
define the morphological development of the epidermis into a feather which causes
secondary, epidermally derived, signats

to initiate the transcription of the correct

epidermal gene set. These epidermally derived secondary signals may be a set of
"switched on"
tissue or stage specific effector molecules which themselves have been
by a dermal signal, possibly the same one which initiates morphological development.

L.2.3

OTIIER TACTORS AFFECTING

FDAÎHER DIFFERDNTIATION.

It has been demonstrated that keratinization is inhibited if

immature (Fell

and Mellanby, 1g53) or highly differentiated (Fe¡l and Mellanby, 1957) embryonic
chick skin is cultured in the presence of high levels of Vitamin A.

lt

was shown

that keratin synthesis is completely repressed under these conditions (BeckinghamSmith, 1g73b) and that for the older tissues at least, the effects are reversible on
the removal of Vitamin A (Fitton-Jackson and Fell. 1963)'
Voitkevich (1966) showed that several hormones of the pituitary and thyroid
glands were implicated in the development of avian keratinocytes, but nothing is
known of the molecular mechanisms involved.

lt is interesting that thyroxine has

been shown to accelerate epidermal keratinization (Bartels, 1943; Wessells, 1961b:

Kitano and Kuroda, 1967) since the thyroid gland attains maximum thryoxine
secretion (Shain

et

aI., Lg72l at about the same time as the onset of keratin

synthesis in the feather.

7

A protein specific stimulatory activity has been demonstrated for hydrocortisone which hastens a-keratin synthesis in skin cultures (Fell, 1962; Sugimoto and

Endo, 1969) and causes feather primordia, which are destined to synthesize primar-

ily B-keratins, to abort. The presence of hydrocortisone during the culturing of chick
p-keratins
epidermis results in the stimulation of the scale a-keratins while the
scale

normally synthesized in scale are not synthesized (Sugimoto et a1.,1974)'
Epidermal growth factor. a small protein of known sequence (Savage

et

aI.,

lg11l isolated from submaxillary glands of male mice (Cohen, 1962) and having

a

human counterpart (Cohen and Carpenter, 1975), was found to enhance the growth

and maturation of newborn mouse epidermis when administered

in aiao and in

culture (Cohen, 1965: Starkey et 0,1.,1975). Epidermal growth factor stimulated an
increase in RNA and protein synthesis (Hoober and Cohen, 1967) and this was found

to be due to an increase in the proportion of ribosomes associated with polysomes
(Cohen and Stastny, 1968). This factor has also been shown

to be a powerful

stimulator of cell division in cultured fibroblasts (Cohen et aI-,1975).
Recently,

it

has been possible

to

maintain human and mouse epidermal

keratinocytes in culture and they express many of the differentiated functions found
in native skin, i.e. they form stratified colonies, make cornified envelopes (Rheinwald

and Green, 1975a, 1975b; Sun and Green, 1976) and actively synthesize keratins
(Sun and Green, 1978: Fuchs and Green, 1978). Rheinwald and Green (1977)
found that epidermal growth factor extended the life of cultured keratinocytes and
suggested

that it was acting to delay the ultimate fate of these cells, i.e' their

terminal differentiation.

The complicated and confusing assemblage of findings presented above gives
no indication of a simple mechanism controlling epidermal development in general
and feather development in particular. The various factors mentioned above may

be affecting mitosis in general or specific gene expression or both and may not
reflect the situation

in aiao. Clearly a molecular

approach

to differentiation

and

I
gene expression in chick embryonic feathers is required for a proper understanding

of the role of these various factors

I.3

THE NATURE OF DMBRYONIC FEATHEIL PROTE¡INS'
As mentioned earlier the terminatly differentiating embryonic feather

goes

through a stage of rapid protein synthesis which continues until the feather cells fill

with protein, mostly keratins, and eventually die. The recognized variety of proteins
expressed during

this phase of rapid synthesis has increased with

subsequent

studies on the molecular events occuring in these celts. Kemp and Rogers (1972)

first described the molecular nature of the proteins expressed in the developing
embryonic chick feather and were only able to detect a large family of homologous,

avian specific keratins. Although these avian specific keratins, termed B-keratins

throughout this thesis, are not, strictly crystalographically speaking, of a B type,
they contain regions of B-pleated sheet and, for this reason, they are referred to
as B-keratins in this laboratory. Later studies (Walker and Rogers, 1976a; Powell'
197g: powell and Rogers, 1979) analysed the synthesis of another group of proteins.

termed "fast proteins" because of their high electrophoretic mobility on pH 2.7 gels'
which appeared to comprise about !0o/o oÍ total feather protein (Walker and Rogers,
1976a). Apart from the feather p-keratins and fast proteins, the results reported in

this thesis (Chapter 5) indicate that scale specific B-keratins are also expressed

in

the developing embryonic chick feather.

1.3.1

FEAÎHDR SPECTFTC B-KERATTNS.

Keratin proteins synthesized during the differentiation of the embryonic chick
feather are fibrous insoluble intraceltular proteins rich in cysteine, serine, glycine and

the aliphatic amino acids, with little if any lysine, histidine, tyrosine or methionine
(Walker and Rogers, 1976a) and aggregate into fibrillar masses which
embryonic feather cells (Fraset

et

fill

the

a1.,t9721. These proteins were reported by

Walker and Rogers (1976a) to have a molecular weight of about 11,000 Mr while

9

the amino acid sequences of several of these proteins which were determined from

the gene sequences (Molloy ct ol., 1982: Gregg ct al., 1983) revealed molecular
weights of about 10,000

Mr. This is close to the molecular

weight estimate of

10,500 to 11,500 Mr obtained by Harrap and Woods (196aa) for the adult feather

keratins. Protein sequencing data of keratins from adult feather calamus of

emu

(O'Donnell, 1973b) and silver gull (O'Donnell and lnglis, 1974) and from barbs
of adult chick feather (Arai cú ø1., 1983) revealed protein chains of about the same
length (100 residues) with homologous amino acid sequences, and molecular weights

of about 10,000 Mr. These proteins, particutarly the adult chick feather keratin.
were remarlobly similar to embryonic chick feather keratins in both protein size and
sequence, yet on some SDS gel systems (S.Wilton, 1984; personal communication)

adult chick feather keratins have

a mobility

intermediate between that

of

the

embryonic chick feather keratins and the larger proteins of avian scale, beak and
claw (14,000 to 14,500 Mr: Harrap and Woods, 1964a; Walker and Bridgen, 1976).

All of these avian B-keratin proteins (ie. scale, beak. claw, adult feather
embryonic feather keratins) share the properly

and

in úao of forming oriented filaments

about ¡[ nm in diameter which give a characteristic p-type X-ray diffraction pattern
(Fraser et ø1., 1972; Stewart, t9771.

A molecular model of the structure of the

feather keratin filament has been proposed (Fraser et ø1.,1971) from a consideration

of the detailed X-ray diffraction pattern data. These authors proposed that the
filament consists of twisted B-sheets each of four antiparallel chains, each chain
being eight residues long (Figure 1.4). Two of these twisted B-sheets constitute

a

unit repeating in the axial direction. lt is probable that each sheet is formed from
the region of hydrophobic amino acids in the middle of the feather keratin molecule,
although this has not yet been demonstrated.

Due

to the rn u¡uo stabilization of

these keratin aggregates by disulphide

crosslinks (Goddard and Michaelis, 1934) their molecular study requires disruption

of the disulphide bonds by reducing agents, followed by stabilization by alkylation,

FIGUR,E I.4

MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF

TIID CORD FILAMDNT OF FEATEDR KDRATIN.

a

A right-handed strand of four twisted B-pleated sheets, each sheet
made up of units of four anti-parallel chains of eight residues.

b.

Two of the strands shown in a. assembled to form the core filament.

(after Frazer ct aL.,1971)

being

a

b
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e.g.

1972)'
carboxymethylation (Harrop and Woods, 1964a; Kemp and Rogers'

Feather keratins were originally thought

to be essentially a single protein

type

without the complexity of the mammalian o-keratins of skin and hair (O'Donnell.
1g73a; Crewther

et

a1.,1983; Dowling

et

a1.,1983: Fuchs and Hanukoglu. 1983)'

in polypeptide
Although this is true in that all feather keratins appear to be conserved

chain length and amino acid sequence

it

has been demonstrated that the feather

(1976a)
keratins are a large family of homologous proteins. Walker and Rogers

embryonic
were able to find an estimated twenty two protein chains by separating
polyacrylamide
feather B-keratins on their charge characteristics by ion exchange and
Rogers'
gel electrophoresis. Direct, partial protein sequence analysis (Walker and

1976b) and DNA sequencing

of keratin cDNA clones (this thesis) and

genes

product of a
(reviewed by Rogers, 1984) indicates that each protein chain is the
primary structure.
separate gene, and that all of these proteins are closely related in
Although embryonic feathers and specific parts of adult feather contain a series

of closely retated protein chains, each tissue has its own distinct populalion of
protein species (Harrap and Woods, 1964a; Kemp and Rogers, 19721' ln addition
keratinized
feather proteins display fundamental differences to those of other avian
despite
tissues such as scale, beak and claw (Walker and Bridgen, 1976). However,

regions of
these differences, avian B-keratins from all of these tissues show major
ancestral protein
sequence homology, indicating that they evolved from a common

presumably by gene duptication and divergence leading

to the

observed group of

sequencerelated Protein s.

I.3.2

FAST PROTDINS.

group of proteins
In addition to the family of embryonic feather keratins another

mobility on
were found, termed "fast proteins" because of their high electrophoretic
pH 2.7 gels. They were first detected by Walker and Rogers (1976a) in embryonic

but not adult feathers and were shown to be co-ordinately synthesized with (Powell'
attention
1g7g) but different in composition from the keratins. Until this study, little

11

Rogers
has been paid to fast proteins at the molecular level, although Powell and

(1g7g) were able to isolate an RNA fraction from denaturing gels which essentially
produced just fast proteins when translated in a cell-free system.
Walker and Rogers (1976a) estimated that fast proteins comprise about 10%

of the proteins in 21-day chick feathers, although it is the author's experience that

they comprise up to 40% of total feather protein. Analysis of the amino acid
feather
composition of fast proteins revealed that they are strikingly different from
keratins, being rich in histidine, glycine, arginine, tyrosine and phenylalanine but
deficient in cysteine, alanine, valine and isoleucine compared

to keratins (Walker

and Rogers, 1g76a). These authors found that fast proteins were a family of at
least three related polypeptide chains with a molecular weight of 8.400

Mr. This

and Wyld
size estimate was later confirmed by Powetl and Rogers (1979) and Brush
an
(1gS2) but results presented in Chapter 5 and 6 of this thesis indicate that this is

erroneous estimate due to a get artefact, as explained in the Discussion to Chapter
5 of this thesis.

Fast proteins are interesting in that they appear

to be expressed only in

lower
embryonic tissues, being present at low levels in embryonic scale and even

levels in embryonic beak and claw while they are undetectable in the corresponding

adult tissues (Walker and Rogers, 1976a; S.Wilton, personal communication). This

finding is in conflict with a study by Brush (19S3) who used what was reported

to be fast protein isolated from adult claw for filamentation studies, although he
did not specify whether the protein was derived from chick or turkey claw. lt is
turkey
however, difficult to imagine that fast proteins would be expressed in adult

tissues when, in the chick, they are limited to embryonic tissues.
Results presented in this thesis show that at least one, and probably all fast
proteins. are polypeptides of 7t9 amino acids with a molecular weight of 13,950 Mr

and, like the keratins, they exist as a family of proteins exhibiting strong sequence

homology. The role or localization of fast proteins in the feather is unknown but

t2
it is speculated (in Chapter 6) that they

serve as an interfilament "glue" much like

the proteins found associated with mammalian intermediate filaments (Steinert et
al., 1984).

1.3.3

scaLE LIKE p-KDRATINS.

Dhouailly

et aI.

(1978) observed. with interest, that at least four bands of

p-keratins
differing mobilities on SDS gels were present in embryonic chick feather
and they concluded, contrary to the accepted view (Fraser

et aI'. 1972: Walker and

Rogers, 1g76a), that the embryonic p-keratins were not all of identical molecular

weight (11.000 Mr). These authors observed that, although the major protein
component of feathers was of this molecular weight. a minor band was observed

which co-migrated with chick scale B-keratins (14,500 Mr: Walker and Bridgen,
1976). This finding was subsequently verified by Powell (1979) and Brush and Wyld
(1982). However, none of these authors speculated that the same scale gene(s) were
being expressed in both scale and feather tissues.

The results presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis reveal that a scale like protein

known to be expressed in scales (Wilton, 1983), is also expressed in embryonic
feathers

The diflerence in size between the scale and feather keratins can be accounted

for by an insoluble tryptic peptide of about 50 amino acids containing a roughly
repeating motif of the form gly.gly.X, the presence of which was demonstrated by

partial amino acid sequencing of scale proteins (Walker and Bridgen' 1976) and by
direct sequencing of scale cDNA clones (Wilton and Rogers, 1981; Wilton et

lg84) and genes, as reviewed by Rogers (1984). As previously stated, these

al..

scale

proteins have regions of sequence homology with the feather keratins and, using the
Chou and Fasman (1978) and retated procedures for structural predictions, it can be
demonstrated that the scale sequence adopts the same highly regular conformation

of 4 to 5 B-strands of twisted B-sheet structure predicted for the feather keratins

13

(Fraser

et

a1.,1971). The amino and carboxyl ends probably form less structured

tails and the gly.gly.X repeat region is probably excluded from the compact core of
p-turn
the 4 nm filament and should exist as a patch of hydrophobic peptide in a
conformation on the surface of each segmenl of keratin filament, as described by
Gregg

et

compared

ø1.

llg}4). This is diagrammatically illustraùed in Figure

1.5 and can be

to the situation predicted for feather keratins (Figure 1.4). As

already

stated. these B-keratins form, with the p-keratins from feathers and other tissues,
a family of sequence related proteins which presumably arose via gene duplication
and divergence from a common ancestral gene (Gregg

et

ø1.,1983; Rogers, 1984).

OTIIER PROTEINS FOUND IN

1.3.4

DMBRYONIC FEATHERS.
Analysis of the proteins expressed at very early stages of feather development
by SDS electrophoresis (Powell, 1979) revealthat cysteinecontaining proteins in the
molecular weight range of 40,000 to 70,000 Mr are present as major species. This
molecular weight range is similar to that of the mammalian intermediate filament

proteins. As the feather differentiates and the lower molecular weight keratins and

fast proteins are expressed these larger proteins comprise proportionately less of
the proteins in feather, until at
they are almost undetectable.

2l

days of development, when the chick hatches'

lt is probable therefore, that

these proteins do not

form part of the set of embryonic feather proteins which undergo a massive increase

in synthesis and characterize the terminal differentiation process occuring in the
feather.

These proteins were seen in 19-day feathers, by Dhouailly et ø1. (1978). to
roughly co-migrate with the a-keratin proteins of scale and these authors speculated

that they may have originated from the feather sheath, which is sloughed off at
hatching and conceivably has the same composition as interplumar stratum corneum.

Alternatively, it is possible that these proteins are not keratins and are derived from

FIGURE T.6
CARTOON REPRESENTÂTION OF TED TWISTED B-PLEATED
SIIDETS CONSTITUTING THE CORE STAUCTURE OF AVIAN
KERATINS.

a.

Feather keratin.

b.

Scale keratin.

(diagram drawn by K.Gregg).
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the mesenchymally-derived pulp of the embryonic feather which is resorbed as the
feather matures.

1.3.6 SUMMARY.
ln summary there appears to be two classes of structural proteins involved

in

the difterentiation of the embryonic feather, i.e. the B-keratins and fast proteins.
The fast proteins seem to be limited to embryonic tissues and are most abundant
in embryonic feathers atthough atso present in embryonic scale, beak and claw. The

5 bands on SDS gels ranging in
B-keratins of feather can be separated into 4 to
apparent molecular weight from 10,000 to 14,500 Mr, although this observation is
complicated by the fact that the cysteine content of these proteins affects their

mobility when they are S-carboxymethylated, as explained in the Discussion to
Chapter 5 of this thesis.

lt

is proposed, in Chapter 7, that these bands represent

protein families differing either in molecular weight, cysteine content or both and

that in all chick epidermal structures. i.e. embryonic and adult feather, scale, beak
and claw, they are all expressed to some degree but the major protein component

of these tissues is different for the various tissues'
1.4

GENE E](PRESSION IN TIIE DMBRYONIC FEATHER.

T.1.I TIIE TIME COURSE OT PROTDIN SYNTIIESIS.
The B-keratins and fast proteins are found to be co-ordinately expressed, although the control of this expression is not necessarily mediated by the same fac-

tor(s). Protein synthesis begins at about the twelfth day of embryonic development,
as judged by the appearance

of keratin fibrils in the cells (Matulionis, 1970) and of

keratin and fast proteins, as detected by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (Kemp

et

ø1.,1974a; Powetl, 1979). Major feather keratin protein bands' which were re-

solved on pH g.5 gels (Kemp

et

al., 1974a) and the fast protein band observed

on SDS gels (Powell, 1979), were both present in trace amounts in 11 and t2-day
feather extracts but rapidly increased in quantity after day 12 and by 15 days they

15

(1974a)
compr¡sed over 95% of the total proteins detected in feathers. Kemp eü øL

used labelling studies and gel electrophoresis of proteins to show that the different

keratin proteins of feathers were synthesized co-ordinately. By the eighteenth day of
development all protein synthesis has ceased and the feather is completely cornified.

!,4.2 TIIE TIME COURSE OF nRNA SYNTHESIS'
A purified 12S fraction of mRNA coding largely for keratin proteins in a cell-free
system was isolated and used as a template for the synthesis of complementary DNA

(Partington

et

ø1.,1973; Kemp

et a1.,1974b). Powell et aI.

(1976) used labelled

cDNA to this purified mRNA fraction to detect the presence of homologous mRNA
in feather tissues of varying ages. They demonstrated that 12S mRNA species were
synthesized initially from about day 11. increasing to maximal levels at 14 and 15

days and decreasing thereafter. Thus keratin mRNA synthesis occured at about
the same time as the synthesis of keratin proteins, demonstrating that the massive
onset of keratin synthesis after day 12 is due to an increased rate of synthesis of
keratin mRNA and not to diflerential translation of a pre-formed mRNA pool.
No such study has been performed for thefast protein mRNAs but Powell and
Rogers (1g7g) followed the appearance of fast protein mRNA in embryonic feathers

of diftering ages by assaying the capacity of mRNA isolated from such tissues to
direct the synthesis of fast proteins in a cell-free translation system. They found

that translatable fast protein mRNA followed the same temporal course of protein
synthesis as did the keratin mRNAs.

1.4.3

THE NATURE OF THE MRNAS EXPRESSED

IN EMBRYONIC FEATHERS.
The primary structure of the mRNAsexpressed in feather has now been totally
described by the isolation and complete DNA sequencing of 7 cDNA clones derived

from 14-day embryonic feather mRNA (Chapters 4 and 5, this thesis) and the DNA
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sequenc¡ng

oI

4t

B-keratin feather like genes (Molloy

et

al., 1982: Gregg

et ø1"

1933) and one fast protein gene (Chapter 6, this thesis)'

Early work by Partington

et ø1. (1973) and Kemp et aI.

(1974b' t974cl,

feather
who first identified and partially purified the mRNA coding for embryonic
sedimented at 12S on sucrose gradients
B-keratins, revealed that this mRNA species
a length of
and had a mobility on denaturing polyacrylamide gels consistent with

the 3'-end with
760 nucleotides. This mRNA was found to have a poly(A) tract at
chapter
an average length of 65 nucleotides (Morris and Rogers. 1979; this thesis,

3). The mRNA has a "cap" structure at the 5'-end consisting of 7-methylguanosine
at the S,-terminus coupled via a 5'-5'triphosphate linkage to the penultimate2'-Omethylated residue (Morris. 1976; Morris and Rogers. 1979).
Hybridization of this mRNA

to its cDNA revealed that keratin mRNA is a

it was estimated
heterogeneous mixture of species (Kemp, 1975). From this analysis

that there were 25 to 35 different keratin mRNA species, an estimate consistent
with the minimum of 22 protein chains found in the feather (Walker and Rogers,
1976a). Lockett

et ø1. (1979) showed that

each mRNA species appeared to contain

a sequence of about 150 nucleotides at the 3'-end which is unique, i.e. represented

only once in the chick genome. A reiterated sequence was found in keratin mRNA
of
attached 5, to the unique sequence. lt was proposed that the unique 3t-ends
the
keratin mRNA corresponded to the 3'-untranslated region of the mRNA and
repeated portions corresponded to the coding sequences.

A

complete picture

sequences

et

of the keratin mRNAs was finally obtained from

the

t[:
of several cDNA clones and 4| genes (this thesis, Chapter Molloy

a1.,1982: Gregg

et

a1.,1983). These data reveal that the keratin mRNAs exist

which are
as a family of genes, each containing coding regions for 97 amino acids
these genes
strongly conserved. The long (430 to aaO bp) 3'-untranslated regions of

although two
were found on average to be less conserved than the coding regions,

strongly conserved blocks of sequence were observed, one of which was found at

t7
the 3,-end of the mRNA. The mRNA is transcribed as a precursor of about 1200
nucleotides including poly(A) and is processed to the cytoplasmic form of about
g60 nucleotides by the removal of the only intron (about 340 nucleotides) which

is situated in the S'-untranslated region of the mRNA. The S'-untranslated region
shows rigid homology between mRNAs but only 5' to the position of the intron.

Very little work has been done on the fast protein mRNAs since they are

difficult to separate from the keratin mRNAs, although Powell and Rogers (1979)
did manage to purify a fraction on partially denaturing polyacrylamide gels which
produced largely fast proteins when translated in a cell-free system. This study
resulted in a broad estimate of 11 to 13S for the size of the fast protein mRNAs.

Again, a more accurate description of fast protein mRNAs had to await the
use of recombinant DNA techniques. DNA sequences of three cDNA clones (this

thesis, Chapter 5) revealed that the 3luntranslated regions of these mRNAs are
extremely long (590 bp) and only poor homology was observed between the two
different 3,-untranslated sequences obtained. The DNA sequence of a fast protein
gene (this thesis, Chapter 6) has revealed that the mRNA is transcribed as a 1'750

nucleotide precursor, assuming a poly(A) tract which is the same length as the

keratin mRNAs'. This precursor is processed to the 1,080 nucleotide cytoplasmic

form by the removal of the only intron of 670 nucleotides which is found in the
Sr-untranslated region, in the same position as the keratin intron. Strong sequence
homology exists between the conserved region of the keratin mRNA S'-untranslated
region and the corresponding region in this fast protein mRNA.

1.1.1

THE NATURE OF THE GENES DXPRESSED

IN EMBRYONIC FEATITEn,S.
Early work on the genes coding for keratin revealed, by reassociation kinetic
analysis, that between 100 and 250 genes were present in the chick genome (Kemp.

1975). Considering the degree of sequence homology between scale and feather
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genes (Gregg

et

al., 1984), which presumably extends

to the genes expressed in

other tissues, this eslimate of the number of keratin genes probably includes the

keratin genes expressed in other tissues. Lockett

et aI.

(1979) used isopycnic

caesium chloride gradient ultracentrifugation to demonstrate that the keratin-coding

DNA is associated with long stretches of G-C rich DNA, suggesting that the keratins
may be linked as a cluster of keratin genes.

Recent studies on À-recombinants (Molloy

et

ø1.,1982) has confirmed that the

keratin genes are clustered and the isolation of cosmid clones containing keratin
genes (R. Presland, 1984, unpublished observations) revealed that this cluster may

extend beyond 15 genes.

lt is not yet clear whether these genes are all feather-

like B-keratin genes but the
are all

4t

genes

in the À-clone have been sequenced and

of the feather type (Gregg et aI., 1983). These

sequences indicate that

the genes are arranged in a regular tandem array. each gene separated from the
next by about 2.3 Kb of intergenic DNA with all genes transcribed in the same
direction. The arrangement of the gene cluster suggests that

it evolved through

a

series of tandem gene duplications. Detailed analysis of the patterns of nucleotide

"hot spots"
sequences reveal regions of sequence homology crossover which may be

for recombination. This can be compared to the models suggested for duplication
of globin genes (Efstratiadis et a\.,1980).
As described in the previous section, each gene contains an intron in the 5tuntranslated region 37 bp from the cap site. The occurrence of the intron is therefore

not related to the separation of functional protein domains brought together during
evolution to form a single protein (Gilbert, 1979), as is the case for many genes

(eg. the immunoglobulin genes, Sakano et ø1.,1979a, b: and the ovomucoid

gene'

Stein et øt., 19S0). Generally the introns of eukaryotic genes occur in the coding
region of the gene (Berget

b; Roop et

et al.,1977: Chow et

aI., 1978; Mandel

et

ø1.,

aI., tg77: Tilghman

1978; Wahli

et a[" 1978a'

et ø1., 1980; Schaefer et al"

1gS0) and not the untranstated regions, although some genes have been found to
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conta¡n introns in their S'-untranslated regions,

e.g'

conalbumin (Breathnach et

ol., 1978), insulin (Perler et al., 1980) and histones (R. Sturm: 1984' personal
presence of
commun¡cation). Gilbert (197S) suggested another explanation for the
by
introns in eukaryotic genes might be to provide a means for rapid Sene evolution

keratins
changes in mRNA processing. This is also unlikely to be the case for the

affect the gene
since any change in the S'-untranslated region of the gene would not
product, unless of course the 5'-untranslated region contained controlling elements.
gene
which in any case would only affect the levels of gene expression and not the

product itself. Molloy

et

ø1.,

(1982) suggested a likely explanation for the presence

of the intron is that the same gene may be expressed in a different tissue (eg. claw

or scale) or at a different stage of development (adult feather) using a diflerent
promotor and St-leader sequence. This is analogous to the expression of mouse
o-amylase in liver and salivary gland (Young

et

a1.,19S1) and numerous examples

of differential splicing of S'-ends of viral mRNAs (Reddy et o'I',1978a, b)'

A chick genomic À-clone containing a fast protein gene has been isolated

and

the gene
sequenced (this thesis, Chapter 6) and the essential structural features of
gene it
were described above (1.4.3). During the isolation and localization of this

protein gene
was noticed that the 16 Kb insert contained fragments flanking the fast

which weakly hybridized to the fast protein coding specific probe. The data were

in close
consistent with the presence of at least two other fast protein like genes
proximity to the original fast protein gene. i.e.

it is probable that homologous

fast

protein genes are clustered in much the same way as the keratin genes are organized'

It is also interesting that the fast protein

gene contains an intron in an identical

position to the intron found in the keratins. yet this is the only structural or sequence

similarity which exists between these gene families'
The scale genes which are expressed in the feather have only been characterized
did not
by the DNA sequencing of a cDNA clone, derived from feather mRNA, which

extend to the S,-untranslated region of the mRNA (this thesis' Chapter

5).

Using
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to select clones from a genomic library, several scale genes have been
four scale
isolated and partially sequenced (wilton, 19s3). One À-clone contained

scale cDNA

the same
genes which were spaced roughly 3 Kb apart and were all transcribed in
one
direction. Two of these genes which were sequenced were found to contain only

intron, located in the St-untranslated region of the genes in approximately the same
position as the only intron of the feather keratin and fast protein genes (Wilton,
1e83).

I.4.6

SUMMARY.

As a gene family the embryonic feather keratin and fast protein gene systems
have a number of features of particular interest when considering an examination

of the control of
comprise

gene expression

in a terminally differentiating tissue.

a relatively large number of

They

genes both structurally and evolutionarily

are corelated and unrelated (the fast proteins are unlike feather keratins) and
ordinately expressed. The conservation through evolution of non-coding sequences,
which may be important in the control of gene expression or involved, for example,

in protein-RNA or protein-DNA interaction. can be examined in a larger sample of
the
genes than is possible with most gene famities. Another advantage of studying

family of embryonic feather genes is that this family is one of a number of related
all of
gene families, e.g. the adult feather keratins and scale, beak and claw keratins.

which are expressed in different tissues and at different times during development.

I.6

TITE MAMMALIAN DPIDDRMAL TISSUES'

A great deal of interest has

been generated recently

synthesis of epidermal keratins (Roop

et

in the structure

and

aL.,1983, 1984: Fuchs and Marchuk. 1983;

to the
Steinert and Cantieri, 1983; Steinert and Roop, 1984) and their relationship
Kim et
large family of intermediate filament proteins (Fuchs and Hanukoglu' 1983;
ol., 1983; Steinert et øI-,1984).

2l
The keratin genes of mammalian epidermis are analogous to the feather keratin
genes in that they form a large multigene family existing as two related but distinct

types of keratins encoded by two multigene families (Fuchs and Marchuk' 1983:
polypeptide
Roop eú ø1., 1983). These keratins comprise a group of 10 to 20 different
species that are differentially expressed in different epithelial tissues (Moll

et

al.,

1gS2) and form 8nm cytoplasmic filaments in these epithelial cells (Steinert and
ldler, 1925; Brysk et a1.,1977). These are one of the grouP of intermediate filaments
which compose the cytoskeletal architecture of higher eukaryote cells'

Apart from the keratins in epithelial tissues, intermediate filaments

are

composed of a family of related proteins the members of which are different¡ally
expressed in different tissues, although the intermediate filaments in any one tissue
are usually assembted from only one or two diflerent subunits (Steinert et al-, 1981)'

This family of proteins was originally subdivided according to their tissue origin:
neurofilament protein (Liem and Hutchinson, 1982; Zackroff

et

aI-, 1982); glial

filament protein (Schachner et a1.,7977: Rueger et ø1.,1979); vimentin or decamin
(Franke

et

steinert

et

ø1.,1978: Steinert
ø1.,

ct

ø1.,1982): desmin (Lazarides and Hubbard. 1976:

1981) and the keratins (woodcock-Mitchell ct al.. 1982: Roop

eú

ol., 1983; Sun eú ot., 1983). There exists a high degree of homology between
the subunits of the intermediate filaments except for the keratins which show only
poor homology with the other intermediate filament subunits (Hanukoglu and Fuchs,
1e82).

It is now apparent from

amino acid sequencing and biophysical studies that

the a-keratins of wool and stratum corneum are a sub-set of the cytokeratin
intermediate filament proteins (Crewther et ø1.,1983: Dowling et ai..,1983; Fuchs
and Hanukoglu, 1983) and share with the intermediate filament proteins a common
genes
molecular arrangement. Ward et ø1. (1983) have begun investigations of the

coding for these a-keratin proteins of wool.

Much as the fast proteins are associated with B-keratins in the embryonic
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feather and perhaps for the same reasons, specific proteins are found associated

with intermediate filaments. Some of these proteins which have been identified

as

possible static or regulatory mediators of the interactions of intermediate filaments

with. themselves or other cytoplasmic systems, seem

to have limited distribution

and may be tissue specific, e.g. synemin and paranemin are found in muscle and
some mesenchymal cells (Lazarides, L982: Price and Lazarides, 1983)' while some

other intermediate fitament associated proteins are found in several tissues (Green
and Goldman, 1983; Wiche

et aI.,1983).

One of the best characterized families of

intermediate filament associated proteins is the high sulphur keratins found in hair
and wool (Fraser

et

aI., Lg72l. These proteins form disuphide cross-links with the

cysteine.rich non-helical domains of the intermediate filament a-keratins, and result

in a rigid matrix of insoluble protein (Crewther. 1976). Three of these high sulphur
keratin genes have been isolated and completely sequenced (Powell

et

ø1., 1983).

Filaggrin which is an intermediate filament associated protein found in cornified
epidermal cells is postulated to have a similar role in these cells as the high sulphur
keratins, i.e.

it

serves to link intermediate filaments into a stable matrix in cornified

epidermis (Steinert

It

et a1.,1981; Steinert, 1984).

should be made clear that although feather B-keratins do form filaments,

they are unrelated to the mammalian a-keratins. The feather p-keratins contain
mainly B-sheet structure and associate to form 4nm filaments, while mammalian akeratins contain large sections of a-helix and associate to form the 8nm intermediate

filaments. However, despite being unrelated, both proteins have a similar structural
role

I.O

AIMS OF THI} PROJDCT.

I.O.I

GENERAL AIMS.

The work presented in this thesis forms part of a larger project with the broad
aims of elucidating the processes involved in the terminal differentiation of epidermal
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tissues. The project involves work on two model systems, the first and best
characterized being the devetoping embryonic chick feather and the second more

recently initiated study being the mammalian hair follicle, in particular sheep wool
and guinea pig hair follicles. The work presented in this thesis was directed solely
toward a characterizalion of the first of these model systems.

Two processes occuring in the developing embryonic feather which

are

characteristic of the processes occuring during its terminal differentiation are the
morphological development and differentiation of the epidermis into the feather and

the phase of rapid protein synthesis which ¡esults in the maturation of the feather.

This system is amenable to the study of factors affecting feather morphogenesis
as described by Sengel (1983) but a molecular approach to this question awaits
the development of the appropriate technology (e.g. cell-cell interaction studies).
However, an approach can be made

to the characterization of the molecular

events involved in the co-ordinate expression of the genes involved during feather
d

ifferentiation.

Before such questions can be considered, a full understanding must be reached

of the genes expressed in the embryonic feather. The advent of recombinant DNA
techniques has meant that these feather genes c¿n be quickly identified, isolated
and fulty characterized at the level of their nucleotide sequences. Once isolated and
characterized these genes can be manipulated and used in expression studies to
examine controlling etements, both in the gene and in their tissue of origin.

lt

is

these approaches which are currently being employed.

1.O.2

SPDCIFIC AIMS OF THIS TIIESIS.

The research presented in this thesis was aimed at a full characterization of
the major genes expressed during the terminal diflerentiation of the embryonic chick
feather tissue. ln the absence of recombinant DNA facilities during the early phase
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of the work, initial approaches to this question involved the use of classical RNA
separation and ¡'n uitro translation techniques. The specific aims were:

1. To characterize the nature of the mRNA species present in 14-day embryonic
p-keratins.
feathers, in particular the 12S mRNA shown to code for the abundant

2. Having obtained feather cDNA clones, to determine the nucleotide sequences
of several clones in order to describe the primary structure of the mRNAs expressed
in feathers. Co-incidentally this would provide information on the primary structure

of the proteins expressed in this tissue.

3.

To relate the mRNA sequences obtained from the cDNA clones to the

sequences of the genes from which they were derived'

4. To examine these mRNA and gene sequences in order that common features
might indicate their evolutionary relationships and any potential regions involved in

the modulation of gene expression during the process of differentiation.

CHAPTER

2

MATEItIALS AND GENDRAL METIIODS.
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2.L

MATERIALS.

2,!.L

FINE CIIEMICALS FOR SPECIFIC PROCEDURES'

2.1.la

ELDCTROPHORESIS'

Acrylamide

: E. Merck, Darmstadt,

Agarose. type

twice recrystallized ftom chloroform.

I : Sigma chemical co., st.

Agarose, low gelling temperature

:

Louíe, Missouri, u.s..a.

B.D.H. Chemicals Ltd., Poole, Dorset,

England.
Ammonium persulphate

: Sigma.

Bicine, N,N-bis(2-hydroxyethyl)glycine
Bromophenol blue

: B.D.H-

Coomassie brilliant blue R : I-CJ.

Ethidium bromide

: Sigma'

Ltd., England'

: Sigma

Formamide -. B.D.H., deionised as described by Ptnder et oJ., (1974).

N'.N'-methylenebisacrylamide

: B.D.H.

N,N,N',N'-tetramethylethenediamine (TEMED)

:

Easüman Organíc Chemicals,

Rochesúe¡, New York, U.S.^A.

Toluidine blue

:

George

T. Gurr, London, England'

Xylene Cyanol FF : Tokyo Kasei, Tokyo, Japan'

2.1.1b CDLL.FREDTRANSLATION.
Amino acids

: Mann Researcå

Laboratorìes,

ATP, equine muscle, sodium salt

: Sigma.

GTP, equine muscle, sodium salt

:

HEPES

N'Y', U'S"A'

Srþrna.

: Sígma.

Phosphocreatine, disodium salt, high grade

:

Sigma'

2.1.1c CELL'FREE TRANSCRIPTION'
Deoxyribonucleoside triphosphates

:

Sigma.
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Dideoxyribonucleoside triphosphates

: Sigma'

Dithiothreitol : Sigma.
Oligodeoxythymidylic acid, free acid

sin,

: P.L.

Biochemicals Inc., Milwaukee, Wiscon-

U.S..A.

z.I.Id

COLUMN CHROMATOGRAPHY.

Acetonitrile, HPLC grade: Waters AssociatesrMillford, Massachusetús, U.S.-A.
C18 reverse phase HPLC column (SP-C1S.

g

Varian, Walnut Crcek, Czlifotnia,

ttl

u.s..a.
Diphenyl reverse phase HPLC column (Protesil-300, 10 t¿)

:

Whatman Ltd',

England.
Mono

e

strong anion exchange FPLC column

:

Pharmacia Fine Chemicals Ltd.,

:

Pharmacìa.

Uppsala, Sweden.

Mono S strong cation exchange FPLC column

Oligo(dT) cellulose

: P-L. Biochemiczls.

Oligo(dA) cellulose

: P.L-

Propanol, HPLC grade

BiocÀemicals-

: Waters.

Sephadex, grades G-50 and G-100 fine

: Påarmacia'

Trifluoroacetic acid, sequencing grade

:

Peatce Chem.

co., Rockford, lllinois,

u.s..a.

2.1.le

FLUOROGR,APHY.

DMSO (dimethylsulphoxide)

:

Ctown Zellerbach Corp., Camas, Washington,

u.s..a.
PPO (2,5-diphenyloxazole)

:

Sigma, initiaily, and later reclaimed from DMSO by

the procedure of Laskey and Mills (1975).
X-ray film. Fuji Rx

: FLji

Photo Film Co- Ltd., Tokyo, Japan'
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2.I.1f SCINTILLAÎION COUNIING.
NCS tissue solubilizer

:

Amersham/Searle Corp., Arlington Heights, lllinois,

u.s.Á.
PCS solubilizer and phasecombining system

: zl,mersham/Searle.

POPOP (1,a-bis-(2,5-phenyloxazolyl)-benzene)

:

PPO (2.5-diphenyloxazole)

2.I,2

: Sigma'

Sigma.

DNZYMES.

The enzymes used in this study were obtained from the sources listed below.

:

Calf intestinal phosphatase

Sigma.

Calf-thym us term inal deoxynucleotidyl transferase
Creatine phosphokinase

:

coli Deoxyribonuclease

D.

coli DNA-polymerase

:

Mannheim.

Sigma.

E.

Lysozyme. chicken

: Bo ehringer,

I

I : Sigma.
(Klenow fragment)

: Boehringer,

Mannheim.

Sigma.

Polynucleotide kinase

; Boehringer, Mannåeim'

Proteinase K : Sigma.
Ribonuclease A
Ribonuclease

: Sigma-

T¡ :

Ribonuclease T2

Sigma.

: Sigma.

RNA-dependent DNA polymerase (reverse transcriptase)

: a gift from Dr. J.R.D.

Wells, prepared from avian myeloblastosis virus, donated by Dr'

J'W' Beard

and the N.LH. Cancer Programme.
51 nuclease

: Boehringer,

Mannheim.

T4 DNA-Ligase : Boehringer, Mannheim.
All restriction enzymes used during the course of this study were obtained from
either New England Biolabs, Beverly. M.A. U.S.A. or Boehringer, Mannheim'
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2.I.8

RADIOCHDMICALS.

L-4,5-3H-Leuc¡ne, 105 Ci/mmole

L-33 H-Serine, 28 Ci/m mole

: Radiocåe¡nical

Centre, Amersäam.

; Radiochemical Centre, .Ame¡såam.

3H-polyuridylate, 22 mCi/mmole

:

Schwarz Mann, Orangeburg, New York, U'S'^A'

3H-potassium borohydride, 12.1 Cilmnole: ßadiochemical Centre, -Amers.ham.
3H-dCTP, 26.2 Cilnmole
3H-dGTP. 25 Ci/mmole

: Radiocåemical

Centre, .Amersåam.

: .Radiochemical centrer.amersham.

: Gift of Dr. R.If. Symons'
450 Ci/mmole : Gift of Dr' ß'Il' Symons'

o-32P-dCTP, 450 Ci/mmole
a-32P-dGTP,

o-32P-dATP, 2400 Ci/mmole

: BRES.A,

c-32P-dcTP, 24oo ci/mmole

: BRES.A.

Adelaìde, á'ustralia'

.¡-32P-ATP, 1000 Ci/mmole

: Radiochemical Centre, .Ame¡såam.

1-32P-ATP, 2400 Ci/mmole

: BRESÂ.

2.I.1

BUFFERS.

Buffers commonly used in this study are listed below'

: 200 mM KC| 5.3 mM MgCIz, 70 mM Tirs'HCl pH 7' '
NET : 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 10 mM Ttís-HCI pH 7'5'

MSB

PSB

: 100 mM NaCI, lO mM MgC12,0.05% gelatine, l0 mM Tbis-HCI pH 7.4'

SET : 30 mM Ttis-HCI pH 7.8, 5 mM EDTA, 0'5% SDS'
SSCE

: 150 mM NaC| 15 mM sodium cittate, l

mM EDTA'

TAE : 40 mM T)is-Acetate pH 8.2, 20 mM sodium acetate, 7 mM DDTA.

TBE (pH 8.3) : 90 mM I)is,90 mM boric acid, 2'5 mM DDTA'
TBE (pH 8.S) : 130 mMT)ís,45 mM boric acíd,2'5 mM EDTA"
TE : I0 mM I)Is-HCI PH 7.5, O-l mM EDTA'

2.I.6

BACTERIAL MDDIA.

2.1.64 LIQUID MEDIA.
All liquid media were prepared in glass-distilled water and were sterilized

by
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autoclavin gÍor 25 minutes at a temperature of 120oC and a pressure of 15 lb/inch2.

The compositions of the various media were as follows:

L-Broth z

l%

Bacto'Tbyptone,0.5% yeast extract, 1% NaCl

2X YT z 1.6% Amine A, 1% yeast extract,0.5% NaCl
Minimal medium

:

1.05% K2HPOa, 0.45% KHzPO+, O.1% (NH4)zSO+, 0.05%

sodium citrate.

NZCYM

: l%

Amíne

A, 0.5% yeast exttact, 0.5% NaC| 0.7%

Casaminoacíds,

0.246% MgSOa, 0.2% maltose-

2.1.6b

SOLID MEDIA.

: L-broth containing 0.7% Bacto-agar.

L-soft agar

All plates were prepared from 30 ml of the relevant mixture, dried (with the
lids on) overnight at 37oC and stored at 4oC until required.

: I%

Charon 4A

Amine A, 0.5% yeast extract, 0.5% NaCI' 0.2% glucose,

MgCl2, l0 mM Ttis-HCI pH 7.5, and
L plus Tet.

:

L plus Amp.

l%

I mM

Bacto-agar'

L-Broth, 7% Bacto-agar, tetræyclíne (20 tlg/ml)'

: L-Broth, 1% Bacto-agar,

ampicillin (50 ¡t'g/ml).

Minimal medium plus glucose : Minimal medium,

l%

Bacto-agar' 0.02% MgSOa,

0.2% glucose, 0.0005% Thiamine-HCl.
NZCYM

: 1% Amine .4, 0.5% yeast extract,

0.246% MgSOa,

l% Bacio'agar,0.2%

0.5% NaCl' 0.1% Caszminoacids,

maltose.

2.T.8 ANTIBIOTICS.
Ampicillin

:

Sìgma.

Chloramphenicol

: Sigma.

Tetracycline: Sigma.

zJ.T

BACTERIAL SIRAINS.

The E.colr K12 strains used in this study are described below.
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EDg654

i r;, mI, trp BEY,

JM101 z lac, pro. sup

met, trp R, rec.A56, fluP E. (Murray et al., 1977).

E, thi. F' tra D36, pro AB, lac Iq z LMt'.

(Mæsing'

1e7e).

LE392

I F-,

gal

K2,

Mc1o61

i

hsd R614
gal

ara

(r*4-, mtr), sup E44,8up F58, lacY¡ or Ã(lacIZY)6,

T22, met BI, úrp R55, À-

D I3g, à,(ara, leu)7697,

'

(Murray et aI',

AlacX74, gal

U-,

1977)'

gal

K-, -hsr-, -hsm+,

str A. (Cæadaban and Cohen, 1980)'

2.1.8

BACTERIOPIIAGE SîRAINS.

The bacteriophage strains used in this study are described below
À-Charon ¡[A

:

.Aam 32, Bzm

(Williams and Blattnet,

l,

lac

7979).

(1952).

M13mp8

: Messing and Vieira

M13mp9

: Messing and Víeira (1982).

2.!.9

5, bío 256, VKH54, VNINS' ö80 QSn'

TISSUE.

Fertilized eggs

of White

Leghorn fowls (Gallus domesticus), strain Para 3

of
were obtained from the Parafield Poultry Research Station of the Department
more
Agriculture, Parafield, South Australia. The eggs were stored at 10"C for no

than seven days, and incubated at 37oC, 54% humidity in a forced draught incubator
as "1/L'
(Saunders products Pty. Ltd., Adelaide). Feathers designated, for example,
day feathefs" were from embryos incubated for a total of 14 days.

Embryos were removed from the eggs and washed with Hanks balanced salt

solution. They were then immersed in the same solution, and the body feathers
KCl. 5'3
removed by plucking with jewellers' forceps into icecold MSB (200 mM
mM MgCl2, 10 mM Tris.HCl, pH 7.a). The feathers were then washed in ice-cold
MSB by repeated low speed centrifugation performed at 4oc.
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2.I.1O

MISCELLANEOUS MATDRIALS.

Cellophane dialysis tubing

:

B.D.H. Tåe úubing wæ boiled in l% w/v NaHCOs

before use (Thompson and O'DonneLl, 1965)'

:

Cellutose n¡trate centrifuge tubes

Beckman, Palo Alto, Californiat U.S.A,

GF/A glass filter discs : Whatman Ltd., England'
Nitrocellulose filter paper

: Sartorius.

X-ray film

: .Flrji Rx X-ray frIm. Fuií Photo FiIm Co' Ltd'

2.I,II

MISCELL.A,NEOUS FINE CIIDMICALS.

Caesium chloride. optical grade

Diethylpyrocarbonate
phenol

: Harshaw Chemical Co., Cleveland, Ohio, U'S'A'

: Sigma.

: B.D.H.,redistilled

under nitrogen and reduced pressure, süored at

under nitrogen Prior to

C

use.

Sarkosyl (sodium dodecyl sarcosinate)
SDS (sodium dodecyl sulphate)
Sodium Azide

-2f

:

Ciba-Geigy, Basle, Switserland'

: B.D.H.,99% pute'

: B.D.H. Ltd.

Sucrose, Ultrapure, RNase free

:

Schwarz-Mann, Orangeburg, N.Y., U.S.A.

All other chemicals used were of Analytical Reagent grade, or of the highest
available purity.

2.2

GENERAL MEIIIODS.

2.2.T

PREPARATION OF GLASSWARE AND SOLUTIONS'

All solutions were prepared using glass-distilled or

double-deionized water

and rendered nuclease-free and microbiologically sterile either by treatment with
diethylpyrocarbonate or autoclaving at 20 psi lot 25 min at 140"C. Glassware was
washing
rendered nuclease-free by either autoclaving, incubation at 110"C overnight,

with

lM

KOH and rinsing with sterile glass-distilled water, or by a combination

of these procedures. Spatulas, etc.. were washed with alkali and rinsed in sterile
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glass-distilled water
water, as described. Pipettes and micropipettes were washed in
or autoclaved after
containing diethylpyrocarbonate and dried for 16 hours at 110'C,

possible centrifuge
treatment with diethylpyrocarbonate and then dried. where
tubes were autoclaved, otherwise they were alkali-washed, as described'

2.2.2

PREPAR.ÀTION OF FEATHDR LYSATE'

and, after the final
Feathers were plucked and washed as described in 2'1.9
MSE centrifuge at
wash, were pelleted by centrifugation at 3,000 r.p.m. in a bench
were
4.C. All subsequent procedures were carried out at 4oC. The pelleted feathers
and allowed
resuspended in two volumes of MSB containing 10 mM dithiothreitol

to stand on ice for 10 min, prior to

homogenization by about ten strokes of a 10

ml teflon-glass homogenizer. Cell debris and nuclei were pelleted by centrifugation
at 12,000 r.p.m. for 10 min at 4'C using a sorvall HB-4 swingout rotor. The
pasteur pipette ensuring
supernatant, termed the lysate, was carefully withdrawn by

that the pellet remained undisturbed'

2.2.8

PREPARATION OF FEATIIER RNA.

ln this laboratory feather RNA was routinely prepared from feather lysate by
severat alternative procedures, as outlined below:

2.2.8a

PREPARATION OF FEATHER POLYSOMES.

et
Feather polysomes were prepared essentially as described by Partington

ø|,.

(1e73).

The polysomes were pelleted from the feather lysate {see 2'2'2 above) by
at ¡[oC' Each
centrifugation in a Beckman Ti 50 rotor at 15,000 r.p.m. for 90 min
10 mM Tris-HCl'
tube contained 1 ml of 40% w/v sucrose in TK buffer (15 mM KCI'

pH 7.4), layered under the lysate, and during centrifugation the sucrose formed

a

pellet' The supernatant
pad whicì minimized protein contamination of the polysome
was decanted and the pellet rinsed with TK buffer'
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2.2.gb

PHENOL E)(TRACTION OF POLYSOMES'

Polysome pellets, prepared as described above (see 2'2.3a), were resuspended

pH g, 1%
tn 2.7 ml of 0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH 9, after which 0.3 ml of 1 M Tris-HCl,
phenol was added' mixed
SDS was added. Then an equal volume of water-saturated

at 3'000
thoroughly and allowed to stand for 5 min. The mixture was centrifuged

r.p.m. for 10 min in a bench MSE centrifuge, the aqueous phase was carefully
phenol and the
removed and re-extracted with an equal volume of water-saturated
Tris-HCl.
phenol phase was re-extracted with 0.5 volumes of buffer containing 0.1 M

pH g, 1% SDS (Brawerman, 1976). The aqueous phases were carefully removed.
clear.
pooled, and extracted with water-saturated phenol until the interface remained

Usually only one more extraction was required'

2.2.8c EDTA DISSOCHTION OF POLYSOMES'
Polysomes. prepared as described above (see 2.2'3a), were dissociated as
described by Kemp

et

ø1.

(lg74b) and the EDTA-treated polysomes were centrifuged

on 10 ¡.o 40% w/v linear sucrose gradients, prepared in 0.015 M KCl, 0'01 M TrisHCl, pH 7.4,in a Beckman SW41 rotor for 16 hours at,¡loC. The gradients were
fractionated using an

lsco

model 640 gradient fractionator and the mRNP particles

from the
were collected, ethanol precipitated, and the RNA which was liberated
protein moiety by resuspension in an sDS-containing buffer (Kemp et a1.,1974b)'
was centrifuged on 10 to 40%

2.2.3d,

w/v

sucrose gradients'

OLIGO(dT) CELLULOSE CIIROMATOGRAPIIY OF RNA.

poly(A) containing RNA was isolated in enriched form by selecting the fiaction

of SDS dissociated polysomes retained on an oligo(dT) cellulose chromatography
0'5%
column ar high salt (500 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA'
(10 mM TrisSDS), as described by Krystosek et aI., (1975), and eluting at low salt

HCI pH 7.5,

lmM EDTA). Alternatively polysome pellets

were phenol-chloroform

extracted prior to chromatography. For phenol extraction polysomes were dissolved
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times
in 100 mM NaCl. 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 9.0. 1% sarkosyl, and extracted three
phenol-chloroform (1:1), under conditions which favour retention of poly(A)

with

et
containing RNA in the aqueous phase (Georgiev and Martieva, 1962; Brawerman

al., 1972: Perry

et

at., t972: Brawerman. 1973. !971,1976)' The aqueous phase

10 mM
was precipitated with ethanol and dissolved in 5(X) mM NaCl, 0'570 SDS'
Tris-HCl pH 7.5,

I

mM EDTA for subjection to oligo(dT) cellulose chromatography,

performed as described above.

2.2.IPREPARATIONoFPURItrIEDKERATINInRNA.
RNA was prepared from the RNP particles which were produced by EDTA
in
dissociation of polysomes, as described by Kemp et ø1. ll974b), and as outlined

2.2.3c.

The RNP fraction, collected off sucrose gradients (e.g., see Figure 3'2)' was
SDS'
ethanol precipitated, dried and resuspended in 0.1 M Tris-HCl' pH 9, 0'1%
quickThe sample was then heated at 65'C for 10 min to reduce RNA aggregation,
(prepared
chilled on ice and centrifuged on 11.2 ml 10 to 40% w/v sucrose gradients,

in 0.1 M NaCl, 0.01 M lis-HCl, pH 7.4, 0.001 M EDTA), at 38,000 r.p.m. in

a

using
Beckman SW41 rotor for 16 hours at 4oC. The gradients were fractionated

an ISCO model 640 gradient fractionator and the 12S RNA peak, containing keratin
mRNA (Kemp

2.2.í

et ø1.,1974c), was purified by another

cycle of centrifugation.

CELL.FREE TRÂNSLATION OF RNA.

prepared
The cell-free wheat germ system used during these experiments was

from commercial wheat germ (Adelaide Milling Co., Port Adelaide, South Australia)
germ extracts
using the method of Marcu and Dudock (1974). All the s-30 wheat

at -80oC'
were dispensed into sterile glass vials, frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored
Cell-free translations were initially carried out using the conditions described
HEPESby Roberts and Paterson (1973). The 50 ¡rl reaction mix contained 20 mM

KOH pH 7.5,70mM KCl,3 mM magnesium acetate,2 mM DTT,

l

mM ATP' 20 ¡rM
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3H-Leucine

GTp. 8 mM creatine phosphate, 4 pglml creatine phosphokinase, 5 ¡rC¡
3H-Serine (S.4. 28 Ci/mmole), 25 ¡rM of the other
(s.A. 105 Ci/mmole) and/or
1.0 to
unlabelled amino acids and 15 ¡rl of the S-30 wheat germ extract. Generally

2.0

reaction mix and the incubations were carried
þrgof RNA was added to each 50 ¡rl

out at

2go

3
C Íor g0 minutes. The incorporation of H-Leucine into protein during cell-

free translation was determined by assaying duplicate 2 ¡rl aliquots of each sample

on Whatman GF/A filters using the procedure of Bollum (1968). After drying,
in
toluene scintillant was added to the filters and the radioactivity was determined

a Packard liquid scintillation spectrometer.

2.2.6

S.CARBOXYMETHYLATION OF

TRANSLAÎION PRODUCTS.
To permit a comparison of the newly synthesized translation products with
SCM-feather B-keratins on polyacrylamide gel systems.

and alkylate the translation products. ln order

it was

necessary to reduce

to minimize any losses of the

translation products during this procedure, the following method was employed.
to
16 ¡rl of 2 mM EDTA, LOo/owlv Ficoll,2% sDS,0.01 M Tris-Bicinewasadded
the 46 ¡rl translation reaction and mixed thoroughly. The reduction process began
with the addition of 5 ¡rl of 1 M DTT, incubated for 15 minutes at 65oC and then
allowed to cool

to room temperature. 6 pl of 30% iodoacetic acid (pH 8.0)

was

added and the alkylation allowed to proceed for 30 minutes at 37oC. Bromophenol

directly
blue was then added as a tracker dye and this mixture could either be loaded

onto a polyacrylamide gel or stored frozen untit required. The radiolabelled protein
bands were detected in the gel using the fluorographic procedure

of Bonner and

products were
Laskey (1974), as modified by Laskey and Mills (1975), or when the
separated on tube gels, radioactivity in gel slices (1 mm) was determined after
NH4OH'
solubilizing each slice with 0.2 ml NCS tissue solubilizer plus 0.025 ml 8 M

The slices were either left over-night at room temperature or heated at 55oC for
2 hours. Then 2 mls of 15% (v/v) PCS toluene scintillation fluid was added to
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each st¡ce, mixed thoroughly, and the samples were counted in

a

Packard liquid

scintillation sPectrometer.

2.2.7

GEL DLDCÎROPIIORESIS OF PROTEINS AT pH 2.7.

15% polyacrylamide tube gels (0.5 cm internal diameter x 10 cm long) with

a

running pH of 2.7 were prepared in 2.5 M urea as described by Panyim and Chalkley
(1969). except that the cross-linking agent was ethylene diacrylate (Cain and Pitney,
196g) instead of bisacrylamide. Protein bands were stained with Coomassie Brilliant

Blue R in 10% TCA (Chrambach
Gel scanner coupled to a

2.2.E

w

E

et

a1.,1967). and either scanned with a Gilford

w Recorder or photographed.

SDS GEL ELECÎROPIIORESIS OF PROTEIN.

This was performed in 'Tris-bicineSDS' slab gels using two minor modifications

of the procedure of Weeds (1976) in that 0.1% SDS was included in the reservoir
buffer and the samples were heated at 60"C for 10 min prior to loading'

The samples were loaded into the wells of t2.5o/o acrylamide, 0.1570 bisacrylamide SDS-slab gels and electrophoresed for about 6 hours at 35 mA. Gels were
either stained and destained by the method of Swank and Munkres (1971), or fixed

in 1070 acetic acid for 60 min.

2.2.9

ETHANOL PRECIPITATION.

ln all cases samples were made 300 mM with respect to sodium acetate using

a

3M stock solution at pH 5.5. About 2 to 3 volumes of redistilled ethanol were added
to each sample and after mixing, the samples were chilled for either 10 minutes in an
ethanol-dry ice bath or left for at least 2 hours at -20oC. Precipitates were collected

by centrifugation at 12,000 rpm for 5 minutes in an Eppendorf centrifuge. The
supernatant was poured off and any remaining ethanol was removed with a drawnout pasteur pipette. The pellet was washed with 1 ml of ethanol, dried briefly under
vacuum and resuspended in the appropriate solution'
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2.2.IO PREPARATION OF PLASMID DNÀ'
procedure of Birnboim
Recombinant plasmid DNA was prepared by a modified
overnight in L-broth supplemented
and Doly (1979). Recombinant clones were grown
L-broth and grown
with tetracycline l2O pglnl), diluted 1:100 into 500 ml of fresh
in
phase. The cells were pelleted by centrifugation and resuspended

to stationary

sucrose' After
4 ml of ice-cold 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0. 10 mM EDTA and 1570
the solution was kept
lysozyme was added to a final concentration of 3 mg/ml,
was added and the
on ice for 40 minutes, B ml of 200 mM NaOH, 1.070 SDS
3'0 M Na-acetate pH
mixture was left on ice for another 10 minutes. 5 ml of
on ice' the cellular
6.0 was added, mixed gently and after a 40 minute incubation
at 18,000 rpm for 45
debris and chromosomal DNA was pelleted by centrifugation
care taken to avoid disturbing
minutes at 4oC. The supernatant was decanted with
(heat denatured at
the relatively soft pellet and treated with 50 pg of RN'ase A

g0"C for 20 minutes to inactive any contaminating DN'ases) for 2 hours at'¡[5oC to

with 5 mg of Proteinase
degrade the contaminaling RNA. The solution was treated

Klot 2hours at 450C,

extracted once with an equal volume of sET-buffered phenol

precipitated by the addition of 2
and chloroform (1:1) and the nucleic acids were
centrifugation at 12'000 rpm
volumes of ethanol, chilling at -20oG for 2 hours and

of H2O' to which was
for 20 minutes at 4oC. The pellet was resuspended in 1'6 ml
The mixture was left on ice
added 400 pl of 4 M NaCl and 2 ml of 1370 PEG 6000.

at 10,000 rpm for
for at least I hour and the DNA was pelleted by centrifugation
dried ¡n uacuo and
10 minutes at 40c, washed with icecold 7070 ethanol, briefly
resuspended in 500 Pl of H2O.
procedure was employed
Alternatively a gentle lysis caesium chloride gradient
into media as described
as follows. Recombinant plasmid clones were inoculated
was added to a final
above and grown to an A6s6 of 0.7 to 0.8. chloramphenicol

with aeration at 37oC
concentration of 50 pg,lmland the culture was left incubating
at
overnight. The cells were chloroform treated to kill the bacteria, centrifuged
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10,000 r.p.m. for 10 min, and washed in 40 ml of TE. The cells were centrifuged

and resuspended in 12 mls oÍ 25o/o sucrose in 0.05 M Tris-HCl pH 8.0 at 4oC. 4

ml of fresh 10 mg/ml lysozyme was added and the mixture swirled gently for

5

min. 4 ml of 0.5 M EDTA pH 9.0 was then added and the mixture swirled gently

for a further 5 min. 20 ml of a solution of 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.0625 M EDTA
and 0.05 M Tris-HCl pH 8.0 was then added and the mixture swirled gently for 10
min before being centrifuged at 40,000 r.p.m. for 30 min in a Beckman Ti50 rotor
and L5-50 centrifuge. DNA in the supernatant was precipitated at 4oC overnight
by rhe addirion of solid NaCl to 0.5 M and solid polyethyleneglycol to 1070

(*/u).

The DNA was pelleted by centrifugation at 12,000 g for 10 min and the pellet
resuspended in TE. One gm of solid caesium chtoride and 0.1 ml of a 10 mg/ml
solution of ethidium bromide were added per ml of TE and the solution centrifuged

at 40.000 r.p.m. for 60 hours. The lower (plasmid) band was removed by

side

puncture with a syringe, extracted with iso-amyl alcohol until the aqueous phase
was free of ethidium bromide and finally dialyzed extensively against TE. All DNA

solutions were stored in TE at 4oC.

2.2.IL RESTRICTION

OF DNA.

Restriction endonuclease digestion of DNA was carried out using the conditions
appropriate for each enzyme detailed in the New England Biolabs enzyme catalogue.
Generally, one unit of enzyme was added for each microgram of DNA to be digested

and the reaction mix was incubated for at least a two fold excess of time to ensure
complete digestion.

2.2.T2 AGAR,OSE

GEL ELECÎROPIIORESIS OT DNA.

of DNA for analytical purposes was usually carried out on
gels. The electrophoretic fractionation of DNA for transfer to

Electrophoresis

small submarine

nitrocellulose was carried out on 14 x 14 x 0.3 cm vertical slab gels of 1.0 ¡o

L.So/o

agarose in TAE buffer. Electrophoresis was carried out until the bromophenol blue
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that adequate separation
tracker dye had migrated an appropriate distance to ensure
light after
of the DNA fragments had taken place. DNA was visualized under U'V'
the gel had been briefly stained in 0.05% ethidium bromide.

2.2.13

POLYACRYLAMIDE GEL ELDCTROPHORESIS OF DNA'

were
All polyacrylamide solutions (acrylamide to bisacrylamide ratio of 20:1)

use, as this was found to
deionized using Amberlite MB-1 Mixed Bed Resin before
enzymes and adversely
remove anions and cations which seriously inhibited many
pH 8'3 buffer
affected the chemical cleavage sequencing reactions' The TBE

(Peacock and Dingman, 1968) was used routinely

in analytical and preparative

chemical cleavage
polyacrylamide gels as well as the sequencing gels on which the

bufler was used for the
sequencing reactions were fractionated. The TBE pH 8.8
fractionation of the products of the dideoxy sequencing reactions'

2.2.L1

oLIGo(dT)PRIMEDRE\rERSETR,.A.NSCRIPTIoN.

mix
oligo(dT) primed reverse transcription was carried out in a 25 ¡Ä reaction
pM o-32P-dGTP and
containing ! ¡o 2 ¡rg RNA, 660 ¡rM of dATP and dTTP, 6

(S'A'
c-32p-dCTP (S.4. 450 Ci/mmole) or 6 pM c-32P-dATP and a-32P-dCTP
nucleotides. and I
2400 Cilnmole), 60 ¡rM of the dNTPs not inctuded as labelled
concentration
mM DTT. 10 mM MgCl2, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.3, oligo(dT) (final
of AMV
and Actinomycin D (100 pslml final concentration)' 16 units

to pg,lnll

mix was incubated at ¡[2oC
reverse transcriptase (0.5 ¡rl) was added and the reaction

of an equal volume of
fot Z0 minutes. The reaction was terminated by the addition

the protein-nucleic
1.070 SDS. Following a 2 minute incubation at 37oC to disrupt
with 300 mM
acid complexes, the RNA template was removed by alkaline hydrolysis
by the addition
NaOH for at least 35 minutes at 37oC. The solution was neutralized
onto
of HCI to 300 mM and Tris-HCl pH 7.5 to 100 mM. The mixture was loaded
water to remove
a 0.6 cm x 20 cm Sephadex G.50 (Fine) column and eluted with

unincorporated nucleotides.
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2.2.16DETECTIONoFRECoMBINANTPLASMIDS.
Detection of pBR322 plasmids carrying DNA complementary to various DNA
probes was carried out using a modification of the procedure
Hogness

(1975).

Colonies previously found

transferred by toothpick

of Grunstein

to be Tet""" and Amp'"o' were

to a masterplate and to a thrice-boiled sterile sheet of

nitrocetlulose overlaid on a

L plus tet agar plate. These plates were incubated

overnight. The masterplates were stored at ¡[oC for up to 6 weeks before
necessary

to

and

it

was

prepare a fresh masterplate. DNA from the colonies grown on the

of
nitrocellulose filters was immobilized onto this support by the sequential transfer
the nitrocellulose onto 3 MM paper saturated with 0.5 M NaOH for 7 minutes, 1 M
Tris-HCl pH 7.5 for 2 minutes, 1 M Tris-HCl pH 7.5 for 2 minutes, 1.5 M NaCl' 0.5

M Tris-HCl pH 7.5 for 4 minutes. The nitrocellutose filter was then washed with
ethanol. air dried and baked at 800c

2.2.16

in

aøcuo for 2 hours.

Tn,ANSFDR OF DNA TO NITROCELLULOSE.

Restricted DNA, fractionated on either polyacrylamide or agarose slab gels,
was transferred to nitrocellulose using the method of Southern (1975), as modified

by Wahl

et

ø1.,

(1979). ln this procedure, the rapid transfer of DNA from the

gel

is facilitated by the partial hydrolysis of DNA with 0.25 N HCl. ln Chapter 6,

a

bi-directional transfer procedure (Smith and Summers, 1980) using 1 M ammonium

pH 7.5'
acetate 0.02 M NaOH in the final washing step instead of 0.5 M Tris-HCl

3 M NaCl was employed in place of the unidirectional Southern transfer.

2.2.LT HYBRIDIZATION OF RADIOACTIVE PIÌOBES

TO

IMMOBILIZEU- DNA.
The prehybridization and hybridization of radioactive probes to DNA immobilized on nitroceltulose was carried out exactly as described by Wahl et aI., (1979).

After at least a 16 hour hybridization step, the filters were washed at high, medium

or low stringencies (0.1 x SSCE 0.1% SDS, 0.5 x SSCE 0.1% SDS ot 2 x

SSCE
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with
0.1% SDS respect¡vely) for at least 60 minutes at 65oC, blotted dry, covered
plastic wrap, placed in contact with X-ray film and exposed at

-80'c in the presence

of a tungsten intensifying screen.

2.2.]rsISOLATIoNoFRESTRICTIoNtrRAGMENTS.
2.2.LBs FROM POLYACRYLAMIDE GELS'
Restriction fragments were detected under UV light after the polyacrylamide
from
gel was briefly stained with ethidium bromide. The desired bands were excised

the gel and the DNA was eluted essentially as described by Maxam and Gilbert
(1980). The gel slice was placed in a

l

ml disposable syringe and pushed through

at one
sterile gauze into a silanized P1000 pipette tip that had been heat sealed
end and plugged with a small wad of silanized glass wool. 400

¡^rl

of elution bufÏer

(0.5 M ammonium acetate, 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1% SDS) was added,
the p10g6 tip covered with Parafilm and incubated overnight at 37oC with shaking.
The bottom of the plugged tip was cut off and the buffer with the eluted DNA was
centrifuged through the glass wool plug into another sealed P1000

tip. The eluate

to an Eppendorf tube and precipitated by the addition of 2
of ethanol, chilling at -80oC for 10 minutes and centrifugation at 12,000

was then transferred
volumes

rpm for 10 minutes. The pellet was resuspended in 200 pl of 300 mM Na-acetate

pH 6.0 and ethanol precipitated again, as described above. Generally, the pellet
precipitated DNA
was then washed once with ice-cold ethanol. However, when the
was ready for direct DNA sequencing,

it

was considered imperative that th¡s sample

was salt-free and the final ethanol wash was discarded in favour of resuspending

the pellet in 25 ¡rl of H2O, adding 1 ml of ethanol, chilling and centrifugation

as

described above.

2.2.18b FROM LOW MELTING POINT AGAROSE GELS.
Restriction fragments were detected under UV light after the agarose gel was
gel
briefly stained with ethidium bromide. The desired bands were excised from the
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The gel slice was melted
and the DNA extracted as described in the BRL catalogue.
pre-warmed buffer (50 mM
at 6goC and diluted by the addition of several volumes of
lis-HCl pH 8.5, 1 mM EDTA). The melted gel slice was then transferred to 37oc

of buffer saturated
and allowed to equilibrate before the addition of an equal volume
at
phenol. Afùer vortexing for 30 sec the phases were separated by centrifugation
phase was removed'
12,000 rpm for 2 min in an eppendorf centrifuge. The aqueous

at the buffer phenol
taking care to avoid the agarose which banded as a thick layer
or until there was no
interface. The DNA was phenol extracted at least once more,
remove phenol' the
visible interface. After extraction with two volumes of ether to
acetate pH 5'5
DNA was precipitated by the addition of 0.1 volumes of 3M sodium
and 2.5 volumes of ethanol.

2.2.19 RADIOLABELLING OF DNA.
2.2.19a 6''TERMINAL RADIOLABELLING'
were
Restriction fragments which had been purified as described above

ci/mmole) using
labelled ar the S,-terminus wirh 1-32p-ATp (S.A. 1000 0r 2400
(1980)'
polynucleotide kinase exactly as described by Maxam and Gilbert

2.2.Lgb S,.TERMINAL RADIOLABELLING'
was not necessary to isolate single fragments for the 3' radiolabelling
procedure. Two ¡r,g of recombinant DNA was digested with the appropriate

It

was adjusted
restriction enzymes in a 200 ¡rl reaction mix. The NaCl concentration
pmoles
to 50 mM where necessary and the mix was transferred to a tube in which 50
t)octtoof a-32p-dATp and a-32p-dcTp (S.A. 2400 Ci/mmole) had been dried rn
reaction
dGTp and dTTp were added to a final concentration of 5 pM and the

mix was incubated w¡th 0.5 units of Klenow (largefragment of

E.

coli DNA Pol I)

of
at 37oC for 20 minutes. dATP and dCTP were added to a final concentration
had
and the reaction was chased for 10 minutes to ensure that all termini
l0

¡rM

ethanol precipitated
been completely filled. The radiolabelled DNA fragments were
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g.3 polyacrylamide gel which was then covered with
and fractionated on a TBE pH

Plasticwrap and exposed

to X-ray film. The exact position of the

radiolabelled

to the gel to
fragments was determined by placing radioactive ink markers adjacent
from the gel
orientate the autoradiograph. The radiolabelled fragments were excised
and eluted as described in 2.2.18.

2.2,!9C NICK TRANSLATION OF DOUBLE-STRANDED DNA'
Labelling double-stranded DNA using

E.

coli DNA polymerase

I

(R¡gby et al.,

tg77l was carried out essentially as described by Maniatis et ol., (1975). The 50
2incubation mix contained 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.8, 5 mM MgCl2, 10 mM

¡^rl

c-32P-dATP,
mercaptoethanol. 50 ¡rg/ml of bovine serum albumin. 5 pM of each of

a-a2p-dcTp, a-s2p-dTTp (1000 ro 2000 Ci/mmole each) and unlabelled dGTP.
The DNA was nicked by the addition ol 20 Pg of

at room temperature for

I

E.

coli DNase

I

and incubation

min before the reaction was started by the addition of

2 units oÍ E. colr polymerase

I.

The solution was incubated at 15'C for 90 min.

plasmid pBR322 DNA labelled in this way was full length on a 1% agarose gel (data

not shown) and tabelled to a specific activity of 1 to 5 x 108 c.p'm. Pet Pg'

2.2.Lgd EXTENSION OF UNIVERSAL PRIMER ON
MTS SUB.CLONES.
DNA fragments subcloned into M13 were labelled by the hybridization of 10
DNA (2.2.22e1to 4 units (one unit is
¡rl of prepared M13 subclone single'stranded
primer DNA
suflicient for one set of 4 dideoxy sequencing reactions) of universal
pl
as describ ed in 2.2.23a. This subclone/primer hybrid was then added to a 50
incubation mix which contained finalconcentrations of 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM

lis-HCl

pH 8.5. 10 mM MgClz, 2 mM DTT, 3 pM of a-32P-dcTP and a-32P-dATP (S.4.
2400 Ci/mmole) and 20 pM of unlabelled dGTP and dTTP. The primer/subclone
template was elongated through the inserted DNA segment by incubating this mix

at 37oC for 15 min in the presence of 2 units of Klenow (large fragment oÍ E. coli
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DNA pol

I). The

labelled insert was then released from the M13 vector DNA by

appropriately adjusting the salt concentration of the incubation mix and digesting

with several units of the required restriction enzyme(s) for 30 min, e.g. if a Bam HI
fragment was cloned into the Bam HI site of M13, thus regenerating the terminal
Bam HI sites, the subclone was digested with Bam HI, however if the cloning sites
were not regenerated, e.g. blunt-ended ligation of a Hgi AI fragment into the Sma

site, the subclone was digested with a pair of enzymes which would cleave very

I

close to. but outside, the ends of the inserted DNA, in this example Eco RI and Sal

I

were used. The labelled insert DNA was then purified away from contaminating

gel
vector DNA by quick electrophoresis on a low melting point submarine agarose

and extracted from the gel as describedin2.2.tïb after detection of the probe DNA

by autoradiography for 30 sec. Generally subclones containing fragments, ranging

in size from 100 to 450 bp, incorporated 2.0 to 4.0 x 107 cherenkov c.p.m. into
resected insert DNA.

2.2.20

SEPÂRATION Otr RADIOLABELLED TERMINI.

2.2.2Oa STR.A'ND SEPARATION.
The separation of radiolabelled complementary strands was carried out essen-

tially as described by Maxam and Gilbert (1980). The radiolabelled fragment was
resuspended in 40 ¡rl of strand separation buffer (3070 DMSO, 1 mM EDTA. 0.05%

bromophenol blue, 0.05% xylene cyanol), heated to 90oC for 2 minutes, quick chilled

in an ethanol/dry ice bath for 5 seconds and teft on ice. The sample was

loaded

onto a pre-electrophoresed TBE pH 8.3 polyacrylamide gel (6% acrylamide

:

0.lo/o

bis-acrylamide) and electrophoresed until adequate separation between the single
strands had occurred (determined empirically). The radiolabelled bands were detected by autoradiography and purified as described in 2.2.18a.

2.2.2Ob SECONDARY RESTRICTION.
The terminally labelled fragment was resuspended in 100 ¡rl of the appropriate
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precipitated and fractionbuffer, digested with an appropriate endonuclease, ethanol
were prepared
ated on a TBE pH 8.3 polyacrylamide gel. The radiolabelled bands
as described in 2.2.18a.

2.2.2t

CHEMICÂL CLEAVAGE
DNA SEQUENCING R,EACTTONS.

The chemicat cleavage sequencing reactions were carried out essentially

as

reaction where
described by Maxam and Gilbert (19S0) except for the purine specific
specific
piperidine formate pH 2.0 was replaced by t00o/o formic acid. Five reactions

for purines, (P),guanine, (G), strong adenine weak cytosine, (A>C), pyrimidines'
(Y), and cytosine, (C), bases were used in the analysis of 5lend labelled DNA'
purine and pyrimidine
Adenine and thymine were identified by their Presence in the

reactions respectively, and absence in the guanine and cytosine reactions.
aliquots,
End-labelled DNA was dissotved in 35 ¡rl of water and divided into five
G (5

pl), P (10 ¡rl), A>C (5 pl), Y (10 ¡rl) and c (5 ¡rl). 200

¡t'l

of cacodvlate buffer

and 1 ¡rl of dimethyl sulphate were added to G and the reaction mixture incubated
for 30 seconds to 1 minute. The reaction was stopped by the addition

at 21.C

of 50 ¡rl of G stop mix, (3 M sodium-acetate pl{ 6.0, 2.5 M 2-mercaptoethanol,
mM EDTA,0.1 mg/ml

-70"C for

E.

1

cotitRNA), 1 ml of ethanol and the DNA precipitated at

t hour.

Íor 2
25 ¡Ä of formic acid was added to the P sample and incubated at 2loC
pH 6'0. 0'1
minutes followed by the addition of P stop mix, (0.3 M sodium-acetate
mM EDTA,25 ¡tglml

E. colitRNA), 1ml

of ethanol and the DNA precipitated at

hour. 15 ¡rl of water and 20 ¡rl of 5 M NaCl were added to Y and c
2L'C lor 2
respectively. 30 ¡rl of hydrazine was added to both with incubation at
minutes (y) or 1 minure (C), followed by the addition of 300 ¡rl of either Y stop

-700c for

t

mix, (0.3 M NaCl,0.1 mM EDTA pH 8.0, 25 F,g,lml E. coli tRNA), or C stop mix
(0.1 mM ETDA pH 8.0, 25 pglml E. coli tRNA). 1 ml of ethanol and the DNA
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prec¡p¡tated at

-70"c for

t hour. 100 ¡Ä oÍ 1.2 N NaOH, 1 mM EDTA was added

to the A>C reaction and tlre mixture incubated at 90'C for 5 to 15 minutes. The
E' coli
reaction was stopped by the addition of 150 ¡Ä oÍ I M acetic acid. 5 tIE oÍ
tRNA, 1 ml of ethanol and the DNA precipitated at -70oc for

t

hour.

After centrifugation, all samples were reprecipitated by the addition of 300 ¡rl

of 0.3 M sodium-acetate pH 6.0 and

I

ml of ethanol at -70oc for

I

hour, then

centrifuged, washed with 1 ml of ethanol and dried under vacuum'
All samples were redissolved in 100 ¡rl of freshly prepared 1 M piperidine. heated

at 90oC for 15 minutes, (in Eppendorf microfuge tubes), then dried under vacuum.
After the addition ol25

p,l of

water, samples were again dried and then dissolved in 4

buffer, (9070 (v/v) deionized formamide'
¡rl or multiples thereof of formamide loading
pH
0.01% (*/u) bromophenol blue. 0.01% (*/n) xylene cyanol FF, 0.1 mM EDTA
8.0).

products of the chemical degradation sequencing reactions were separated by
electrophoresis on polyacrylamide gels which included 8.3 M urea as a denaturant.

For 20% gels,

M

a

100 ml mixture containing 20 ml of 10

Tris-borate pH 8.3, 10 mM EDTA), 19

g of

methylenebisacrylamide, 42 g of area, 1 ml of 10%

acrylamide,

x TBE, (0.5
1 g of N'N',-

(w/v) ammonium persulphate

0'5
was filtered and de-gassed, 20 ¡Å ol TEMED added and poured into a 30 x 40 x

cm gel mould, and allowed to polymerize. Reservoir tanks contained 2 x TBE and
the gels were Pre-electrophoresed for 1 to 4 hours'
Samples were heated to 90"C for 2 minutes then chilled on ice before loading.

Debris and urea were removed from sample wells prior to loading by flushing with
electrophoresis buffer from a syringe. 10% and 8% gels were also used in sequencing

reactions. All gels were run at 1,000 to 1,200 volts. Gels were autoradiographed in

the presence of an intensifying screen at -80oC for varying times.
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2.2.22 TIIE M13 CLONING SYSTEM.
which exists
M13 is an .8. cold F+ specific singlestranded DNA bacteriophage
resembles a plasmid
in a double-stranded intracellular replicative form (RF). The RF

replication' and
vehicle in several aspects e.g., size, copy number and autonomous
The DNA to be cloned'
can be used as a vector exactly as certain bacterial plasmids.
and
for example for eventual sequencing, is digested with restriction endonucleases
of DNA may be ligated into a unique restriction site in the RF of M13

the fragments

or one of the genetically engineered derivatives of bacteriophage M13. (Messing
et ø1., 1977, Messing and Vieira, 19S1). The recombinant RF, i'e' with inserted
plated out for
foreign DNA, is then used to transform competent cells which are

of bacterial cells'
single plaques indicating foci for phage infection in a feeder lawn
The

(+) strand is packaged into the protein coat and extruded from the cell without

of M13. Thus
cell lysis and this particle becomes the extracellular and infective form

it is possible to separate the complementary

strands of the foreign DNA inserted

will
into the RF so that the orientation of the cloned DNA determines which strand
be incorporated in the

(+)

strand of M13'

The recombinant M13 phage are detected on the basis of a complementation
gene from
assay. The vector molecule contains a portion of the p-galactosidase

the lac operon oÍ

E.

coli. in particular the region encoding the amino-terminal 145

complementing
amino acids, the c-peptide which is capable of associating with and
which results
another type of defective B-galactosidase, synthesized in the host cell,

in a functional enzyme. The

presence

or absence of an active B-galactosidase

is determined using the lactose analogue 5-bromo-4-chtoro-3-indoyl-B-galactoside,
which upon hydrolysis yields the blue dye, bromo-chlorindole. Hence the M13
plaques are blue and the recombinant phage,

in which the insertion of

DNA

into coding region of the a-peptide has destroyed any possible complementation,
cultures
produces white plaques. The recombinant phage are amplified in small liquid

template in
and the DNA from the extruded phage can be harvested and used as a
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the ensuing DNA sequencing reactions.
specific region

3' to

the inserted DNA. can be extended in the 5' to 3' direction using the

large

A short,

commercially available primer. annealed

subunir of DNA pol

I

to a

(Klenow fragment) and deoxyribonucleotides (dNTPs). The

incorporation of a dideoxynucleotide (ddNTP) into a newly synthesized DNA strand

will result in the termination of that strand at that nucleotide. The lack of a 3'
hydroxyl group on the ribose moiety of the ddNTP prevents further polymerization.

Thus the ddNTPs act as specific chain terminators and can be used to determine
the nucleotide sequence of the inserted DNA 3' to the annealed primer'
The M13 "shotgun strategy" (Messing et a1.,1981) was not used in this study
as generally. DNA sequence was only required from short DNA fragments (of the
order of 1 Kb) which were not amenable to the "Shotgun" approach.

2.2.22A PREPARATION OF MTS REPLICATIVD FORM DNA.
M13 replicative form DNA was prepared essentially as described by Winter and

Fields (1e80).
To 3 mls ol0.7Yo agar at 45oC was added 30 pl of BclG, (5-bromo-4-chloro-

1

indoyl-p-gatactoside), (20 mg/ml in dimethytformamide), 20 ¡rl of IPTG, (isopropyl-

ml of exponential, (A6ss of
B-D-thiegalactopyranoside), (20 mg/ml in water),0'2
0.6), JM101, and 0.1 ml of diluted M13 phage (enough to give about 200 pfu). This
mixture was poured onto a minimal

(+

glucose) plate and incubated at 37oC for 9

hours.

A blue plaque was selected, toothpicked into 1 ml of 2 x YT broth and grown
with shaking for 6 hours. Meanwhile a 10 ml culture of JM101 from a single colony
on a minimal glucose plate was grown to an A6¡s of 0.5, and added to 1 litre of

2 x yT. When the A66s of this culture reached 0.5, the 1 ml of phage solution
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was added and grown for 4 hours. Replicalive form M13 DNA was prepared from
pelteted cells by the alkali lysis method previously described (2.2.10).

2.2.22b PREPARATION OF MlS VECTORS.
The replicative form of Ml3 mp8 and

I

was prepared as described above. The

RF was digested with the appropriate enzyme(s) to generate the desired termini.
The linearized RF was fractionated on a!o/o agarose gel (low gelling temperature) to
remove any intact molecules. extracted as described in 2.2.18b and resuspended in
H2O to a final concentration of 20 ng,lpl. A loss of about 25o/o oÍ the linearized RF
was anticipated during these extraction procedures. The enzyme Sma

I recognizes

the sequence S'-CCCGGG-3' and produces blunt ended termini. This enzyme was
found to contain a low level of exonuclease activity and it was necessary to remove
the 5' terminal phosphate groups from the Sma I linearized vector with phosphatase
as described by Maxam and Gilbert (1980). The failure to phosphatase this vector

led to the production

of "false-whites", that is M13

plaques which were "white"

not from the insertion of foreign DNA into the a-peptide coding region, but the
removal of one or two bases from êither terminus had altered the reading frame and

thus prevented any possible complementation between the a-peptide and the other
defective p-galactosidase gene synthesized by the host'

2.2.22e LIGATION CONDITIONS.
The DNA fragment and appropriate M13 vector were combined in a molar ratio

of approximately 5:1 in a 20 ¡rl reaction mix containing 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 10

mM MgClz. 1 mM ATP and 1 mM DTT. All ligations, regardless of the termini,
were carried out using 0.5 units of T4 DNA ligase for at least 3 hours at 15oC.

2.2.22ð, TRANSFORMATION OF

E.
Messing

-8. co&''

JMlOl.

coli, strain JM101, was made competent essentially using the method of

et

ø1.,

(1981) except that the cells were harvested after reaching an A6s¡
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of 0.75 and finally resuspended in one twentieth of the growth volume of ice'cold
100 mM CaClz. The cells were teft on ice for at least one hour before use and the
density of these cells was such that no additional bacteria were needed to act as
a feeder lawn. The transformation was carried out as described by Messing et al.,
(1gS1) orcept that no feeder lawn was added to the top agarose and only 20 pl

of 5-bromo-4-chtoro-3-indoyl-B-galactoside (20 mg/ml in dimethylformamide) was
used in each plate.

2.2.22e HARVDSTING (+) STRAND Otr
RECOMBINANT BACTERIOPHAGE.
The white plaques were harvested from 1 ml cultures essentially as described

by Messin g et aI., (1981) excepl that the PEG pellet was resuspended in 100 ¡rl of
SET buffer and extracted once with an equal volume of SET-buffered phenol and
extracted twice with five volumes of ether. The single-stranded recombinant DNA
was resuspended in 30 ¡rl of H2O and stored at -20"C.

2.2.23 DIDEOXY SEqUDNCINGREÂCTIONS.
2.2.23a HYBRIDIZÂTION.
4 ¡Å ol the single-stranded M13 template,
15-mer),

I

¡Ä oÍ 10

1pl of primer

(1 unit/pl of Biolabs

x Hin buffer (60 mM Tris.HCl pH 7.5,60 mM MgClz, 500 mM

NaCl) and 4 ¡rl of H2O were combined in an Eppendorf tube which was placed in

a

small boiling water-bath and left to cool to room temperature (about 45 minutes).
The tubes were centrifuged for 5 seconds to collect the condensate and left at 4oC

until required.

2.2.23b POLYMERIZÂTION.
The chain termination reaction (Sanger
described by Messing

et

ø1.,

et

ø1., 19771 was carried

out

as

(19S1) except that a-32P-dGTP, a-32P-dCTP or a-

32p-dATP was the radiolabelled nucleotide and the incubations were carried out at
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37"C. The final dideoxynucleotide concentrations used in this study were 0.08 mM

ddcTp, 0.6 mM ddATP. 1.3 mM ddTTP and 0.4 mM ddCTP. lt was convenient to
combine the Go and ddGTP solutions, etc. of Messing

et aI., (1981) and to store

these mastermixes at -20oC until required.

2.2.23c SEQUDNCING GEL ELECTROPIIORESIS'
The samples were electrophoresed through a 6% polyacrylamide gel containing

50% urea. TBE pH 8.8 was used in these gels as the buffer provided greater
resolution for long electrophoresis runs than the TBE pH 8.3 buffer used elsewhere

in this study. ln cases of prolonged electrophoresis of the samples through the
sequencing gel, the electrophoresis buffer was changed every time the BPB tracker

dye migrated 40 cm. After electrophoresis, the gel was fixed for at least 10 minutes

with 12% acetic acid, dried in an oven at 110oC for at least 30 minutes, covered
with plastic wrap and exposed to X-ray film. Usually an overnight exposure at room
temperature was sufÏicient to detect all the bands.

2.2.21 CONTAINMENÎ

FACILITIES.

All work involving recombinant DNA was initially carried out under C3/EK|
containment conditions for work involving viable organisms amd C0 containment
conditions for work not involving viable organisms, as defined and approved by

the Australian Academy of Science Committee on Recombinant DNA and by the
University Council of the University of Adelaide.

2.2.28 CoMPUIDIÌ

ASSISTED DNA SEQUENCE ANALYSß.

Analysis of DNA sequence data was facilitated by the application of several
DNA sequence handling programs (Staden, 1977,1978, 1979,1980a, 1980b), listed
below, on a Disc Computer Systems DS-23 microcomputer fitted with a 40 megabyte

hard disc drive. The programs were generously donated by R. Staden and slightly
modified before use on the DS-23 microcomputer. Two programs, TESTCD and
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COMSTR were written and generously donated by

l.

Dodd and A.V. Sivaprasad

respectively.

Counts base totals for regions of a DN,{ seguence'

BASSUM

:

:
BPFIT :

Used

BATIN

to enter DN.A seguerce data.

Looks for regìons

in

two sequeaces whích could base pair.

coDsuM ; counts codon totals for regíons of a DNA
COMSTR

seguence.

: Searcåes for and displays possible sæ,ondary structures

present in

DN.A sequence fr)æ.
CUTSIT : Searcàes a DN,{ seguetrce for a list of restriction sites.
DBCOMP : Searcàes for overlaps between DN^A seguences.
FILINS

: Creatæ a frIe containing secüions of seguence lrom other DN.A seguence

fles.

HAIRPN, HAIRGU

: Searcà for palindromes,

hairpin loops in nucleic acid
MWCALC

:

ínverted repeats and potentìal

sequences.

Calculates the molecular weÎght, polarity index and amino acid

compositìon of protein sequences.
SEARCH, SRCHMU : Search for nuclætide stúngs ín a DN^A seguence.

SEQEDT : Stores and edits seguence dataSEQLST : Produces formatted copìæ of DNA sequence fles'
SQRVCM : Reve¡ses and complements a DIV,{ sequence

fle'

TESTCD : Searcåes a DNA seguence for possÍble coding regìons.

TRANMT, TRNTRP. TRANDM
seguence.

:

T]¡:anslate

a

DNA segue¡ce into

a

protein

CHAPTER, 3.
PRELIMINARY CHARACTDRIZATION OF
PUTÄjIIVE rrRNÀS IN EMBRYONIC FDATIIER.
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8.1

INÎRODUCTION.

The embryonic chick feather is a terminally differentiating tissue and as such
offers an opportunity to study some of the processes associated with differentiation.

During development the embryonic feather grows and senesces. eventually filling

with protein, mostly keratin, shortly before hatching. Analysis of the proteins
from newly-hatched chick feathers on SDS polyacrylamide gels (Figure 3.1) reveals
pthe presence of four groups of proteins. The major group of proteins are the
keratins, a family of 19 to 25 homologous polypeptide chains, each with a molecular

weight of 10,000 to 11,000 Mr, and reported to represent about 90% of the total
protein in embryonic feathers (Kemp and Rogers, 1970, 1972: Kemp, 1972: Walker'

tg14: Walker and Rogers, 1976a. 1976b). At the time the work reported in this
chapter was initiated very little work on the other protein species of feather had
been conducted.

A subsequent study (Powell, 1979: Powell and Rogers, 1979)

"fast
examined a second class of homologous proteins of 8,000 to 8,500 Mr, termed
proteins" because of their high mobility on pH 2.7 polyacrylamide gels and reported

to comprise the remaining 10% of feather protein (Walker and Rogers, 1976a: Powell
and Rogers, 1979). This would appear, from Figure 3.1 to be an underestimate of
their abundance.

Another group of proteins of about 50,000 Mr and larger also appear to be
present in embryonic feathers, but

at a very low level, which may be why they

were not cons¡dered in previous studies. These larger proteins could be similar

to the group of

a-keratins found

in chick

scales (Wilton,

1983). The fourth

group of proteins, which are present at significant levels, co-migrate with fhe B'
keratins of scale and have a molecular weight of about 14,500

Mr.

Powell (1979.

personal communication) believes these proteins to be B-keratins which migrate at

an artefactually stow rate as a consequence of S-carboxymethylation.
The 12S mRNA coding for keratin was isolated (Partington eú ø1.,7973: Kemp

et

aI.,

lg74a) and appeared to produce only p-keratins upon in aitro translation

FIGURE

3.7

DLECTROPEORETIC ANALYSIS OF SCALE AND BEATEER
PROTEINS ON AN SDS POLYACRYLAMIDE GEL.
S-carboxymethylated proteins from 17-day feathers and 18-day anterior shank

scales fractionated by electrophoresis on

a 10% polyacrylamide SDS gel.

The

position and molecular weights of c-keratins, p-keratins and fast proteins
indicated at the appropriate position on the gel.

(Modified from Dhouailly el ø1, 1978).
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(Partington
presence

et

al., 1973; Kemp

et

ø]¡.,

1974c). This mRNA was found, in the

of an oligo(dT) primer, to act as an ef[icient template for the synthesis

of complementary DNA by avian myelobastosis virus (AMV) reverse transcriptase
(Kemp, 1g75: Kemp

et ø1.,1975). A comparison of the rate of reannealing of this

cDNA to the mRNA from which

its cDNA indicated that there

it was transcribed, with that of globin mRNA to

are

25 to 35 different mRNAs coding for keratin in

the embryonic feather. These keratin mRNA to cDNA hybridizations revealed rapid

transitions when assayed on hydroxyapatite, compared to assay by
indicating the presence

of both

unique and repetitive sequences

St nuclease,

in the keratin

mRNA. This result led Kemp (1975) to propose that these repetitive sequences are
the keratin coding sequences and the unique sequences correspond to untranslated

regions. This hypothesis was supported by mRNA to cDNA hybridization kinetic
studies where hybridizations using short oligo(dT) primed cDNA from the 3'end of the mRNA were compared

to

hybridizations using

full length oligo(dT)

primed cDNA, which indicated that the 3'-untranslated regions of keratin mRNA
are unique (Lockett and Rogers, 1979). Presumably the large number of mRNA
species, indicated by the above hybridization characteristics, code for the multiple

polypeptide chains described by Walker and Rogers (1976a), some of which have
been partially sequenced (Walker and Rogers, 1976b).

Like the majority of eukaryotic mRNAs, embryonic feather keratin mRNA was

found to have 7-methylguanosine triphosphate at its St-terminus (Morris, 1976:

Morris and Rogers, 1979),

i.e. it

was "capped" (Rottman et ø/,.' 1974). The

cap structure apparently plays a role in the correct formation of stable initiation
complexes between eukaryotic mRNA and ribosomes (Both
Rose, 1975; Kemper, 1976: Roman

et

øI'.,

et

ø1.. L975a, 1975b:

1976). At the time of this study the

capping of eukaryotic mRNAs was popularly being discussed as having a role in

the regulation of gene expression at the level of mRNA synthesis, translation and
degradation (for a review see Shatkin, 1976). Another structural feature involved in

the regulation of eukaryotic mRNA, popular at that time, was the size distribution
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of polyadenylate sequences at the 3'-terminus. Although, like the cap structure,
some eukaryotic mRNAs have been shown to be devoid of 3'-poly(A) sequences,
for example, histones (Adesnik and Darnell, tg72: Greenberg and Perry, 1972), it
appears that

it

does play a role in potentiating initiation of translation (Doel and

et
Carey. lgZO). Poly(A) has also been ascribed a role in mRNA stability (Marbaix

øI.,tg11l and the transport of mRNA into the cytoplasm (Mendecki et ol-,t9721,
although this rote has not been ctearly demonstrated (for a review see Brawerman,

1976). Although keratin mRNA is polyadenylated no serious attempt to determine

its size distribution prior to this study has been made'
This study attempts to approach a fuller understanding of the control of gene
expression in the embryonic chick feather

at 14 days of embryonic

development,

the time of maximal protein and mRNA synthesis [Kemp cl ø1.,1974b]. ln accord

with the trend of the literature at the time, and the earlier work carried out on the
characterization of the proteins and mRNAs of the embryonic feather, this question
has been approached by an examination of the mRNAs expressed at that time and'

in particular, the 12S mRNA coding for the B-keratins, the fine structure of which
was only poorly understood.

The cloning and nucleotide sequencing of doublestranded cDNA copies of
mRNA was an obvious approach to the purification and characterization of a mixture

of homologous mRNAs. Unfortunately at the time of this study the appropriate
containment facitities were not availabte. When such facilities became available, this
approach was used and the results of those studies are presented in later chapters.

This chapter describes studies on several RNA species present in 14-day
embryonic chick feathers and distinguishable by sedimentation through sucrose
gradients, i.e. 95, 12S and 14S, of these only the 12S, which had previously been
shown to code Íor p-keratins (Kemp et a1..1974a), could unequivocally be described

as a mRNA. The 95 RNA directed the synthesis of more fast protein in a wheat
germ cell-free system than did 12S but

it could not be described as a fast

protein
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of
messenger RNA. The 14S RNA was shown to be largely composed of fragments
degraded ribosomal RNA.

More detailed study of 12S mRNA indicated the presence of polyadenylate

tracts ranging in size from 45 to 165 nucleotides with a number-average length

of 65 nucleotides and a weight-average length of B5 nucleotides. The ability of
the restriction endonuclease Hae

III to cleave single-stranded

cDNA was used to

demonstrate that the 3'-ends of 12S mRNAs show some degree of homology and

this was confirmed by initial attempts at sequencing the 3'-ends of 12S mRNAs
by elongating specific dTs oligomers in the presence of specific chain terminating
nucleotides (Sanger et ø1.,7977: Hamlyn et a1..,1978).

lt should be pointed out that

the RNA sequencing work was performed prior to the publication of the technique
and at a very early stage of its development.

8.2

SPDCIFIC METHODS.

3.2.I

RANDOM PRIMDD REVERSE TRANSCRIPTION.

priming of 18S and 28S ribosomal RNA lacking a 3'-terminal poly(A) tract was
achieved by the random hybridization of oligonucleotides
prepared as described by Taylor

et

of salmon sperm DNA,

øl-, (1976).

Conditions for the synthesis of this cDNA were as described for the oligo(dT)
primed reaction 12.2.t41, except that oligo(dT) was replaced by a final concentration

of 2 mg/ml of oligonucleotide and the synthesis proceeded for 60 min at 37oC. The

cDNA synthesized was isolated as described for oligo(dT) primed synthesis.

3.2.2

R,NA IIYBRIDIZATION REACTIONS.

Hybridization reactions were performed either in small glass tubes or in sealed
capillary tubes. All glass-ware was siliconized to minimize the adhesion of nucleic
acids

to it, and when hybridizations were performed in glass tubes the

reaction

mixture was overlaid with sterile paraffin oil in order to reduce evaporation.
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Hybridizations were carried out in 0.18

M NaCl, 0.01 M Tris-HCl, pH

7.4,

0.001 M EDTA, 0.5% SDS. The reaction mixtures were f¡rst denatured at 100"C

for 5 minutes then incubated at 60'C to the desired R¡t value (the product of
ribonucleotide concentration (mol/litre) and time (sec); Bishop et ø1., 1974). The

hybridization reactions were carried out under conditions where the unlabelled
species (RNA) was in excess over the cDNA probe. ln experiments where the

kinetics of hybridization were investigated, different Rot values were achieved by
using a series of dilutions of the nucleic acid solution and incubating all reaction
tubes for the same length of time.
After incubation, the extent of hybridization was assayed using the single-strand
specific nuclease

oÍ

Aspergillus oryzøe (Ando, 1966). The hybridization mixtures

were diluted in low salt Sr assay buffer (0.05 M NaCl, 0.03 M sodium acetate, pH
4.0, 0.001 M ZnSO¿, 5o/o glycerot) containinST2 pS of calf thymus DNA included as

carrier, divided into equat parts, and 4 units of partially purified S¡ nuclease (Vogt.
1973) was added to one half. (The enzyme had been purified to the end of step 4 as
described by Vogt, 1973). Digestion was carried out at 45"C for 30 minutes and the
samples were then TCA precipitated, with the addition of 25 pg oÍ BSA as carrier.

After 60 minutes on ice the acid-insoluble material was collected on Whatman GF/A
disks, washed with cold 5% TCA followed by ether. The samples were then dried at
110"C and counted in toluene'based scintillation fluid. The extent of hybridization
was calculated from the acid-insolubte radioactivity in the nuclease 51 treated and

untreated samples.

8.2.8

POLYACRYLAMIDE GEL ELDCTROPHORDSIS OF RNA.

3.2.3a

98% FORMAMIDE GELS.

Electrophoresis
devised by Staynov

of RNA in 98% formamide was based on the system initially

et

aI., (1972) with the modifications suggested by Gould and

Hamlyn (1973) and Pinder

et aI., (1974),

except that Zeokarb 225 was used
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instead of Ambertite to deionize the formamide. Gels used had a total acrylamide
concentration of either
and 0.6%

4Yo

or 1070. The 4% gels were made

3.4o/o w

lv acrylamide

w/v bis.acrylamide. while 10% gels were 9o/o w lv acrylamide and 1% w/v

bis-acrylamide. Cylindricalgels (8 cm x 6 mm diam.) were prepared in Perspot tubes
and overlaid with 70o/o Íormamide to give level gel surfaces during polymerization.

The gets were allowed to polymerize for 30 min then stored at 4oC until required.
The 70o/o formamide was then replaced by 1 cm of buffered formamide (0.02 M
diethylbarbituric acid, NaOH pH 9.0), which was carefully overlaid with electrode
buffer (16 mM NaCl

I

mM Tris-HCl pH 8.7). The gels were pre-electrophoresed for

15 minutes at 5 mA/gel before use. The RNA samples were dissolved in 25

¡t'l

ol

buffered formamide plus 5% sucrose and a trace of bromophenol blue, and heated

to 95oC for

I

minute before loading. Electrophoresis was carried out at 5 mA/gel

until the bromophenol blue band was about 1 cm from the bottom of the gel. The
gels were then placed in sterile water ready for staining, scanning or slicing.

3.2.3b SMUREAGELS.
Electrophoresis of RNA in 8 M urea gels was based on the system of Sanger
and Coulson (1975).

The tube gels contained either

4o/o

or 6% acrylamide and 8 M urea in 25 mM

tris.glycine pH 8.3. Electrophoresis was carried out at room temperature for ¡[ hours

at 2 mA per gel using 25 mM Tri+glycine pH 8.3 electrophoresis buffer. The gels
were stained with toluidene-blue and destained in distilled water, in the dark at 'foC.

to prevent degradation of the RNA, (Popa and Bosch, 1969).

8.2.1 DETECTION

OF RNA SAMPLES ON

POLYACRYLAMIDE GELS.
The position of RNA bands on unstained gels was determined by scanning at
280 nm in a Gilford linear transport attachment (Gilford lnstrument Laboratories.
Oberlin, Ohio, U.S.A.) coupled to a W E W recorder (W

I

W Electronic lnc.. Basle,
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Switzerland). Alternatively gels were stained in 0.05% toluidine blue (dissolved in

55 mM sodium acetate. 0.1 mM EDTA, pH 5.5) for 30 minutes and destained
overnight against two changes of distilled water. The mobility

of RNA species

was either determined directly from these gels or they were scanned at 600 nm as
described earlier.
Radioactive RNA samples were detected by soaking the gel in water to remove

formamide, freezing in dry ice, and slicing into 1 mm sections using a single blade

type get slicer (Mickle Engineering Co.,Gomshall, Surrey, England). Each section
was placed in a scintillation vial and the RNA extracted by treatment with 0.2 ml
NCS tissue solubilizer and 0.025 ml concentrated ammonium hydroxide solution
overnight at room temperature. The samples were then prepared for radioactivity
determination by the addition of 2 mls of toluene based scintillation fluid containing
t5o/o

u

lu

g.2.6

PCS scintillation fluid.

3H.BOROHYDRIDE LABELLING OF KEIÌATIN MRNA.

The labelling of RNA by periodate oxidation followed by reduction with labelled
borohydride was based on a system initially devised by Khorana (RajBhandary et

øt..1966,1968, RajBhandary,1968) and later reported by Randerath and Randerath
(1973). Use of this method to detect modified nucleosides at the S'-terminus with
free 3',

2' hydroxyls has

been reported by Symons (1975) and Yang

et

ø1.

(19761.

3H-KBH¿ (n.aCilmmole) in vials containing 10 mCi, prepared by Dr. R.H. Symons
were used as a source of radioactive borohydride. To 45 pg

of keratin mRNA

in

30 pl 1 mM EDTA, pH 5.5 was added 23 nmole NalOa in 2 ¡Å of water and the
reaction mixture incubated at room temperature for

t hr. The contents of one vial

of 3H-KBH¿ (10 mCi, 0.8 ¡rmole) were dissolved in 10 ¡rl of 10 mM KOH and 30
¡rl 0.1 M sodium borate-HCl pH 8.0, and 15 pl was added to the oxidised RNA.
After 100 min at room temperature in the dark, 8 ¡rl of acetic acid (glacial, refluxed

with acetic anhydride then re-distilled) was added to decompose unreacted KBHr.
After a further 30 min the RNA was precipitated three times with two volumes of
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ethanol from a solution of 0.2 M NaCl, 50 mM sodium acetate'

I

mM EDTA' pH

5.0, and the RNA obtained was dissolved in 250 ¡Ä of 1 mM EDTA. pH 8'0. At

this stage the oxidized-reduced RNA contained approximately 2.4 x 106 cpm with
an estimated contamination of 0.3% by non-ethanol precipitable material.

3.2.0

srzrNc oF POLY(A) TRACTS.

Keralin mRNA was dissotved in 1 ml of digestion buffer (0.1 M NaCl, 1 mM
EDTA, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.a) containing 2 ¡tg,lml of RNAase A and 5 units/ml

of RNAase

Tr.

This was then incubated at 37"C for 30 min during which time

all RNA except the potyadenylate tracts should be degraded (Adesnik and Darnell.
t972: Darnell et

E.

ø1.,

1971). The remaining RNA was precipitated with 50 Pg oÍ

coli tRNA by the addition

of sodium acetate (pH 5.5) to a final concentration

of 0.1 M and 2.5 volumes of ethanol. After 16 hours at -20oC the precipitate was
collected by centrifugation at 18,000 rpm for 30 minutes in a Beckman JA-20 rotor.

The pellet was resuspended in 25 ¡rl of loading buffer and electrophoresis carried

out in 10% polyacrylamide gels containing 98% formamide. The gel was run

in

parallel with two identical gels containing 5.8S, 4S and 55 RNA as molecular weight

markers. The bromophenol blue dye usually ran in an identical position on all gels,
which allowed the gel containing poly(A) to be exactly aligned before slicing.

s.2.7

DETECTTON OF POLY(A) USrNG POLY(U).

The use of 3H-poly(U) to detect poly(A) on gels has been described by Bishop

et

aI., (1974) and Rosbash and Ford. (1974). This method has been employed in

an adapted form for use with formamide gels.
Gels containing poly(A) were fiozen and sliced into 1 mm sections. Fractions

consisting of two adjacent

1 mm

slices were placed

in sterile siliconized glass

scintiltation vials and the RNA eluted at various temperatures for 48 hours in various
3H-poly(U) was
volumes ol2xSSC (from 1 ml to 0.25 ml). A 2.5 to 5 fold excess of
then added to the eluted RNA and the solution incubated at 45"C for varying times.
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After incubation, samples were placed at 0"C and 2 ml of ice cold ribonuclease A
(25 pglnl in 2 x SSC) were added to digest the single stranded poly(U), since under

to

rhese conditions poly(U)-poly(A) hybrids are resistant
ø1., 1972

and

and Slater et

2 ml of

20o/o

o,1.,

RNAase

A (Gillespie et

!972,1973). After 20 minutes at 0oc, 100

¡r,g

of BSA

TCA were added, the samples filtered through 2.5 cm glass filters

(whatman GF/A) and counted in toluene based scintillation fluid.

3.2.8

NUCLEOIrDE SDQUENCTNG OF RNÄ.

3.2.Ea PLUS-MINUS SEQUENCING.
The plus and minus method for sequencing DNA (sanger and Coulson, 1975)
was adapted with slight modifications for use in the direct sequencing of RNA using

primers of the form (dT)sdN.
Between 0.5 and t.O pg of purified mRNA was combined in a 40 ¡rl incubation

mix conraining 6.6 mM Tris.HCl pH 7.1,6.6 mM MgCl2,

I

mM DTT, 50 mM

NaCl. 10 ¡rCi a-32P-dATP, 3 ¡rM dGTP, dCTP and dTTP, 0.5 pg of the appropriate

(dT)8dN primer and severat units of AMV reverse transcriptase and incubated at
37"C. One third of the reaction mix was removed and added fo 5 ¡t'!0.2 M EDTA
after 1, 2 and 5 min and these were pooled and phenol extracted prior to separation

of unincorporated nucleotides by Sephadex G-50 chromatography. The cDNA peak
was cotlected dried under vacuum and dissolved in 10

¡i

oÍ 7 x H buffer conta¡n¡ng

a two fold excess of mRNA. This solution was healed at 100oC for 2 minutes and
allowed to hybridize at 65oC for

t

hour, after which 1 ¡rl aliquots were used in the

plus and minus reactions.
Plus reactions were carried out in 10

the appropriate single dNTP. 1.5

¡ll reaction

x H bufter. 1¡rl

mixes containing 10 ¡rM of

cDNA/mRNA hybrid and 1¡rl

of Klenow (large fragment of DNA pol I) and incubated at 37'C for 10 minutes
followed by freezing and drying under vacuum. Minus reactions were carried out in
10

pl reaction

mixes containing 10 ¡rM of the appropriate three dNTPs' 1.5

x

H
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buffer, 1 ¡rl cDNA/mRNA hybrid and several units of AMV reverse transcriptase
and were incubated and stopped as for the plus reactions'

All reactions were then resuspended in2O

¡i

of formamide loading buffer. heated

at 100"C for 2 minutes and 5 pl applied to a 0.5 mm thick sequencing gel prepared
and run as described in 2.2.23c.

3.2.8b DIDEOXY SEQUENCING.
Dideoxy sequencing
Sanger

et

Using

of RNA was

performed using the dideoxy reactions of

aI., (1977) as described by Hamlyn et dJ.' (1978)'

0.5

ttg

of purified mRNA as template and 0.5 pg of the oligonucleotide

primers in turn. cDNA was transcribed using reverse transcriptase in four reactions

each conlaining

a different dideoxy nucleotide triphosphate, e.g. a 10 ¡rl

reaction contained,O.tzS pg oÍ mRNA, 0.125 Pg ol primer, 0.5 ¡rl of AMV reverse
32P-labelled nucleotide triphosphate which
transcriptase. 50 ¡rM dNTPs except the

was present at 2 to 3 ¡rM. dideoxyadenosine triphosphate at 10 ¡rM and 10 mM

Tris-HCl pH 8.3, 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM DTT and 6 mM MgCl2. The reactions
were incubated at 37oC for 15 minutes and added to an equal volume of formamide

loading buffer and 5 ¡rl samples treated and electrophoresed as for the plus and
minus reactions.

3.8

RESULTS.

9.8.1

ANALYSIS OF TIIE RN.A'g PR.ESENT IN
r4-DAY FEATHDRS.

3.3.Ia

PURTFICATTON OF e, r2 aND r4S RNA FROM

RIBONUCLEOPROTEIN PARTICLES.
Embryonic feather ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes were prePared from 1¡[day embryonic feathers as described in 2.2.1c. Ribonucleoprotein fractions

I

and II.

as indicated in Figure 3.2 were collected, ethanol precipitated to concentrate and

FIGURE 3.2
SUCROSE GRADIENT SDDIMENTATION OF
FEATHER' n,NP PARTICLES.
Polysomes were prepared from 14-day embryonic feathers as described in 2.2.3a

and dissociated with EDTA (2.2.3c1 to release ribonucleoprotein particles. The
EDTA-treated polysomes were applied
gradients prepared in 0.15
centrifuged for 16 hours

to 11.6 ml linear 10 to

40o/o

wlv

sucrose

M KCl, 0.01 M Tris-HCl pH 7.4. The gradients

at 38.000 rpm at 4oC in a

were

Beckman SW41 rotor, then

fractionated using an ISCO model 640 gradient fractionator coupled to a W
pen recorder. The indicated fractions were collected for further analysis.

I

W

Azs+

t-J

Sedimentation
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remove sucrose, and dissociated with SDS prior to sedimentation through linear 10

to 40%

(r/u)

sucrose gradients (Figure 3.3). RNP fraction I contained 55 ribosomal

RNA. tRNAs and major peaks of 95 and 12S RNA. Although the 9S and 12S RNAs

were present, they were not well resolved from one another (Figure 3.3a). RNP

fraction

II

contained 55 and 18S ribosomal RNAs as well as peaks of 9S, 12S and

14S RNA, the 12S being the most abundant species (Figure 3.3b). The 14S RNA
peak appeared broad and poorly resolved from the 18S peak. These results were in
agreement with those obtained by Partington

et al. (1973), Kemp et oJ. (197aa)

and Powell (1979).

Fractions indicated by the bars in Figure 3.3a and b were collected and the two
gS and l2S peaks were separately pooled. The 14S peak and the separately pooled

9 and 12S peaks were ethanol precipitated and subjected to two further cycles of
sedimentation through sucrose (Figure 3.1). The 95, 12S and 14S peaks all appeared
sharp and symmetrical, the 12S peak being the broadest of the three. The sucrose

gradient sedimentation profile of the purified 12 and 14S RNA superimposed upon

that of the gS RNA (Figure 3.4a) showed that all three were well resolved compared

to Figure 3.3b, this was presumably due to stringent size selection during the two
further cycles of sedimentation-

3.3.1b

TRANSL.ô.TION OF RNA IN A CDLL.FREE SYSTEM.

The g, 12 and 14S RNA peaks (Figure 3.4) were collected, ethanol precipitated
and translated using a wheat embryo cell-free system, as described in 2.2.5 (Table

3.1). The 12S RNA which was shown by Kemp et al. (1974b) to be the mRNA
for the B-keratins of embryonic feathers, was found to be the most active

RNA

3H-leucine into acid-precipitable protein.
fraction in directing the incorporation of

gS RNA was also active, but only at about half the level of 12S RNA. 14S RNA was

poorly active,

if at all, only stimulating the wheat

embryo system two fold when

approximately 3 pg oÍ RNA were added and. as expected. the 18S RNA was not

EIGURE 8.3
SUCROSE GRADIDNT SEDIMENTATION OF

SDS-DISSOCIATED RNP PARTICLES.
The two feather RNP fractions prepared and collected as described in the legend

to Figure 3.2 were dissolved in 0.1 M Tris-HCl pH 9.0, 0.1% SDS and heated at
65"C for 10 min then loaded onto 11.6 ml linear 10 to 40% sucrose gradients
prepared in NET. The gradients were centrifuged and fractionated as described in

the legend to Figure 3.2. The fractions indicated by the bars were collected
ethanol-precipitated.

a.

RNP fraction

b.

RNP fraction ll.

I
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trIGURE 3.4

PURIFICATION OF RNA FRACTIONS BY
SUCR'OSE GRADIENT SEDIMENIATION.
RNA fractions, collected as indicated by the bars in Figure 3.3, were purified

by two further cycles of sedimentation through sucrose. Separately pooled RNA
fractions were dissolved in 0.3 mlof NET and sedimented through sucrose gradients
and fractionated as described in the legend to Figure 3.3.

a

95 RNA fraction with 12S and 14S RNA profiles ( - - - ) superimposed.

b.

12S RNA fraction.

c.

14S RNA fraction.
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TABLE 3.I
INCORPORATION OF 3II.LEUCINE INTO Pn,OTDIN
SYNTHESIZED BY 9, 12, 14, and l8S R¡IA PURIFIED FROM
RNP PARTICLES.
Purified 9, 12,14, and 18S RNA fractions prepared as described in the legend

to Figure 3.¡l

were translated in a wheat embryo cell-fiee system as described in

2.2.5 and the amount of radioactivity incorporated into protein was determined by
TCA precipitation of duplicate aliquots of the samples on Whatman GF/A discs by
the procedure of Bollum (1968).

I Samples used for further analysis on pH 2.7 gels (Figures 3.5 and 3.6).

TABLE 8.1
INCORPORATION OF sII.LEUCINE INTO PROTEIN
SYNTIIESIZED BY I, 12 AND 14S IÌNA PURIFIED FnOM
RNP PARTICLES.
RNA

¡rg RNA per

Total

c.p.m. minus

c.p.m. per

translation

c.p.m.

background

¡rg RNA

57, o0o

No RNA.

I

9S

0.56

102,500

45,000

80,500

9S'

2.8

263,000

205,500

73,500

12S

0.16

87,000

29,500

184,500

12S

0.5

120,000

62,500

125, ooo

12S*

1.0

223,000

165,500

165,500

145

0.56

67,500

lo,ooo

18,ü)0

14S'

2.8

100,000

42,500

15, oo0

18S'

3.1

75, o0o

18,000

6,000

Samples used for further analysis on pH

2.f gels.
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at all active in stimulating the wheat embryo system. ln all cases the amount of
radioactivity incorporated increased as the amount of added RNA increased.

3.3.lc

ANALYSIS OF TRANSLATION PRODUCTS BY
DLECTROPHORESIS AT PH 2.7.

The S-carboxymethylated proteins of embryonic feather can be efñciently
resolved by electrophoresis on polyacrylamide gels at pH 2.7 (Walker and Rogers,

1g76a), the B-keratins being resolved into about 7 bands which are particularly

welt separated from fast proùein. S-carboxymethylated translation products of
embryonic feather RNA, using wheat embryo and rabbit reticulocyte cell-free
systems. have previously been analysed by electrophoresis on polyacrylamide gels

at pH 2.7 (Partington et al., 1973;

Powell, 1979). The translation products

used in these studies were S-carboxymethylated since this was found necessary

to

improve the solubility

of the keratin proteins which were used as

standards

(Harrap and Woods, 1964a; Kemp and Rogers, 1972). However, Powell (1979)
reported loss

of incorporated radioactivity during the manipulations required for

S-carboxymethylation. Analysis of products was therefore carried out directly by
adding an equal votume of two-times loading solution to an aliquot of the translation

mix and applying this directly to the gel prior to electrophoresis.
Figure 3.5 shows the fractionation of about t50 ¡tg of reduced. but not Scarboxymethylated 2l-day embryonic feather protein by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

at pH 2.7, as described in 2.2.7. The positions of the

seven major

B-keratin bands and fast protein are marked by the horizontal bars. The profile of

radioactivity incorporated into protein by the wheat embryo system, with no RNA
added. is superimposed upon this profile. No obvious bands were present in the
endogenous wheat embryo translation products. Figure 3.6 shows the profile of

radioactivity obtained when the 9, 12, t4 and 18S translation products were fractionated on pH 2.7 gels. As expected, the 12S RNA translated to give several bands

FIGUR,E 8.õ

ELECTR,OPIIORETIC ANALYSIS AT

pII 2.7 OF

REDUCED FEATIIER, PROTEIN AND ENDOGENOUS

WIIEAT EMBRYO TRANSLATION PRODUCTS.
Reduced but not S-carboxymethylated 2l-day embryonic feather protein (about

150 ¡rg) was electrophoresed on a pH 2.7 polyacrylamide gel as described in 2.2.7.

The position of the major B-keratin bands and fast protein are marked by the
horizontal bars. The profile of radioactivity incorporated into protein by the wheat
embryo system with no added RNA is superimposed upon this profile. Directly after

the translation assay an aliquot of the "no RNA" reaction mix, from Table 3.1. was
loaded directly onto the gel without prior carboxymethylat¡on. After electrophoresis

radioactivity in the gel was determined as described in 2.2.6.
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RNA IRANSLATrON PRODUCIS.
at pH 2.7 oÍ translation products of the RNA fractions

prepared and collected as shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 and translated as described

in Table 3.1. Translation products were analysed on pH 2.7 gels as described

in

Figure 3.5. The position of the fast protein and keratin peaks are indicated by the

bars, as determined from a parallel gel containing reduced feather protein. A peak
has been marked with a star to distinguish

95 RNA translation products:
12S RNA translation products;
14S RNA translation products;
18S RNA translation products:
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peaks.
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migrating with keratin and very little if any fast protein. The 95 RNA also gave several keratin bands and several bands which migrated with a higher mobility than the

keratins. There was some radioactivity migrating near fast protein, but no distinct
single peak was observed. The peak marked with a star

(*)

appeared

to migrate

with the seventh keratin band. The 14S and 18S RNA translation products appeared
indistinguishable from the wheat embryo endogenous products, except perhaps for

a small amount of keratin in the 14S RNA products.

It can be concluded from in aitro translation of the RNAs prepared from
dissociated ribonucleoprotein particles, that the 12S RNA

is the mRNA Íor B'

keratins. the 9S RNA is probably partially degraded B-keratin mRNA, possibly
containing some contaminating fast protein mRNA and the 14S RNA contains no

significant mRNA activity. .This may have been due

to the nature of the

RNA

preparation procedure. Selection of ribonucleoprotein particles may have excluded
some mRNA activity perhaps because some ribonucleoprotein particles are unstable,

or the ribonucteoprotein complex may have sedimented in an area of the gradient not
collected (Figure 3.2). For this reason it was decided to prepare RNA by a method

not requiring ribonucleoprotein particles as intermediates and which minimized the
chance of ribonuclease degradation of RNA.

3.3.Id PURIFICATION OF RNA FROM
SDS DISSOCIATED POLYSOMES.
Polysomal RNA was prepared from 14-day embryonic feather polysomes,
prepared as describe d in 2.2.3a except that 0.1% diethylpyrocarbonate was included

in the homogenization buffer, by dissociation in a buffer containing 1.0% SDS. After

sedimentation through linear sucrose gradients containing 0.2% SDS, fractions A,
B and C, as indicated by the bars in Figure 3.7, were collected, ethanol precipitated
and resedimented on sucrose gradients as shown in Figure 3.8. Figure 3.8a shows

the presence of one symmetrical peak sedimenting at about gS, while Figure 3.8b
shows a broader peak of 12S contaminated by a small amount of 95 RNA. Figure

FIGURE 3.7
SUCROSE GR'ADIENT SDDIMENTATION OF
SDS DISSOCIATED trEATHER POLYSOMES.
Polysomes were prepared from 14-day embryonic feathers as described in
2.2.3a, except that 0.1% diethylpyrocarbonate was included in the homogenization

buffer. and dissociated by resuspension in NET containing 1.0% SDS to release
RNA. The SDS dissociated polysomes were sedimented through linear 5 to
sucrose gradients prepared

in NET. 0.2% SDS.

fractionated as described in Figure
indicated by the bars.

20o/o

Gradients were centrifuged and

3.2. Fractions A, B and C were collected. as

A 254

Hl-{
c

B

A

Sedlmentatlon

FIGURE 8.8
SUCROSE GRADIENT SEDIMENTAÎION OF
SDS DISSOCIATED FEATIIER POLYSOMAL RNA FRACTIONS.
RNA fractions from SDS dissociated polysomes were collected as indicated by

the bars in Figure 3.7 and resedimented through linear 10 to 40% sucrose gradients
prepared in NET. Gradients were centrifuged and fractionated as described in Figure

3.2. The fractions

indicated by the bars were collected and further purified by

resedimentation through sucrose gradients.
RNA fractions collected in Figure 3.7

a.
b.
c.

Fraction A.

Fraction B.
Fraction C.
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3.Bc shows a major peak of 14S RNA heavily contaminated by RNA peaks of 165

and 1BS, and a small amount of 12S RNA. Fractions, as indicated by the bars in
Figure 3.8, were collected and resedimented on sucrose gradients (14S RNA was
subjected to two further cycles of sedimentation. 9 and 12S RNA required only one

further cycle) until a single symmetrical peak was obtained (data not shown).

8.3.le

oLrco(dr)

CEILULOSE CITROMATOGRAPTTY OF RNA.

Aliquots ol 9, t2 and 14S RNA. prepared from SDS dissociated polysomes as
described above, were separately applied to an oligo(dT) cellulose column in high

salt, washed, and the bound RNA eluted in low salt buffer, as described in 2-2.3d
(data not shown). The amount of RNA in the eluate was followed by passage of
the eluate through a UV monitor. lt appeared that only 10 to

20o/o

ol the 12S RNA

bound to the oligo(dT) celtulose column, and little if any 9 or 14S RNA bound to the

column. ln the further analysis of these RNA fractions. oligo(dT) cellulose bound
and unbound 12S RNA was used, but 9S and 14S RNAs were used without prior
passage through oligo(dT) cellulose. Where 12S unbound RNA is indicated. this is

RNA which did not bind after two passages through oligo(dT) cellulose.

S.8.If

TRANSLATIOT{ OF RNA IN A CELL.FRDD SYSTEM.

The 95, 14S, 12S bound and 12S unbound RNAs described in 3.3.1e were
ethanol precipitated and translated in a wheat embryo cell-free system (Table 3.2).

With the exception of 14S RNA all of the RNAs translated were active in directing
the incorporation of 3H-leucine into acid-precipitable protein. The 12S RNA which
bound to oligo(dT) cellulose was the most active RNA, being three times as active
as 95 RNA and five times as active as unbound 12S RNA. 14S RNA was only poorly

active in stimulating the wheat embryo cell-free system.

8.8.19 ANALYSIS OF TRANSLATION

PRODUCTS BY

ELECTROPHORESIS AT PH 2.7.
The translation products of 95, 14S, 12S bound and 12S unbound RNAs'

TABLD 8.2
INCORPOR,ATION OF sE.LDUCINE INTO PROÎEIN

SYNTHESIZED BY e, r2 AND r¿S RNA PURIFIUD FROM
SDS DISSOCIATED POLYSOMEIS.
Purified

9, t2 and 14S RNA fractions

prepared as described

in the

legend

to Figure 3.8 were translated in a wheat embryo cell-free system as described

in

2.2.5 and the amount of radioactivity incorporated into protein was determined as
described in the legend to Table 3.1.

TABLE 3.2
INCOII'PORATION OF 3H.LEUCIND INTO Pn'OTDIN
SYNÎIIESIZED BY e, 12 aND r4S RNA PURItriIUD FROM
SDS DISSOCIAÎED POLYSOME¡S.
RNA

¡rg RNA per

Total

c.p.m. m¡nus

c.P.m. per

translation

c.P-m

background

¡rg RNA

55,5oo

No RNA
9S

1.5

192,500

137,000

91,000

125"

0.4

243,500

187,5oo

469,000

12S$

1.4

257, o0o

201,5oo

144, oo0

14S

1.5

85,500

30,000

20, oo0

t

12S RNA which bound to oligo(dT) cellulose.

$

12S RNA which did not bind to oligo(dT) cellulose.
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described in 3.3.le, were fractionated on polyacrylamide gels at pH 2.7 . essentially as
described in 3.3.lc except that about 100 pg of reduced but not S-carboxymethylated

unfractionated 21-day embryonic feather protein was used to determine the mobility

of the various protein components. Figure 3.9 shows the pH 2.7 gel profile of
radioactivity incorporated into prote¡n in the wheat embryo cell-free system by 95
and 14S RNAs and the endogenous wheat embryo RNA. Superimposed on these
profiles is a densitometer scan of

a

parallel gel containing total 21-day feather

protein.

The 14S RNA translation products were almost indistinguishable from the
endogenous wheat embryo RNA products, otcept for a small amount of radioactivity

which migrated with the keratin proteins. The 95 RNA directed the synthesis of
very little full length feather keratin but labelled products were Present which

co

migrated with fast protein. Several other slower migrating proteins were present in
the 95 products, including a peak which appeared in the translation products of 95

RNA made from EDTA dissociated polysomes (Figure 3.6). This peak has been
marked by a star

(*), as in Figure 3.6, to distinguish it from other peaks.

Fractionation of the translation products from oligo(dT) cellulose bound 12S

RNA on pH 2.7 polyacrylamide gels (Figure 3.10) revealed that this RNA, which
should be enriched for poly(A) containing mRNA. was very active in directing

the synthesis of B-keratin proteins in the wheat embryo cell-free system. The
oligo(dTf cellulose unbound 12S RNA translation products also contained p-keratin
proteins (Figure 3.10), indicating that the binding of polyadenylated keratin mRNA

to oligo(dT) cellulose was not sufficiently efficient to

remove

all mRNA activity

from the RNA preparation. Both oligo(dT) cellulose bound and unbound 12S RNAs
directed the synthesis of some fast protein with the unbound 12S RNA retaining
higher proportion of fast protein mRNA activity than the bound 12S RNA.

a

FIGURE 3.9
ELECTROPIIOR'DTIC ANALYSIS AT pH 2.7 OF
REDUCED FEATHER PROTEIN AND 95, l4S AND
ENDOGENOUS WHEAT EMBRYO TNANSLATION PRODUCTS.
Reduced

but not S-carboxymethylated feather protein, used as a mobility

standard, was fractionated by electrophoresis at pH 2.7 as described in the legend of
Figure 3.5. The position of the major p-keratin bands and fast protein are marked

by the horizontal bars. The profiles of radioactivity incorporated into protein by the
RNA fractions collected as shown in Figure 3.8 and translated as described in the
legend to Table 3.2 are superimposed upon this profile. The translation products
were electrophoresed and radioactivity in the gel was detected as described in the
legend

to Figure 3.5.
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FIGURE 8.IO
ELECTR'OPEORETIC ANALYSIS AT pH 2.7 OF

ol,rco(dT) cErtul,osD BoUND aND uNBouND r2s RNA
TRANSLATION PRODUCTS.
Gel electrophoresis

at pH 2.7 oÍ translation products of oligo(dT)

cellulose

bound and unbound 12S RNA. prepared as described in 3.3.1e and translated as
described in Table

3.2. Translation products were electrophoresed on pH 2.7 gels

as described in the legend

to Figure 3.5. The position of fast protein and

keratin

bands are indicated by the bars. as determined from a parallel gel containing reduced

feather protein.
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3.3.1h

14S

RNA cDNA SYNTIIESIS AND

HYBRIDIZATION KINETICS.
Synthesis

of DNA complementary to 14S RNA by oligo(dT) priming in

the

3H-dCTP, as described in 2.2.!4, did not result in the incorporation of
presence of
radioactivity into a discernible cDNA peak after chromatography of the transcription

mix on a Sephadex G-50 column (data not shown). Complementary DNA to 14S
RNA was therefore made by use of random priming with salmon sperm olige
nucleorides by rhe method

of Taylor et ø1. (1976) and Taylor and Tse

(1976),

as described in 3.2.1. 14S RNA acted as an efficient template using this method.
3H-dCTP w¡th
resulting in the incorporation of 2 to 5 x 106 cpmlpgof RNA using
a specific activity

ol25 Cilnmole. This rate of incorporation proved similar to that

of 18S ribosomal RNA.

It was clear that 14S RNA prepared by the two methods described,
and 3.3.1d, contained l¡ttle ¡f any mRNA activity.

lt

see 3.3.1a

seemed likely that at least some

of the l4S RNA coutd be degraded 18 or 28S ribosomal RNA. For this reason' the
RNAs
kinerics of hybridizarion of 14S cDNA to 14S RNA and 18 and 28S ribosomal

were examined.

The kinetics of hybridization of excess unlabelled RNA to its labelled comple'
mentary DNA are dependant on the sequence complexity of the RNA. Comparison
of these hybridization kinetics with those of a kinetic standard of known complexity,,

for example

1BS ribosomal RNA allows an estimate

of the complexity of the RNA.

Figure 3.11 shows the kinetics of hybridization of 14S cDNA

to 14S RNA as

determined by the resistance of the hybrids to the single-strand specific nuclease

a sharp transition with a mid point (Rot å)
of 5 x 10-3 mol.sec.l-l. The kinetics of hybridization of 18S cDNA to 18S RNA
(Figure 3.11) shows a sharp transition with a Rot å of 3.5 x 10-3. comparing the

Sr (3.2.2). The hybridization

gave

rates of hybridization of 14S cDNA us. 14S RNA with 18S cDNA us. 18S RNA. ¡t

FIGURE

3.TT

I{INETICS OF HYBRIDIZATION OF T4S ILNA TO T4S CDNA.
14S RNA. prepard as described in 3.3.1, was hybridized to 14S cDNA prepared

by the method of Taylor et oL (1976) (3.2.1) and assayed using the single-strand
specific nuclease S¡. as described in 3.3.2.
The hybridizalions were carried out in RNA excess and the results are expressed

as the percentage of input cDNA radioactivity in nuclease 51 resistant form after

hybridization. The hybridization kinetics of 18S ribosomal RNA to 18S cDNA are
included as a molecular complexity standard. Arrows indicate the midpoints of the

reactions. Curves are the average of two experiments.
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can be calculated that 14S RNA has a complexity of greater than 2,000 nucleotides.

which is the approximate molecular size of 18S RNA'
Figure 3.12 shows the kinetics of hybridization of 14S cDNA us. 18S ribosomal
RNA, l4S cDNA us. 28S ribosomal RNA and 14S cDNA us. 18S and 28S ribosomal
The
RNAs combined in an equimolar mixture, i.e. mixed in a molar ratio of 2:5.

extent to which the hybridization has gone, i.e. the plateau level of hybridization.
cDNA
should reflecr the proportion of 14S RNA which is ribosomal RNA. The 14S

üs. 18S ribosomal RNA hybridization plateaued at about 75%, with a Rst

I

of

¡t x 10-3, the 14S cDNA us. 28S ribosomal RNA hybridization plateaued at about

45%, with a Rst

I

of 10-2 and the 14S cDNA us. 18S and 28S ribosomal RNAs

went almost to completion, with a Rot å of 6 x 10-3. The extent to which these
hybridizations have gone to completion indicate that 14S RNA is composed almost
entirely of a mixture of 1BS and 28S ribosomal RNAs, with the mixture containing
somewhat more 1gS than 28S RNA. The Rot

I values support this conclusion since

the 14S cDNA us. 18S RNA hybridization proceeded about 2.5 times faster than
the 14S cDNA us. 28S RNA hybridization, reflecting the relative sizes of 18S and
28S RNAs, and the 14S cDNA us. 18S plus 2BS RNA hybridization gave a Rot å
between the two but somewhat closer to the 14S cDNA us. 18S RNA hybridization

than the 14S cDNA us. 2BS RNA hybridization'

3.3.2

DETAILED STUDIES OF r2S KDRATIN mRNA'

3.8.2a

12S

The

32

mRNA POLY(A) TDNGTH'

p-labelling of embryonic chick feather RNA ¡n uiuo or in cultured feathers

produces RNA of extremely low specific activity (G.

A. Pártington, unpublished

observations) which does not allow analysis of the 3'-terminal polyadenylate tract
size distribution. This is contrary to what has been reported for numerous other

eukaryotic RNA molecules (Sanger et ol., 1965: Barrell, 1971: Shatkin, 1976). For
3H-poly(U) was used to
this reason the more indirect method of hybridization to

FIGURE

8.T2

HYBRIDIZATION KINETICS OF 18S, 28S AND AN EQUIMOLAR
MIKTURE OF rt AND 28S RIBOSOMAL RNA TO r4S cDNA.
Using RNA in excess, 14S cDNA. prepared as described in the legend to Figure

3.11, was hybridized to mixtures of ribosomal RNAs. The kinetics of hybridization
were determined by using nuclease S¡ to assay the amount of added radioactivity

in cDNA found in hybrid form. All other conditions are as described in the legend

to Figure 3.11.
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detect poly(A) tracts

in mRNA.

Ribonucleases

A and T1 were used to

release

poly(A) from mRNA by reducing the remainder of the mRNA to nucleotides

and

small oligonucleotides (Adesnik and Darnell. 19721. This poly(A) was then sized by
electrophoresis on denaturing polyacrylamide gels. Fractionated poly(A) was then
detected by examining the profile of acid-precipitable radioactivity after ribonuclease

3H-poly(U) and poly(A) eluted from gel slices,
A digestion of hybrids formed between
as described by Bishop

et

ø1.

(19721and in 3.2.7. This method proved unreliable for

the detection of poly(A) released from keratin mRNA (data not shown). A simpler

method was therefore adopted which indirectly sized the poly(A) tracts released
from keratin mRNA.
3
Keratin mRNA was hybridized to H-poly(U) using a ten-fold excess of poly(U)

over the likely poly(A) content (approximately 100 nucleotides out of a total of
800 nucleotides), then digested with ribonucleases A and T1 as described in 3.2.6

to release 3H-poly(U)/poly(A) hybrids and digest any poly(U) not in hybrid form'
These hybrids were then ethanol precipitated, taken up and denatured in a formamide

loading buffer prior to fractionation on agïo/o formamide polyacrylamide gel. Figure
3.13a shows the profite of radioactivity eluted from successive pairs of 1 mm slices
across such a gel. The two sharp peaks migrating near the tracker dye were also
present in a paraltel gel on which an identical sample was run except that no mRNA

was included in the initial hybridization step (Figure 3.13b). This indicates that
these peaks were due to nucleotides and small oligonucleotides which were produced

3H-poly(U). The 3H-poly(U) fragments
during the ribonuclease digestion of excess
protected from digestion by the ribonucleases, due to the formation of ribonuclease

resistant hybrids with poly(A) tracts in keratin mRNA, ranged in length from 40 to
3H180 nucleotides with a mean length of 86 nucleotides (Figure 3.13a). Since the

poly(U) was uniformly labelled, longer poly(A) fragments contained proportionately
more radioactivity and therefore contributed more to the calculated mean length

than did smatler poly(A) fragments. The calculated mean length of 86 nucleotides
is therefore a weight-average length and not a number-average length'

FIGURE 8.I3

KERATIN nRNA poly(A) LDNGTII AS DETERMINED BY

IIYBRIDIZATION TO 3H-poly(U).
3H-poly(U) using a 10 fold molar excess of
Keratin mRNA was hybridized to
poly(U) over the likely poly(A) content (approximately 100 residues out of 800),
3Hthen digested with ribonucteases A and T1 as described in 3.2.6 to release

poly(U)/poly(A) hybrids and digest any 3H-poly(U) not in hybrid form. These
hybrids were ethanol precipitated, then dissolved and denatured in formamide
loading buffer prior to fractionation on a 98% formamide 10% polyacrylamide gel as
described in 3.2.3a. The profile of radioactivity was determined by eluting counts

from successive pairs of 1 mm slices across the gel. The molecular weight of poly(A)

tracts was determined by comparison with a parallel gel containing 5.8S. 55

and

tRNA as molecular weight markers. The arrow indicates the weight-average poly(A)
length.

a.
b.

Keratin mRNA hybridized to 3H-poly(U).
As in a. but with no mRNA added.
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As mentioned earlier, this method of poly(A) tract length determination is
indirecr since it is the length of poly(U) protected by hybridization to poly(A) which

is measured, but it requires much less mRNA than the direct detection of poly(A)
by gel staining. The direct method requires large amounts of mRNA but

it

was

considered essential that the prev¡ous result be confirmed.

The length of poly(A) produced by ribonuclease A and T¡ digestion of sufficient
mRNA

to be detected on a gel by staining was determined by electrophoresis

on

a polyacrylamide gel in 8 M urea as described by Sanger and Coulson (1975) and
in 3.2.3b. Figure 3.14 shows the distribution of lengths so obtained. This method
revealed a range of poly(A) lengths from 45 to 165 nucleotides with a mean length

of 85 nucleotides. Again, this measurement of mean poly(A) length is a weightaverage length since longer molecules

of poly(A) bind proportionately more stain

than do shorter poly(A) molecules. These results are in close agreement with the
previous, less direct, method of poly(A) length determination.
There is probably greater biological significance in describing a poly(Af length

distribution in terms of number-average rather than a weight-average length, i.e. the
average length

of poly(A) tract on each molecule of mRNA without allowing any

greater weighting to mRNA molecules which have long poly(A) tracts. A value for

the number-average length has been calculated from the profile of poly(A) lengths
shown

in Figure 3.15. This value was

achieved by reaction

of mRNA with

3H-

KBH4, as described in 3.2.5, which only labels the 3'-terminal adenosine of the

poly(A) tracts. Labelled mRNA was subsequently digested with ribonucleases A
and T1 to release 3H-poly(A) labelled at its 3'-terminus which was fractionated on a
denaturing polyacrylamide gel, as previously described. Since each poly(A) molecule

is given equal weighting, i.e. the number of radioactive counts in poly(A) is the
same, regardless of its length, the profile obtained lends itself to the calculation of a

number-average length for the poly(A) sequences. As expected the number-average
length of 65 nucleotides is smaller than the weight-average length of 85 nucleotides,

FIGURE

8.T4

DIRECT DETERMINATION OF T,ERATIN rnRNA

POIY(A) tDNcTH BY STâ,rNrNG.
Keratin mRNA was digested with ribonucleases A and
3.2.6..

to

Tr,

as described in

release poly(A) tracts which were ethanol precipitated and dissolved

and denatured in a formamide loading buffer prior to eleclrophoresis on a
polyacrylamide gel in

tÙo/o

I M urea as desctibed in 3.2.3b. After electrophoresis the gel

was stained in 0.05% toluidine blue for 30 mins. destained and scanned at 600 nm

in a Gilford linear transport attachment coupled to a W

I

W chart recorder. The

mobilities of 45 tRNA, 55 and 5.8S rRNAs were determined on a parallel gel.
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FIGURE

3.T6

DIITERMINATION oF poly(A) LENGTII USING
KER'ATIN NRNA LABELLED WITE 3H'KBII4.
Keratin mRNA was labelled at its termini by NalOa oxidation of the 2',3thydroxyls and their reduction with 3H-KH84 as described in 3.2.5. Labelled mRNA
was then digested with ribonucleases A and T1, as described in 3.2.6, to release
labelled poly(A) sequences. The poly(A) sequences ìirere then electrophoresed on an

I

M polyacrylamide gel, as described in the legend to Figure 3.14 and the position of

radioactively labelled poly(A) sequences was determined by counting samples eluted

from successive pairs of 1 mm slices as described in the legend to Figure 3.13. The
mobilities of 4S tRNA, 55 and 5.8S ribosomal RNA markers was determined on
parallel gel.
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but the profile of poly(A) lengths shown in Figure 3.15 is almost identical to that
shown in Figures 3.13a and 3.14.

3.3.2b

ATTEMPTS TO OBTAIN STRUCTURAL
INFORMATION ON KIIRATIN nRNA BY
RDSTRICTION OF KERATIN cDNA.

It is recognized that

restriction endonucleases will cut single-stranded DNA

when used in vast excess (Horiuchi and Zinder, 1975), in particular Hae III, Hha

I and Hpa II. Since these enzymes are sequence specific and should be capable
of cleaving single-stranded cDNA, it was thought likely that their use in the
characterization of keratin cDNA woutd reveal aspects of sequence complexity and
possibly sequence organization in keratin mRNA.

lt

was thought unlikely that the

direct isolation of cDNA fragments for sequencing by the chemical cleavage method
(Maxam and Gilber¡, 19771would prove successful. since the mRNA is composed

of many species making it diflicult to obtain any one species in pure form or

in

suflicient quantity.
Hae

III

has a four base recognition sequence for double-stranded DNA and

as such should on average cleave once every 250 base pairs. lf this holds true for
single.stranded keratin cDNA, one would expect to generate three to four fragments

from the 800 nucleotide long full length keratin cDNA. lf, as estimated by Kemp
(1975), there are25 to 35 different mRNA molecules, Hae

III

digestion of keratin

cDNA should generate 75 to 140 fragments, provided that all of the mRNA species
are unrque.

Figure 3.16 shows an autoradiograph oÍ a 7.5o/o polyacrylamide gel on which
32P-labelled, oligo(dT) primed. keratin cDNA (synthesized as described in 2.2.t41

digested with various amounts

of Hae III, has been fractionated. lt is clear that

between 500 and 1,000 fold excess of restriction enzyme was required to completely

digest keratin cDNA. There were obvious bands clearly resolved from the smear

FIGURD

3.1O

DLECTROPEORESIS OF Eae

III CLEAVED

UNIFORMLY LABELLED SINGLE.SIRANDED KERATIN CDNA.
Uniformly labelled keratin cDNA was synthesized by oligo(dT) priming on
keratin mRNA in the presence of 32P-dGTP as described in 2.2.11. Labelled DNA
was digested with from 5 fold

to 1,000 fold excess of Hae III restriction enzyme

(one fold excess is digestion of 1 pg oÍ DNA with 1 unit of enzyme for
described in

I hr), as

2.2.t1. Digestion products were then fractionated by electrophoresis

on a 7.5o/o polyacrylamide slab gel in TBE, as described in 2.2.13, and the labelled
DNA detected by autoradiographY.

Hae
5X

--

1OX 5ox loox 500x1000x
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of radioactivity, which was probably due to fragments of irregular size

generated

by premature termination of the cDNA transcripts. The 1,000 fold excess track in
Figure 3.16 shows the presence of about 15 major and many minor bands. This
resutt is consistent with there being a large number of keratin mRNA molecules. the
sequences of which differ, at least in part, from one another.

The capacity of Hha

I to cut keratin cDNA

was also tested, but

it was found

(Figure 3.17) not to produce discernible fragments whereas a parallel experiment

using Hae

III to digest keratin cDNA did produce fragments

resolved from the

smear of radioactivity (Figure 3.17). Some of the larger fragments seen in Figure

3.16 could not be seen in this experiment. Although incubation of keratin cDNA

with Hha I did not produce defined fragments, ¡t d¡d appear that the cDNA was
being shortened, perhaps by exposure to nucleases contaminating the Hha

preparation.

lt is possibte that the variation in the banding pattern

previous two Hae

III

I

enzyme

produced by the

digests of keratin cDNA (Figures 3.16 and 3.17), was due

to different transcription efliciencies of the two mRNA preparations used in these
experiments.
Several different mRNA preparations were transcribed and tested to determine

the pattern of fragments produced after Hae III digestion (Figure 3.18). The
experiments were performed under identical conditions to those already described.
except that a fresh batch of restriction enzyme was used and the fractionation

was performed at a higher voltage, resulting in a reduced electrophoresis time.
Figure 3.18 shows that although the mRNAs tested incorporated different amounts

of radioactivity into cDNA and

produced some minor variations

in the relative

intensities of some bands, the pattern of bands produced was identical. irrespective

of the mRNA source. The method changes mentioned above appeared to improve
the resolution of the bands and increased the proportion of larger fragments present

in the digests.
Further analysis of the pattern of fragments produced by Hae III cleavage of

FIGUR'E 8.r7
ELECTROPHORESIS OF IIae

III AND Hha I CLEAVED

SINGLD-STAANDED KERATIN cDNA.
32P-labelled. oligo(dT) primed keratin cDNA was synthesized and cleaved using

Hae

III

and Hha

I

restriction endonucleases. as described in the legend to Figure

3.16. Keratin cDNA was digested using 10 fold and 1,000 fold excess of each
enzyme. as indicated above each track and the digestion products were fractionated

by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and detected by autoradiography as described

in the legend to Figure 3.16.

Hae
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Hha

I

1ox looox 10x 1000x

FIGURE 8.18
ELECTROPEORESIS OF Eae UI CLEAVED
SINGLD.STRANDED Ï'ERATIN CDNA DDRIVDD FROM
SEVERAL nRNA PREPARATIONS.
Uniformly 32P-labelled. oligo(dT) primed keratin cDNA was synthesized,
cleaved with Hae

III (using a 1.ü)0 fold enzyme

excess), and the products detected

by autoradiography after polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, as described in the
legend to Figure 3.16, except that a fresh batch of restriction enzyme was used and

the electrophoretic fiactionation of digestion products was pedormed at a higher
voltage. The four gel tracks shown. A. B, C and D, represent cleaved cDNA derived
from four different mRNA preparations.
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to draw
keratin cDNA appeared futile since the pattern appeared too complicated
further meaningful conctusions, however analysis of cDNA fragments derived from
the S'-ends of the cDNA, and therefore the 3'-end of the mRNA. should give an
indication of the number of mRNA species present.since the 3'-terminal sequences

of the mRNAs were believed to be unique (Kemp, 1975: Lockett et øii.,1979).
Uniformly labelled keratin cDNA was digested with Hae
was bound

to an oligo(dA)

III

and the mixture

cellulose column under conditions used for oligo(dT)

cDNA
cellulose chromatography of poly(A) containing RNA (2.2.1d). The eluted

to the
fragments (which should all be derived from the 3'-end of the mRNA, due
on a
use of oligo(dT) as a primer during cDNA synthesis) were then fractionated
gel in parallel to cleaved cDNA which had not been bound to oligo(dA) cellulose.

The oligo(dA) cellulose column appeared to uniformly bind a small amount of all
of the fragments present in Hae III cleaved cDNA, and did not preferentially select
oligo(dT) containing cDNA fragments (data not shown). Oligo(dT)16 wâs used as
a primer during cDNA synthesis. and this may not have been long enough to bind

to the oligo(dA) cellulose column.
An alternative method was used to detect the cDNA fragments derived from
3H-labelled
the 3'-end of keratin mRNA. Keratin cDNA was synthesized using
.y-32P-ATP and polynucleotide kinase'
nucleotides, then incubated in the presence of

to label the S'-end of the cDNA, which is derived from the 3'-end of the mRNA'
This cDNA was then digested with Hae
polyacrylamide get

III

III

and the products fractionated on

in parallel with tracks containing uniformly

a

32P-labelled, Hae

cleaved, keratin cDNA, as shown in Figure 3.19. One major and 3

to 5 minor

present in the
bands were present in the end-labelled cDNA. The major band was

uniformly labelled cDNA track as a major band but the 3 to 5 minor bands were
not detectable, although they could have been represented by minor bands present
in the uniformly labelled cDNA. This result suggests that either there are not 25 to
35 keratin mRNA species, but one major and several minor ones' or the 3'-ends of

trIGURE 3.T9
ELECTROPIIORESIS OF 3'.tr}ND FRAGMENîS OF
Hae III CLEAVED SINGLE STRANDED KERATIN cDNA.
cDNA fragments derived from the 3'-end of keratin mRNA were detected by
end-labelling of keratin cDNA followed by digestion with Hae

III. Keratin cDNA

3H-labelled
was synthesized as described in the legend to Figure 3.16, except that

nucleotides were used

to follow the reaction. The 5t-ends of the keratin

cDNA,

which were derived from the 3lends of the mRNA. were labelled using 1-32P-ATP

and polynucfeotide kinase, as described in 2.2.19a. The cDNA was then digested

with Hae III and the products fractionated on a polyacrylamide gel in parallel with
tracks containing uniformly 32P-labelled, Hae

III cleaved keratin cDNA, as described

in the legend to Figure 3.18.

The tracks contained

:

A. Hae III cleaved uniformly 32P-labelled keratin cDNA
B. As in A. but using one eighth the amount of cDNA.
C. Hae III cleaved, end-labelled keratin cDNA.

ABC

r
:'

*

t
i
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keratin mRNAs may have a substantial degree of homology, such that only a few
fragments are produced from the many mRNA species'

8.3.2c

ATTEMPTS TO ANALYSE

KERATIN nRNA 3''SEQUENCES.

At the time of this study methods were being developed for the rapid
of DNA nucteotide sequences (sanger and coulson' 1975; Sanger
et al., tg11l by extension of primers on DNA in the Presence of DNA polymerase I

determination

"plus minus", produces
and labelled nucteotides. The first of these methods, termed

nucleotide specific

(e.g.

adenosine

(A) specific) stoppages in DNA transcripts

of varying length, by enzymatically reducing the size of these transcripts in the
presence of, for example dATP to the last A in the transcript (plus reaction), and

enzymatically increasing the size of transcripts in the absence of, for example dATP

but with the other three nucleotide triphosphates present, to the next A in the
template DNA (minus reaction). Hence the plus reaction produces a transcript
ending in A while the minus reaction ends at the residue preceding the A (similar
reactions for G, C and

T are also performed).

The second of these methods is simpler and requires only four reactions, not

eight. The method uses A, G. C and T dideoxynucleotide triphosphates which

are

specific chain terminating inhibitors of transcription, to produce transcripts ending

with specific nucleotides. The transcripts produced by these two methods can then
be separated according to their length on denaturing polyacrylamide gels and the
sequence of nucleotides in the DNA can be interpreted from the position of bands

of increasing length.
Both of these methods could be applied to the direct sequencing of mRNAs
provided that a specific primer was available and the mRNA contained only one
molecular species or,

if

several species existed, the primer primed

in a position

where these species possessed strong sequence homology. The results presented in
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at their
3.3.2b indicated that keratin mRNAs might have a high degree of homology
provided
3r-ends and might therefore be suitable for this form of sequence analysis,

that a specific primer was available. Oligo(dT)8d4, oligo(dT)edC and oligo(dT)sdG
junction of keratin
commercially available and should prime specifically at the
were

mRNA and its PolY(A) tract.

Figure 3.20 shows the fractionation on a denaturing polyacrylamide gel of
32p-labelled cDNA fragments produced when keratin mRNA primed with either

otigo(dT)adA, oligo(dT)sdC
presence

or oligo(dT)sdG was incubated

of the four dideoxynucleotide

separately

triphosphates as described

Oligo(dT)edA and oligo(dT)sdG acted as efficient primers

in

in

the

3.2.8b.

of transcription

on

keratin mRNA as judged by the amount of radioactivity incorporated into cDNA.

but oligo(dT)8dA appeared to prime on a set of mRNA molecules which differed
sufliciently in sequence at their 3'-ends, to produce a pattern of bands from which

it was not possible to

"read" a sequence. Oligo(dT)adG however, primed on

a

set of mRNA molecules with sufTicient homology at their 3'-ends to provide some
discernibte sequence data (shown with each base aligned with

its corresponding

band in Figure 3.20).

Oligo(dT)sdC acted poorly as a primer and therefore was probably priming

on a subset of mRNA molecules which was only a small proportion of the total
keratin mRNA population.

lt

was not possible

to

read any sequence from the

oligo(dT)sdC primed transcription in Figure 3.20, but when higher concentrations
of the dideoxynucleotide triphosphates were used, some sequence information was
obtained (Figure

g.2ll.

These data are discussed in light of subsequently derived

sequence results (Chapter 4) in 3.1.

Attempts to sequence keratin mRNA using the plus minus method, as described

in 3.2.8a, proved unsuccessful (Figure 3'221, probably because it was not possible
to generate short cDNA fragments in the region of the 3t-end of the mRNAs where
the mRNAS appear to possess strong sequence homology. Similar problems were

FIGURD

8.2O

NUCLEOTIDE SEQUENCING OF KERATIN rtRNA
8,.ENDS USING SPECIFIC PRIMERS.
The 3'-ends of keratin mRNA were sequenced by extension of primers
(oligo(dT)sdA. oligo(dT)8dC and oligo(dTledc. which should prime specifically at
the junction of keratin mRNA and its poly(A) tail), which urere separately incubated

in the presence of the four dideoxynucleotide triphosphates followed by fractionation
of the products on a denaturing polyacrylamide gel and detection by autoradiography.

as described in 3.2.8b. The nucleotide sequence determined for the oligo(dT)sdG
primed reactions is displayed next to the gel, aligned with the appropriate bands. The
three primers used are indicated above each set of four tracks, eg. the oligo(dTf sdA

primed reactions are indicated by "TaA" above those tracks. The four specific
dideoxynucleotide sequencing reactions are indicated above each track:

A.

dideoxyadenosine reaction (25

¡Ñ

ddATP).

G. dideoxyguanosine reaction (60 ¡rM ddGTP).
C. dideoxycytosine reaction (25 pM ddCTP).

T.

dideoxythymidine reaction (20 ¡rM ddTTP).
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FIGURD 3.2I

or,rc¡o(d1)sdc PRTMDD NUCLEOTTDE SEqUENCING OF
ñ.ERATIN nRNA.
The sequence shown was determined by oligo(dT)adC priming on keratin mRNA

in the presence of dideoxynucleotides, exactly as described in the legend to Figure
3.20, except that the dideoxynucleotide triphosphate concentrations were doubled.

All diagrammatic details are as described in the legend to Figure 3.20.
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FIGURE 8.22
Í'PLUS MINUS' SEQUDNCING OF Í'ERATIN

nBNA

PRTMED WITrr OLrGO(dr)8dc.
The plus minus sequencing reactions of Sanger and Coulson (1975) were
performed on oligo(dT)8dC primed keratin mRNA, as described

in 3.2.8a.

four base specific plus and minus reactions are indicated above each track.

The

Minus

Plus

AG

CTAGCT

¿f.+:¡i
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(1977)' for the
exper¡enced when a method described by Brownlee and Cartwright
attempted for keratin
sequencing of RNA by transcription from specific primers, was

mRNA (data not shown). This method relied on four reactions in which low
length of
concentrations of each of the four nucleotide triphosphates limited the
transcripts and produced the required specific termination of those transcripts.

3.4

DISCUSSION.

3.4.1

TIIE NATURE OF 14.DAY
EMBRYONIC FEATHER mRN,{'¡'

This chapter describes two methods for the preparation and purification of the
RNA species present in l¡l-day embryonic feathers (3.3.1a and 3.3.1d). lndeed.
have
during the course of this study many procedures for the preparation of mRNA

methods
been used, most of which are described in 2.2.3. The majority of these
described in
use 14-day polysomes as the starting point, although one method, not
feathers
Chapter 2, used guanadinium hydrochloride to extract RNA directly from

(Brooker

et ø1.,1980).

while another 12.2.21 extracted RNA directly from cleared

either
embryonic feather lysate. RNA so produced was invariably further fractionated

on poly(A) content by oligo(dT) cellulose chromatography (2.2.3d)' or on size by
sedimentation through sucrose gradients.

Both RNA methods reported achieved some resolution of RNA species present
in prepared RNA and these species could apparently be purified to the stage where

they sedimented as single symmetrical peaks on sucrose gradients. However. it
higher
was clear that these peaks contained RNA which originally sedimented at
12S RNAs
Svedberg (S) values. The fractionation of translation products of 9 and
prepared from RNPs on pH 2.7 gels (Figure 3.6) indicated that although

9s

RNA

the
contained proportionately more fast protein mRNA activity than did 12S RNA'

major mRNA activity in both RNAs coded for keratins. This result was obtained
despite the complete resolution of these RNA peaks on sucrose gradients (Figure
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the 95 peak
3.4), indicating that either keratin mRNA varies greatly in length. or
has retained some
is heavily contaminated with degraded 12S keratin mRNA which
by the observation
translational activity. The latter of these hypothescs is supportcd
a position
that several protein peaks in the 95 RNA translation products migrated in
degraded
consistent with them being short translation products produced from
in the 9S
keratin mRNA (Figure 3.6 and 3.9). These proteins were more obvious
very
translation products of RNA made from SDS dissociated polysomes, indeed

preparation.
little keratin was detected in the translation products of this RNA

protein mRNA
The observation (Figure 3.6) that 9s RNA contained more fast

activity than did 12S RNA, would indicate that fast protein mRNA must be more
results presented
susceptible to ribonuclease degradation than keratin mRNA, since
at about
in Chapter 6 demonstrate that fast protein mRNA would normally sediment

but still
13.55. Figure 3.10 confirms that fast protein mRNA is partially degraded,
which
active, since more fast protein mRNA activity was contained in 12S RNA

to say,
did not bind to oligo(dT) cellulose than 12S RNA which did bind. That is
tract
RNA contained in the 12S RNA fraction which had lost the 3'-poly(A)
the

had been
and would consequently not bind to oligo(dT) cellulose (ie. RNA which
degraded), was more likely to code for fast protein than keratin.

No other mRNA activity besides keratin and fast protein was detected in
pH 2'7 gels
translation products of 9,72 and 14S RNA on pH2'7 gels' Although
Mr scale p-keratin
resolve B-keratins from fast proteins the presence of any 11,500

or 50,000 Mr a-keratin found in scale, might not be seen since no study of their
products
migration on pH 2.T gels has been conducted. Fractionation of translation

of toral poly(A)-plus mRNA lrom 14-day embryonic feathers on sDS gels (Figure
were present'
5.7) shows that no a-keratins were detectable but 14.500 Mr products
was
Hybridizarion of 14S cDNA to ribosomal RNAs indicated that this RNA

why the
composed almost exclusively of degraded ribosomal RNA. which explained

into protein
RNA acted so poorly as a template for the incorporation of radioactivity
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contained fast
in a wheat embryo cell-free system. Although this RNA should have
13.55'
protein mRNA activity (because fast protein mRNA should sediment at about
as described above)

it is likely that any mRNA activity was masked by the

presence

of vast amounts of ribosomal RNA.

It is obvious from these results that the methods employed to purify and

sepa-

resolution of
rate mRNA species were not sulliciently selective to achieve significant

of RNA
mRNAs present in the embryonic chick feather. Although some resolution
as described
species might be achieved by complicated systems of electrophoresis,

for histone mRNAs (Gross et aL.,1976) or by immunoprecipitation of polysomes
(Scott and Wells, 1976, 1978), such systems are notoriously intractable and unreliwithin
able. These techniques would almost certainly not resolve RNA components
a family. such as the 25 to 35 sequence related keratin mRNA species'

s.1.2

KDRÄ,TIN mRNA FINE STRUCTURE'

Most eukaryotic mRNAs contain a 3'-terminal polyadenylate tract but its
biologicalfunction is unclear. lt ¡s not required for mRNA function

in ttiao or in cell-

and
free systems since most histone mRNAs (Jacobs-Lorena et al., t972: Ruderman

pardue, 1978), deadenylated protamine mRNA (latrou and Dixon. t977: Gedamu

eÚ

at.,t977l and deadenylated globin mRNA (Breindl and Gallwitz, 1973) lack poly(A)
tracks but are transtated

in

aitro. However. deadenylated ovalbumin mRNA was

to be less efliciently reinitiated than the native mRNA (Doel and Carey,
1976). lt is possible that poly(A) sequences confer functional stability to mRNAs

shown

(Marbaix

et a1..1975; Nudel et ol-,1976)'

The results presented in this chapter confirm the conclusion (Partington eü
have
at., 19731that keratin mRNA is polyadenylated and that the poly(A) tracts
a size distribution consistent with that of other polyadenylated eukaryotic mRNAs
(Brawerman, 1974).

lt was also apparent that the poly(A) length distribution was

the same from one mRNA preparation to another. These results did not explain
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under
why a targe proportion of keratin mRNA does not bind to oligo(dT) cellulose

than about
standard conditions since almost no poly(A) tracts were found to be less
¿t5

cellulose'
nucleotides, which should be long enough to efliciently bind to oligo(dT)

Kemp (1975) described keratin mRNA as a complex set of 25 to 35 sequence
were
related molecules and he proposed that they contained coding regions which

strongly conserved, behaving as reiterated sequences when their hybridization
restriction
kinetics were examined, and untranslated regions which were unique. The
this
analysis of keratin cDNA described in this chapter was designed to investigate
hypothesis and to obtain a more accurate estimate of keratin mRNA complexity.
Restriction of uniformly labelled cDNA revealed that the mRNA was highly
expected
complex, atthough the number of fragments generated was less than that

lor 25 to 35 totally unique mRNA species, presumably because of the conserved
derived
sequences present in the mRNA coding regions. Analysis of 3'-terminally

cDNA restriction fragments (Figure 3.19) revealed a much simpler pattern than

that predicted by the above hypothesis and from hybridization studies of short
keratin
3,-terminally derived cDNA transcripts which indicated that the 3''ends of

mRNAs were unique (Lockett

with the resulrs of Lockett et

et a1.,1979). This result appears to be in conflict

ø1.

(1979) but subsequent RNA (this chapter, 3.3.2c),

(Molloy ct
double-stranded cDNA (Chapter 4) and genomic clone sequencing data
ø1..

19g2) revealed that both results are compatible with the known structure of

keratin mRNA. This is further discussed later in this chapter.

Attempts

to

sequence

the 3'-ends of keratin mRNA were only partially

determined
successful in that the sequence data which was obtained could only be

for the 3r-terminal 30 to ¡[0 nucleotides and even these could not be read with
great confidence. The fact that any sequence could be read at all indicated that
the sequence of keratin mRNA was highly conserved for those 3'-terminal 30 to 40
nucleotides.
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Of the three primers used, oligo(dTlsdG proved to be the most elficient
it incorporated the largest amount of radioactivity into cDNA. The sequence
the DNA
determined using this primer is shown in Figure 3.23a compared with
since

sequences

Molloy

el

of a cDNA clone (pCFK23; Chapter 4) and a genomic gene (gene

C;

ol.,1gB2) both of which are known to code for chick embryonic feather

primed sequence
keratins. tt is obvious from this comparison that the oligo(dT)8dc

is very similar to the two keratin sequences, including the presence of the AAUAAA
polyadenylation signal (Proudfoot and Brownlee. 1976) approximately the correct
be read
distance from the poly(A) tract. The oligo(dT)8dc primed sequence cannot

past about 35 nucleotides (about ¡[5 nucleotides from the poly(A)) which indicates

that this primer is priming on a set of mRNA molecules with strong
homology

at their 3'-ends which

sequence

breaks down after about ¡10 nucleotides. This

pattern of sequence homology was confirmed by the sequence analysis of keratin
cDNA and genomic clones (see Figure 1.13).

lt is also interesting that all cloned

that
keratin DNA sequences examined so far have a 3'-terminal cytosine. confirming
oligo(dT)sdG would prime on these mRNAs'

lf all keratin mRNAs end with cytosine. the mRNAs which primed with
oligo(dT)sdA and oligo(dT)sdC must code for proteins other than keratins. This
previously
suggests that the 12S keratin mRNA preparation was not as pure as

thought (95% keratin coding: Kemp et at., 1974a) since oligo(dT)8dA acted
efliciently as a primer, possibly accounting for 30 to 4070 of the total template
sequence
capacity of 12S mRNA (Figure 3.20). lt was not possible to recognize any

on which
in the oligo(dT)sdA primed sequencing reactions, meaning that the mRNAs

it was priming must contain quite diverse 3t-terminal sequences. lt is interesting that
the 3,-terminal residue for one confirmed fast protein mRNA lpCFK22: Chapters 5
and
and 6) and one suspected fast protein mRNA (pCFK3: Chapter 5) is uridine
the 3'-ends of these two mRNAs show very poor sequence homology'
Oligo(dT)adC didn'r prime well on 12S mRNA indicating that the mRNA(s) on

FIGURE

S.23

COMPARISON OF KERATIN nRNA 3'-DND NUCLEOîIDE
SEQUENCES WrTH SEQUDNCES OF SUBSDqUDNTLY

DETDRMINED KERATIN CDNA AND GENOMIC CLONES.
a.

The sequence determined by oligo(dT)sdG priming on keratin mRNA (Figure

3.20) is shown compared to sequences of a cDNA clone (pCFK23) and

a

genomally derived gene (gene C).
b

The oligo(dT)8dC primed sequence (Figure 3.21) is shown compared to the
sequence of a cDNA clone. pCFK3.

ln both a. and b. the cDNA sequence, determined by priming on mRNA,
been converted to the complementary mRNA seguence (shown.

has

5'to 3') to facilitate

comparison with the keratin DNA sequences. Matches between the cDNA sequence

and the cloned sequences are indicated by an asterisk. Hyphens indicate gaps in
the sequences which were introduced to assist in their alignment.

A-0ligo(dT)a dG Primed Sequence
5',

3',

CDNÀ

AAGGATÀAGAÀÀÀTTGAÀGTTÀTTTTÀAATACÀÀ

3',

5',
TTCCTÀTTCTTTTÀÀCTTCAATÀAÀATTTÀTGTT

MRNÀ

It*l+

*lt**** *

itl+l+ltl$lt**ltlt*****lt *

pcFKz3

GATTC---TTCTTT-ÀGATTCAATAAAATTTÀTGCTGCATT

Gene

GATTCC--TTCTTTGÀGC-TCAÀTÀAAÀTTTATGCTGCATT

Ir*lHt *ltit*** *

C

lt*ltltltlt*ltlt*lt****

lt

lÐOligo(dT)6 dC PrÍmed Sequence
5

3',
TAACATCTCATGAÀCCATT-GGAÀAAAGTAÀTTTGCAC'TCCACACG

cDNA

5',
mRNÀ

pcFK3

AT TGTAGAGTACTTGGTAA-CCTTTTTCÀTTÀAACGTG-AGGTGTGC

*lHt

*l+*

*

*lt***

*lÊ*ftlt* *

l+*

**

TTTCTGTTCTGGAATATATCTGCCTTTCATATTNUU\-TCTÀCGC-TTCATC

3',
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which

it

primed represented a small proportion of the total RNA' The sequence

nucleotides and is
obtained using this primer was quite readable for about 30
cDNA clones (pcFK3 and
shown compared with sequences from two fast protein
exhibits
pcFK10: Chaprer 5) in Figure 3.23b. The oligo(dT)8dc primed sequence

contain the
only poor seguence homology with either cDNA clone but all three
unusual polyadenylation signal AUUAAA (Jung
1980; Goeddel

et

et

aI., 1976; Hagenbuchle

et

ø1"

all
a1..19S1). The origin of this mRNA sequence is unclear since

guanosine as their 3tfast protein and keratin mRNAs examined so far do not have
to be expressed
terminal nucleoside nor does a scale-like keratin cDNA clone found
so far examined' which
in feathers (pCFK15, Chapter 5). The only mRNA sequence

in a guanosine, is a scale
is found in the epidermal appendages of the chick and ends
polyadenylation
cDNA clone (pCSK9; Wilton, 1983) which contains the AUUAAA
found in the oligo(dT)sdC primed mRNA sequence but shows no other
sequence

homology with this sequence.

CHAPTDR 4.
KERATIN rnRNA SEQUENCES.
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4,L

INTRODUCTION.

Chapter

3

described attempts

to purify and characterize

mRNA

species

techniques, i'e.
expressed in the embryonic feather, by classical physico-chemical

RNA size fractionation and analysis of translational activity. 12S mRNA, which
and
predominantly codes for keratin, was further characterized by physical means

equivocal
attempts at direct sequencing of 125 mRNA yielded limited data which was

in 12S RNA'
because of the heterogeneous nature of the messenger RNA molecules

It became clear that individual mRNA species from the mixed population of mRNA
molecules would be required

if any study were to be conducted on the nature

and

fine structure of mRNAs expressed in 14-day feathers'

During the course of the work presented in Chapter

3 the moratorium

on

of
recombinant DNA experiments in Australia was lifted under the surveillance

a

R-DNA committee (ASCORD). and the newly developed techniques for molecular

cloning

of

doublestranded cDNA copies

of mRNA (Efstratiadis et al.. 1975;

purification of individual
Rougeon and Mach, lg76; Maniatis et a,1.,1978) enabled the
species of 14-day embryonic feather mRNA by molecular cloning of doublestranded
by
cDNA into .8. colr (Saint, 1979). Recombinant DNA molecules were constructed

(Sutcliffe.
annealing poly(dC)-tailed double.stranded cDNA to the well characterized

1978) bacterial plasmid pBR322 (Bolivar et ol., 1977],, which had been cut with
Pst I and poly(dG)-tailed. This procedure regenerates the Pst I cloning site after
excision
introduction of the chimeric molecules into E. colt', thus allowing convenient

of the inserted DNA.

preliminary analysis of the cloned cDNAs revealed the existence of two distinct
groups of species represented in the RNA from which the clones were made' The
two classes of sequences were termed Group

II (the tess abundant) by Saint (1979).

I (the more abundant

class) and Group
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It was found that filter bound DNA of individual Group I

species bound more

cDNA made from partially purified keratin mRNA than equal amounts of Group II
species DNA, indicating the presence of individual Group

II

species as contaminants

of partially purified keratin mRNA. lt was found that individual Group I species
and keratin cDNA annealed to exactly the same complex set of Hind III digested
chick genomic DNA fragments (Figure 4.1). Group

II

species annealed to restricted

chick genomic DNA fragments which were totally different to those annealing to
either Group

I

species or keratin cDNA. The restricted genomic DNA band patterns

produced by Group

II

although most Group

species appeared

IIs

to have

several minor bands in common

had a different pattern

lead to the conclusion that Group
while the less abundant Group

of major bands. This

study

I species represented keratin coding sequences

II species were postulated to comprise

a family of

sequence-related molecules which were not simply mRNAs coding for a background

of "housekeeping" functions, although the exact nature of this group was uncertain.
Non-identical Group

I

species were shown

to anneal to just a few, different

restricted chick DNA fragments under stringent (low salt) hybridization and washing

conditions while under low stringency (high salt) conditions they annealed to the
same complex set of 2G30 DNA fragments, indicating that differences must exist

in the sequences of adjacent non-coding and/or intervening

sequences

species. These findings further indicated that keratin-coding (Group

I)

for

these

species are

genome.
members of a family of homologous, but different genes present in the chick

The finding of different Group

I

species which hybridized to the same genomic DNA

genome,
fragment suggested that this family of keratin genes is linked in the chick

although the extent of gene clustering was not determined.

The "library" of cloned embryonic feather double-stranded cDNAs provided
an excellent opportunity for the study of the nature and fine structure of mRNAs
generous
expressed in the embryonic feather. Such a study was made possible by the

donation (by R.B. Saint) of this double-stranded cDNA library after completion of

FIGUNE 4.I
SOUTIIERN PATTDRNS OF llind IU CLEAVDD

CHICK GDNOMIC DNA PROBED WITH GROUP
AND GR,OUP

I

II cDNA CLONE SEQUENCES.

The Southern patterns shown resulted from agarose gelfractionation of Hind

III

digesred chick DNA and hybridization with nick-translated keratin cDNA (kcDNA),

Group

I

cDNA clone sequences (pCFK12 and 23) and Group

sequences (pCFK3, 10, 15 and 221.

(From Saint, 1979)
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the preliminary investigation described above'
genes
After the work presented in this chapter was initiated, studies on the
These
for embryonic keratins were begun (Molloy et a,1.,1982: Gregg et a|" 1983)'
of chick DNA
studies concentrated on a À-Charon 4A clone conta¡n¡ng 15 kilobases

3'-end of a fifth
and shown to contain four unique complete keratin genes and the
and are regularly
keratin gene. The genes are all transcribed in the same direction
from one another'
spaced 3.3 Kb apart, although the intergenic sequences differ
region of 297 bp
The genes all have the same structure, containing a protein coding

codons)'
(coding for a protein of 97 amino acids, plus initiation and termination

a

of 58 0r 59 bp
3,-untranslated region of about 435 bp, and a S'-untranslated region
putative "cap"
which is interrupted by an intron of about 325 bp, 37 bp from the
site.

DNA sequencing and the Consequent mapping and endonuclease restriction
generated data too
work described in this and the following two chapters, necessarily

restriction mapping
copious to be included in a thesis. For this reason the process of

this chapter, but
and DNA sequencing is described and illustrated by examples in
these processes
the full data have not been included for the sake of brevity. once
presented without
have been illustrated, subsequent DNA sequencing data will be

further description, unless a particular point is to be made.
from
This chapter describes the DNA sequencing of two Group I clones derived

genomic DNA
embryonic feather mRNA. These sequences are comPared with the
the work presented in
sequences which have become available since the majority of
presented in
this chaptef was completed (Gregg et a1.,19S1). The DNA sequence
of DNA
this chapter was obtained initially by use of the chemical cleavage method
sequences were
sequencing, described by Maxam and Gilbert (1977, 1980). Later

DNA
generated by using the combined techniques of cloning into the single-stranded
bacteriophage M13 (Messing

et

aI., 1977: Messing and vieira, 1982) to produce
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method of sanger
single stranded templates suitable for the dideoxy DNA sequencing

et

at. (1977), briefly described in 3'1, 2'2'22 and2'2'23'

1.2

SPECIFIC METIIODS.

lL,2.L

MINISCRDEN EXAMINATION OF

PLASMID RECOMBINANTS.
of the
The isolation of plasmid DNA from small cultures for size estimation
out as follows.
inserted sequence and for preliminary restriction analysis was carried

L-broth' The
1.5 ml cultures of the recombinants were grown overnight at 37oC in
centrifuge. washed
cells were pelleted by centrifugation for 2 minutes in an Eppendorf
once with 10 mM Tris pH 9.0, 1 mM EDTA and resuspended

in 150 ¡Ä oÍ

l5o/o

freshly made solution
sucrose, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 9.0 and 50 mM EDTA. 50 ¡rl of a

of lysozyme (4 mg/ml) was added and the mixture incubated at room temperature

for 15 minutes and then on ice for 30 minutes. 150 pl of ice'cold water was added
at 70oC
and the mixture was left on ice for a further 10 minutes followed by heating
90
for 15 minutes. Cellular debris was removed by centrifugation at 20.000 rpm for
once with an
minutes at 4oC. The supernatant was carefully decanted, extracted

equal volume of phenol

:

chloroform (1:1), ethanol precipitated and resuspended in

100 pl of HzO.

1.î

RESULTS.

4.8.1

DETERMINATION OF
RECOMBINANT PLASMID INSDRÎ SIZE.

DNA prepared (as described in 2.2.10) from several randomly selected cDNA
clones was digested with Pst

I to excise the inserted

DNA. These digests were

fractionated on a 670 polyacrylamide gel, as shown in Figure 4'2a and
clones pCFK (plasmid chicken feather keratin)

b.

Plasmid

t, 26 and 28 did not produce an

excised insert fragment when digested with Pst

I,

indicating that one or both of

FIGURD 4.2
ELECTROPHORESIS OF Pst

I AND Hae III

CLEAVED

RDCOMBINANT cDNA PLASMID DNAg.
Recombinant cDNA plasmid DNA was prepared from several cDNA clones.
using the method described in 2.2.10, and digested with either Pst I or Hae

III

prior

to fractionation on a poly acrylamide gel as described in 2.2.13. DNA was detected
by staining with ethidium bromide and visualization under UV. Molecular weights
were calculated from marker tracks (indicated by M above the track) containing Pst

I

digested pBR322 and Hae

III

digested pBR322

(a. and b.) or

pBR322 alone (c. and d.).

a. Pst digested pCFKl. 3, 1,7,9, 10, t2,15.
b. Pst digested pCFK17, 19, 22, 23. 26. 27, 28, 29.
c. Hae III digested pCFK1, 3, 1,7,9, 10, 12,15.
d. Hae III digested pCFK17, t9, 22, 23,26,27,28, 29.

Hae
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a, r
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the terminal Pst

I

cloning sites were not regenerated during the cloning process'

resected insert
All other clones tested had intact Pst I sites and therefore produced
in more
fragments. Two clones pcFKls and 22 had internal Pst I sites resulting

resulting in fragments
than one insert fragment. pCFK15 had two internal Pst I sites

of 265, 190 and 15ø bp (a total of 605

bpf

. the latter of these not being visible on

415 bp which
this gel. but its presence was indicated by a partialdigestion product of
between the 265 and
has subsequently been found to be due to incomplete cleavage

150 bp fragments. pCFK22 had one internal Pst

I site and therefore

produced two

inserted DNA from
fragments (370 and 515 bp) with a total length of 885 bp. The
rhese clones varied in size from 885 bp (pcFK2¿l

to 370 bp (pcFKl9) with the

majority of inserts being between 500 to 700 bp in length.

DIGESTION OF R,ECOMBINANTS WITII IIae ÏIr

1.3.2

ln order to further characterize the selected recombinants, plasmid DNA from
these clones was digested with Hae

III.

The pattern of bands produced when the

products were fractionated on polyacrylamide gels (Figure 4'2 c and d) can be
used as

a "fingerprint" to facilitate recognition of

recombinants derived from the

most of the
same mRNA species. The banding patterns obtained indicated that
mRNA species,
recombinants appeared to be derived from fundamentally different
however pcFK23 and 28 appeared

to

have several bands

because they represented independant isolates

in common, possibly

of the same mRNA species'

or

perhaps the mRNAs from which they were derived had closely related sequences.

4.3.3

SDLECTION OF À GR.OUP I cDNÀ CLOND
FOR FURTHER STUDY.

of

the cDNA clones shown in Figure 4.2, pCFK 9,

were demonstrated by Saint (1979)

t2, 17,23,28

and 29

to be Group I sequences' and were therefore

most likely to code for keratins, as proposed by Saint (1979)' Of these clones
only pcFK23 (770 bp) contained an excisable insert approaching the size of the

88

full length copy of a keratin mRNA. The mRNA for embryonic feather keratin
been estimated to be 760 nucleotides (Kemp

has

et ol.,1974b) containing an average

poly(A) length of 65 nucleotides (Morris and Rogers, 1979). Assuming an avefage

of 20 for the length of each string of G * C base pairs ioining the insert to the
the order
vector. resected inserts of full length copies of keratin mRNA should be of

of 740..g00 bp in length. Consequently pCFK23 was the only cDNA clone examined
keratin
which had the potential of containing a full or nearly full length copy of

mRNA, it was therefore chosen for further examination, including DNA sequèncing.

4.s.1

RESTRICTION MAPPING OF pCFK23'

The chemical cleavage method of DNA sequencing is facilitated by a good
understanding of the number and position of restriction endonuclease recognition
restriction of
sequences, i.e. a restriction map is useful, particularly since secondary
terminally labetled fragments is required to separate labelled termini. An indication

of the length and number of restriction fragments contained within the insert
DNA can be obtained by digestion of plasmid DNA followed by fractionation
on polyacrylamide gets. Figure ¡[.3 shows the fractionation of pcFK23 DNA
and the
digested with Alu I, Hae III, Hha I and Msp I, pBR322 was also digested
products fractionated in parallet tracks to indicate the digestion pattern resulting

from the vector motecule. Any extra bands over and above those produced from
pBR322 appearing in the pCFK23 tracks were attributed to foreign DNA inserted

into pBR322. As expected the pBR322 fragment which contains the Pst I site
the two
disappeared to produce sections of DNA, each of which is attached to
gave no
terminal insert fragments. Unfortunalely, the data shown in Figure 4.3
some
indication which of the extra bands were derived from the insert termini, and

fragments were obscured because they migrated with vector fragments. Another
problem with ultraviolet detection of DNA fragments stained with ethidium bromide,

is that very short fragments cannot be seen easily'
All of these problems were overcome by preparing excised insert DNA by cutting

FIGURE 4.8

IDENTIFICATION OF RECOMBINANT INSDRÎ FRAGMENTS
IN pCFKzs AFTER DIGDSTION WITII
Alu I, Hae III, Hha I AND Msp I.
The DNA fragments produced by digestion of DNA from the cDNA clone
pCFK23 with Alu

I.

Hae

III,

Hha

I

and Msp

I

are shown fractionated on a 6%

TBE polyacrylamide gel in parallel with tracks containing pBR322 DNA digested

with the same enzymes. The conditions for electrophoresis and DNA detection
were as described in the legend to Figure 4.2.

Alu

23

l_

pBR

Hae

23

lll

pBR

Hha

23

I

pBR

lvlsp

23

I

pBR
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pcFK23 with Pst

I

and eluting the resected insert DNA after fractionation on

DNA was end-labelled
an acrylamide gel (data not shown). The prepared insert
polymerase I and 32P(2.2.19b) by incubation with the Klenow fragment of DNA

the exchange
labelled dGTP under conditions which allowed

of the 3'-terminal

End-labelled pcFK23 insert DNA
nucleotide for a radioactive one (Englund, 1972).
I and the digestion products
was then digested with Alu I. Hae III, Hha I and Msp
the detection of
fractionated on an acrylamide gel (Figure 4.1), which allowed

were detected by
the terminal insert fragments. The remaining insert fragments
(2'2'l9l after digestion with the
end-labelling, by terminal exchange, or end-filling
products on an acrylamide gel
appropriate restriction enzyme and fractionation of the
from the digested plasmid
(Figure 4.4). The identity of terminal fragments produced

fragments from insert
could then be inferred. comparison of the length of terminal
recombinant plasmid DNA
DNA with the length of terminal fragments from whole
since the terminal fragments
allowed the orientation of the insert DNA in pBR322.

to the length of the section
from the insert increased in size by an amount equivalent
Provided that the
of pBR322 from the flanking restriction sites to the Pst I site'
the insert DNA could be
flanking sections of pBR322 DNA were of unequal length,
orientated with respect to the vector molecule'
the pcFK23 insert was
The ordering of restriction fiagments contained within
produced after digestion
achieved by fractionation of terminally labelled fragments
prior to
of the insert with various combinations of several restriction enzymes
sites for one enzyme within
labelling. This also allowed the positioning of restriction
approach resulted in the production
a fragment produced by a different enzyme. This
Hae III: Hha I:
of a restriction map of pCFK23 for the enzymes : Bam HI: Alu I;

Mbo

I:

Msp

I;

Taq

I and Sau96 I

(Figure 4'5)'

4.3.6 RADIOLABELLING RESÎRICTION FRAGMENÎS FOR
DNA SEQUENCING.
The large number of restriction sites within the pCFK23 insert

allowed

FIGURE 4.4
ELECTROPIIORESIS OF END-LABDLLDD pCFK28 INSDRT DNA

DIGESTED TI¡ITE Alu I, IIae III, IIha I and Msp I.
pCFK23 insert DNA was prepared by digeslion of pCFK23 plasmid DNA with
Pst I and elution of the insert fragment after polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (data

not shown). Pst

I ends were labelled by terminal exchange

as described in 2.2.19b

followed by digestion with the appropriate restriction enzyme and polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (tracks marked Pst

I) to detect the terminally derived restriction

fragments. The internal restriction fragments were detected by end-labelling after
digestion with the restriction enzyme (tracks marked
cleaved pBR322 DNA was included as

'All").

End-labelled Hae

a molecular weight marker (tracks

III

marked

"M"). All other conditions were as described in the legend to Figure 4.2 except that
DNA was detected by direct autoradiography.
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FIGURE 4.6

MAP OF îlED RESTRICTION DNDONUCLDASE SITDS IN
TIIE INSERT OF TIIE cDNA CLONE PCFKz8'
Mapping

of the restriction endonuclease sites in the

pCFK23 insert and

orientation of the insert in the pBR322 vector DNA was achieved using the strategies
described in the text (4.3.4).
The orientation of the insert is indicated by the distance of each end of the insert

from the unique pBR322 Eco RI site. The boundaries of the insert are delineated
by the downward arrows which show the position of the regenerated terminal Pst
sites.

The restriction endonuclease sites in pCFK23 are:

Alu

I ..... A

Bam HI ..... B
Hinf

I ..... I

Hae

III ..... H

Hha

I

Mbo

I ..... M

Msp

I ..... m

Pst

.....

h

I ..... P

Sau96

I ..... S

Taq

I ..... T

Xho

I ..... X

I

3'

5'

pBR Eco

P

P

AB

750 bP

f

-

M

M

0

100

Scale

in

AS

m hTA

base pairs

300

400

500

3612 bP

ff

H f

HH X H

200

A AAh

600

pBR Eco

700

800
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sufficient radiolabelting of fragments, using either polynucleotide kinase for 5'terminal labelling 12.2.19a1or 3'-terminat labelling with the Klenow fragment of DNA
polymerase

I, to enable overlapping DNA sequences to be determined

throughout

the length of the pCFK23 insert by the chemical cleavage method. Generally
insert DNA was cut with an appropriate restriction enzyme and the resulting
fragments terminally labelled using one

of the two methods

mentioned above.

Labelled fragments were then fiactionated on a polyacrylamide gel, detected by
autoradiography and eluted as described in 2.2.t8a. Occasionally the whole plasmid

DNA was digested and labelled, when

it

was known that the resulting insert

fragments could be resolved from labelled vector fragments.

4.8.O

SEPARATION OF s2P-LABELLED TDRMINI.

The chemicat cleavage method of DNA sequencing requires that only one end

of the DNA fragment to be cleaved should be labelled, while both the 3' and 5'terminal labelling procedures result in both termini being labelled. The two methods
used to achieve a separation of labelled termini were either secondary restriction of

labelled DNA or dissociation and separation of DNA strands.

The availability of an accurate restriction map greatly facilitated the use of
the secondary restriction approach to separating labelled fragment ends. ldeally

a second restriction enzyme would be chosen such that the resulting fragments
coutd easily be resolved from each other. This approach is illustrated in Figure

4.6. Figure 4.6 shows the polyacrytamide gel fractionation of pCFK23 plasmid DNA
after digestion with Sau96

I

and end-labelling of the resulting fragments so that

two insert fragments are resolved from the vector fragments, one of 223 bp
the other of 334

bp. The 223 bp fragment

redigested with Hinf

I

and

was excised, eluted from the gel and

resulting in the formation of 48 bp and 175 bp fragments,

suitable for sequencing since they could be resolved from each other on another gel.

This method could also be used for DNA fragments which initially migrated with
vector fragments provided that, either the vector DNA was not cut by the second

FIGURE 4.0

AN EXAMPLE OF SECOND.A,RY RESTRICTION OF A DNA
FRAGMENT IN ORDER TO SDPARATE LABELLED TDRMINI.
Total pCFK23 plasmid DNA was digested with Sau96 I and the fragments were
labelfed by end filling (2.2.19b) prior to electrophoresis on a 60/o polyacrylamide

gel. Two insert derived bands are shown separated from the pBR322 restriction
fragments and are marked at the side of the gel by their length
(223 and 334).

fhe

in base pairs

223 bp insert fragment was excised from the gel, the DNA

was eluted (2.2.t8a1, and cut with a second restriction enzyme (Hinf

I) to release

two fragments which were separated by electrophoresis on a polyacrylamide gel.
The autoradiography of this gel shows a small amount of the uncut 223 bp insert
fragment and the 175 and 48 bp fragments resulting from Hinf

I

cleavage.

23

Sau 96

!

Hinf !
334

223

\-

223
175

+ÈêðfffllirdÈûä+n- 4I
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restr¡ction enzyme, or the resulting vector fragments could be resolved from the
insert fragments after secondary cutting.

An alternative method for the separation of labelled termini was to prepare
dissociated DNA strands (Haward, 1972: Maxam and Gilberl, 1977,1980). The
procedure involves denaturation
electrophoresis on

a

of the DNA fragments in DMSO followed

polyacrylamide gel, under conditions which

do not

by

allow

reannealing of the complementary strands. As an example Figure 4.7 shows the
separation of the component strands of the 222 bp and 334 bp Sau96

I

fragments

of pCFK23 shown in Figure ¡[.6a but prepared in a separate experiment.

1.3.7

CHEMICAL CLEAVAGD
DNA SEQUENCTNG REACIrONS.

Base specific modification and cleavage were carried out as describedin2.2.2l-

After strand scission, samples were denatured in formamide loading buffer and
applied to a denaturing urea polyacrytamide gel. Generally the base specific
modification reactions were reliable and only guanine, purine, pyrimidine and cytosine

specific base modification reactions were required

to

elucidate the sequence of

most DNA fragments. Occasionally however, problems were encountered with the
cytosine reaction and it becanre necessary to employ a strong adenine, weak cytosine
cteavage reaction which easily overcame

this problem. The separation of

base

specific cleavage products on a denaturing urea, polyacrylamide gel is exemplified by
Figure 4.8 which shows the five reaction sequencing ladder generated from a 342 bp
Taq I/Hha

I insert fragment prepared

by digestion of an end-labelled Taq I fragment

with Hha I. From the long (80 cm) 6% gel more than 170 residues were read (not
all of which are shown adjacent to the sequencing ladder), the last of these being
more than 230 bases away from the labelled Taq

I terminus. This gel shows the

use of the strong adenine, weak cytosine reaction to overcome the problem with
the cytosine track which is almost indistinguishable from the pyrimidine track. The
extra reaction also aids in the discrimination of adenosine from guanosine residues.

FIGURE 4.7

AN EX.A.MPLE OF STRAND SEPARATION OF
END.LABELLED DNA FRAGMDNTS.
The 223 and 334 bp Sau96

I

fragments from the pCFK23 insert were prepared

and end-labelled exactly as described in the legend

to

Figure 4.6 but they were

prepared in a separate experiment. The fragments were then denatured and their
component strands separated by electrophoresis under conditions which do not allow
reannealing

of complementary strands (2.2.20a1. The arrows at the side of the

gel indicate the position of the component strands separated from doublestranded

material which migrates faster under these conditions.

Sau

961

334

Sau 96 !
223

rñr

FIGUR'E 4.8

AN EXAMPLE OF CHEMICAL CLDAVAGD
DNA SEqUDNCTNG REACTTONS.
A 342 bp Taq I/Hha

I

(see map, Figure 4.5) fragment labelled

at the Taq t

end was prepared from pCFK23by secondary restriction. as described in the legend

to Figure 4.6, and subjected to the five base specific chemical cleavage sequencing
reactions described in 2.2.21. These products were then separated on an 80 cm

6% polyacrylamide

I

M urea gel and detected by autoradiography. For ease of

handling the 80 cm gel was cut in half prior to autoradiography, thus resulting in

a

discontinuous sequencing ladder. The determined sequence is shown aligned with
the appropriate band.
The base specific reactions were:

G.
A.

guanine

purine

A>C.

T.
C.

strong adenine weak cytosine

pyrimidine
cytosine

G AA>C I

C

T
T

G
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G
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T
T
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c

c
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T
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T
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4.s.sMlSCLONINGANDDIDEOXYSEqUDNCING.
of the
Although the majority of the pCFK23 DNA sequence was obtained by use
chemical cleavage method, some sequence was obtained, and much of

it

confirmed

by use of M13 cloning and dideoxy sequencing. The dideoxy sequencing strategy
thesis. is
employed for sequencing pCFK23 and all other clones presented in this
described below (see also 2.2.22 and 23).
Generally the plasmid DNA

to be sequenced was digested with a range of

suitable
restriction enzymes to determine which enzymes produced fragments of a

prior mapping of
size for subcloning into M13 (100 to 500 bp), without the need for

restriction sites. Suitable fragments were eluted from the gels and ligated into the
a Sma
appropriate M13 vector, e.g. a Bam HI cut vector for a Sau 3A fragment, or

I

cut vector for a blunt ended fragment, prior to transformation ol E. coli. DNA

from clones so obtained, were then sequenced by the dideoxy sequencing method
deduced by
as describe d in 2.2.23, and the complete recombinant plasmid sequence

comparing the sequence of overlapping fragments'
Figure 4.9 illustrates a typical example of the fractionation of DNA from several

cDNA clones (including pCFK23). after digestion with either Sau 3A or Hae III. The
insert fragments, were excised, eluted from the gel and cloned into the appropriate
vector. either cleaved with Bam HI or Sma

I.

Figure 4.10 shows a sequencing gel

on which the products of sequencing reactions for seven of the M13 clones obtained

from five of the insert fragments shown in Figure 4.9, have been fractionated'
Although this is a short gel (40 cm) it was possibte to read over 200 bases where the
sequence was not interrupted by homopolymeric guanosine and

to a lesser extent

cytosine, which often tend to cause the sequence beyond the G-tail to be unreadable.
(Figure 4.9)
sequence tadder A, derived from the pcFK3 Sau 3A fragment of 660 bp
pBR322 to
extends from the disrupted Bam HI site of M13, through2Tg bases of

the pst I site, followed by a string of Gs, poly(T) and the insert sequence. Sequence
ladder B shows the sequence of a 170 bp Sau 3A fragment from within the insert

FIGURE 4.9

AN EXAMPLE OF PREPARATION OF FRAGMENTS

FROM

CDNA CLONES FOn. SUBCLONING INTO M13.
The cDNA clones pCFK15. 10 and 3 were digested with Sau3A and pCFK22
and 23 were digested with Hae

III

and all were end-labelled as described in 2.2.19b

prior to electrophoresis and autoradiography. Only one fifth of each Sau3A digest
was end-filled then

it

was combined with the remainder of the unlabelled digest.

thus ensuring that the Sau3A sticky end was available for ligation into the Bam HI

site of M13. The spots indicate insert fragments which were excised and eluted
prior to subcloning into M13.
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FIGURE

4.TO

AN E)(AMPLE OF A DTDEOXY SDqUENCTNG GEL.
Fragments eluted from the gel shown in Figure 2.9 were subcloned into M13

and subjected to the dideoxy sequencing reactions as described in 2.2.22 and 23.
The sequencing ladders are of M13 subclones of cDNA fragments as follows:

A. 660 bp Sau3A fragment of pCFK3.
B. 170 bp Sau3A fragment of pCFK3.
C, D and E. 96 bp Sau3A fragment of pCFK3.
F. 220 bp Hae III fragment oÍ pCFK22.
G.

365 bp Hae

III

fragment of pCFK23.

(also see text 4.3.8).

The four base specific chain termination reactions were:

A.

dideoxyadenosine.

G.

dideoxyguanosine.

C.
T.

dideoxycytosine.
dideoxythymidine.
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of pCFK3. Sequencing ladders C. D and E show the sequence of clones which all
resulted from the cloning of the 96 bp Sau 3A fragment (Figure 4.9) of pCFK3.
Ladders C and E result from opposite orientations of this fragment, C reads from

outside the insert, through 62 bases of pBR322. to a Gta¡l with the insert beyond,

while E reads through 20 bases of insert, to a 15 base C-tail followed by pBR322.
Ladder D shows the sequence of an unknown fragment

t ¡o 2 bases shorter than

the 96 bp pCFK3 fragment. The fragment was not derived from either the original
vector pBR322 or the M13 vector (as determined by computer-assisted s€quence
comparisons), but probably came from .8. co& chromosomal DNA contaminating the
plasmid preparation of pCFK3. Sequencing ladders F and G were derived from a 220

bp pCFK22 Hae III fragment and a 365 bp pCFK23 Hae III fragment, respectively
and show the same sequence from the Sma I cloning site, through 147 bases of
pBR322 to G-ta¡ls. which lead into the respective insert sequences. Of the seven
sequences displayed on the gel shown in Figure 4.10 only two, B and E. provided

useful sequence data within the insert of a cDNA clone. This is often the case

with initial approaches to the sequencing of several clones, but useful

sequences

invariably came quickly when M13 subclones of opposite orientation to those already
sequenced were obtained using the C-test described by Messing and Vieira (1982)'

e.g. opposite orientations of the clones sequenced in ladders A, B, C, F and G would
yield useful sequences within the insert.

4.8.9

THE NUCLEOTIDD SEQUDNCE OF pCFK23'

The complete nucleotide sequence of pCFK23 is shown in Figure 4.11, including
G and C-tails, poly(A)

tract and intact terminal Pst I cloning sites. lt was concluded

that the mRNA from which pCFK23 was derived coded for embryonic feather pkeratin by comparing conceptual translations of the pCFK23 nucleotide sequence
with short embryonic feather keratin peptide sequences (Walker and Rogers' 1976b)
and the protein sequences of emu (O'Donnell, 1973) and silver gull (O'Donnell and

lnglis, 1974) feather keratins. This comparison revealed that, including the AUU

FIGURE 4l.rr

TrrD COMPLETE NUCLEOTTDE SEqUENCE OF
THD cDNA CLONE pCFK23.
The complete nucleotide sequence of the pCFK23 insert was determined using

the techniques described in the text (1.3.5 to

8).

The sequence of the antisense

(mRNA) strand is presented showing the intact Pst

I

cloning sites, the G and

C

tails, polyadenylation sequence (AATAAA), poly(A) tract and the protein translation
termination codon (TAA). The partial restriction map. shown below the nucleotide
sequence, shows the restriction sites used in determining the sequence. The arrows

indicate the direction and length of sequence obtained fiom a particular restriction
site.

Restriction sites are:

H.
h.

Hae

III

Hha

I

Mbo. Mbo I
Msp. Msp I

P.
T.

Pst

I

Taq

I

ÞcFK23
10

20

30

70

80

90

130

140

190

200

60

50

40

GTGTG¡AGGCA' GTGCCÀGGAC
7.20
1 10
100

CTGCÀGGGGG GGGGGGGGGG GGGGGGGGGG G¡GGGÀGCCCÎ

TCCCGÎGTGG¡ TGÀ'TG:CA,GCC CTCTCCCGTG¡ GTGGTGÀCCC TGCCTGGÎCC CA,TCCTCÀGC

TCCTTCCCCC ÀGÀÀCÀ.CTGC

150

160

170

1ao

27-o

220

230

24c,

270

2øO

29C,

300

TGTGGGÀ,TCC ÀGCÀ,CCTCIG¡ CTGCTGTTGG CÀGCÀTCCTG

À,GCCÀGGÀGG GAGTGC]CCÀT CTCTTCTGGÀ GGCTTTGGCT ÎCTCÎGGCCT ÀGGTGGCCGC

260
250
TTCICIGGCÀ, GGAGGTGCCT

GCCÀ, TGcrf:Ããl ÀGCCÀÀGGTG

ÀACGTCCTCT GÀGCGCÀTCC

codon
Terml.natl-on
360
350
34(]
330
320
310
CA,GIGÀ,ÎGCT CG.A'GCCÀGCÀ CCÀGÀCTGAG GATGTÀGCTG CTGGCCGGGG¡ TTTCCGGAÎC
42c)
400
410
3AO
390
37(J
G:GCÎGÀ'clc]Àcl
430
CTGTCTGGÀ,À
490
TCTlCGlTG¡T
550
CCTÀCTTCTT

clclTCCTGCCC TCCTGCAÀAG CÀGÀGÀ,GGGÀ ÀGCCAGGGTG CCÀGCCÎGTG

ÀTTCTTCTTT

À,cÀ,TTcælÀ

44cJ

450

soo
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termination codon, pCFK23 contained 237 bases of coding region, coding for 78
amino acids from the carboxyl-terminus of an embryonic feather keratin.

lt can

be noted that. although small regions of embryonic feather keratin proteins

had

been sequenced (Walker and Rogers 1976b), this was the first demonstration of

the major proportion (78 out of 97 amino acids) of an embryonic feather keratin.

A comparison of the coding potential of pCFK23 and a subsequently sequenced
(Molloy

et

ø]..,19S2) chromosomal keratin gene (gene C), with embryonic feather

keratin peptides and the protein sequences of emu and silver gull feather keratins
(Figure 1.L21, revealed a remarkable degree of sequence conservation at both the
nucleotide and protein sequence level.

lt is probable that this

degree of conservation

extends throughout the embryonic feather keratin family, since other cDNA clones
(presented later in this chapter) and genomic seguences continue this trend.

The codon usage in the coding region of pCFK23 shows a strong bias toward
the use of C (34 times) over G and U 122 and 17) and particularly A (5) as the third
base of a codon. This bias is even more evident when the genomic sequence, gene

C, is examined (C.50: G,

2l:U,25

and

4,4: Molloy

et al.' 1982)'

pCFK23 contains a long 3'-untranslated region of 434 bases. The entire 3tuntranslated region of the mRlrlA was represented in pCFK23, unlike pCFK17,

a

cDNA clone sequenced by E. Kuczek (B.Sc. Honours Thesis, unpublished data),
which was 10 bases short of the polyadenylation site and. incidentally, only contained

suflicient coding region for 11 amino acids.

lt

is obvious from Figure 4.13 which

shows the 3'-untranslated regions of pCFK23, gene C and pCFK!7 aligned to
maximize homology, that

a

remarkable degree

of homology does exist between

sections in the 3'-untranslated regions of the embryonic feather keratin genes. ln
some parts of the 3'-untranslated region the homology breaks down to between

40 and 60%, but there are two large blocks near the middle of the sequences and

at the 3,-ends of about 70 bases and 60 bases, respectively, where the homology
exceeds

90%. These blocks are more evident in Figure 4.14, where the

degree

FIGURE 4.12
COMPARISON OF TIIE NUCLEOTIDE AND PROTEIN
SEQUENCES oF pCFK28 WITH OTHER KDRATIN SEQUENCDS.
The nucleotide sequence of, and the protein encoded by the pCFK23 coding
region is compared with the corresponding sequences from a genomic clone (gene
C: Molloy et a1.,1982). emu (O'Donnell. 1973) and silver gull (O'Donnelland lnglis,

1971) feather keratins, an amino terminal (T1 b) and two carboxyl terminal (T1 c

and T1 d) chick embryonic feather keratin peptides (Walker and Rogers, 1976b).
The protein sequences are presented in single letter amino acid code and matches
between the two nucleotide sequences are indicated by an asterisk.
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FIGURE 4.T8
COMPARISON OF 8'-UNIRANSLATED SEqUENCES OF
pCFK23 WITII GDNE C AND pCFKr7.
The nucleotide sequences from the 3'-untranslated regions of pCFK23, gene

C

(see Figure 4.12) and pCFK17 (E. Kuczek, B.Sc. Honours Thesis. unpublished data)

are shown aligned to maximize homology. Matches between the pCFK23 sequence

and the other two sequences are indicated by an asterisk. Hyphens indicate gaps

in the sequences which were introduced to assist in their alignment. The positions

of the protein translation termination codon and the polyadenylation sequence
highlighted by boxes.
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FIGURE 4.14

GRAPIIICAL REPRESENTATION OF IIOMOLOGY IN
THE 8'-UNTRANSLATDD REGIONS OF pCFK23 AND

orIrER KERATTN

SEQUENCES.

The nucleotide sequences from the 3luntranslated regions of pCFK23, pCFK17
and gene C were aligned
were taken in pairs,

ie.

to maximize homology

(see Figure 1.13), the sequences

pGFKz3lgene C, pCFK23/pCFK17 and pCFKl7/gene

C

and the percent homology was scored for 10 base blocks of sequence. These scores
are represented by the histograms shown.
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of homology between the 3'-untranslated region of pCFK23 and the two other
sequences is represented graphically.

4.3.10

SECONDAR.Y STRUCTURE IN pCFK2:l'

When the nucleotide sequence of pCFK23 was examined for the presence of
possible secondary structures, many were found in both the 3t-untranslated regions

and

to a

lesser extent

in the coding region.

Understandably any conceptually

determined secondary structures found in the coding region of pCFK23 appeared to
be conserved when gene C was examined for the same structures but

it is probably

the protein coding function of the mRNA, rather than any constraint placed on the
sequence by the need

to produce a

secondary structure, which was responsible

for this observation. Generally, following the same logic as that presented in
the previous sentence, secondary structures found in the 3'-untranslated region of
pCFK23 were not conserved when the appropriate regions from gene C and pCFK17
were examined.

Two interesting structures in the 3luntranslated region of pCFK23
discovered however, one was interesting because
because

of the

degree

were

of its magnitude and the other

to which the sequence was conserved in the

appropriate

region of gene C and pCFK17. The first structure. Structure A, shown in Figure

4.15, is close to the termination codon.
122

(A

lt

involves almost 175 bases of sequence,

oÍ which are base paired. in one structure which appears to be quite stable
G

=

in
-277 kilojoules). However, only portions of this structure can be found

gene C and pCFK17, so the overall structure is not conserved amongst the keratin

genes. The other structure, Structure B found about 150 bases from the 3'-poly(A)

tract, is much smaller and less stable than Structure A (A G - -29 kilojoules). The
structure is of interest however. because it can be found in the equivalent position in
gene C (Figure 4.15, Structure C), and slightly altered in

pCFKl7 (data not shown).

lf it exists in the cellular mRNA. it is possible that the structure itself, and not the
nucleotide sequence, is being selected for, since the nucleotide sequences of gene

FIGURE

¿.Tõ

POSSIBLE SECONDARY STRUCTURES FOUND IN pCFK23.
The structures shown were conceptually derived from the nucleotide sequence

of pCFK23.
Structure A

:

( AG

-

-277 kilojoules) found close to the termination codon

Structure B

:

( AG

=

-29 kilojoules) found 150 bp from the 3'-poly(Af tract.

Structure C

:

A gene C structure found in the equivalent position to Structure
B.
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C and pCFK17 show only about 607o homology to the pCFK23 sequence in this
regron.

It should be emphasized that the secondary structures described
conceptually derived, there being no direct evidence for their presence

here were all

in

t¡itto

or any

indication of possible biological function or significance.

4.3.11 SELECÎION

OF A FULL LENGTII CDNA CLONE.

It was obvious since pCFK17 contained almost no coding region and pCFK23
was well short of being full length, yet contained the longest excisable insert of the

cDNA clones tested, that the majority of cDNA clones would not be of full length.
A full length cDNA clone, or one which extended to within a few bases of the S'-end

of the mRNA, would be extremely useful, since it would provide a direct means of
confirming the Sluntranslated region sequence and the position of the 32¡[ base
intron, which had since been indicated by the sequencing of several genomic genes
(Molloy

et

aI., 7982: Gregg

et

aI., 1983).

ln order to select a cDNA clone which

extended to the S'-end of the mRNA, about 200 cDNA clones from the cDNA library

were "screened" with a probe made by labelling an M13 subclone (as described in

2.Z.lgdl oÍ a

326 bp fragment from the S'-end of gene C, which contained 5'-flanking

and intron sequences and 37 bases from the S,.end of the mRNA. Figure 4.16 shows

about 200 cDNA clones screened with this probe, at high and low stringency. The
low stringency wash detected three clones, pCFK26, 32 and 72, while only pCFK26
was detected at high stringency, which indicated that pCFK32 and 72 contained
sequences which were probably less related to the S'-untranslated region of gene C

than sequences in pCFK26. pCFK26 was therefore chosen for sequencing since it
was most likely to extend to near the S'-end of a keratin mRNA.

1,s,12 THE PARTIAL NUCLEOTIDD SEQUENCE

OF pCFK26.

The partial nucleotide sequence of pCFK26 is shown in Figure 4.17. lt was not
considered essential

to comptetely sequence pCFK26 since the sequence obtained

FIGURE

4.TO

SELECTION oF A FULL LENGTH cDNA CLOND FR,OM

THE cDNÄ, LIBR.A,RY.
Approximately 200 cDNA clones were grown on two nitrocellulose filters

as diagonal duplicates and the plasm¡d DNA immobilized for use in the colony
hybridization procedure (2.2.151. The filters were screened with an M13 subclone,
32P-labetled as described in 2.2.19d, of a fragment containing the o<treme S'-end of

a keratin gene (gene C). Two pBR322 containing colonies were grown as controls
on each filter (on the extreme right of the left filter and at the bottom of the right

filter). The clones were arranged in numerical order from left to right and top to
bottom on the filter, though some early numbered clones were not present.
a

Filters washed at low stringency (2.0 x SSC, 65'C).

b.

Filters washed at high stringency (0.2 x SSC, 65"C).
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FIGURE 4.I7
THE PARTIAL NUCLEOTIDD SEqUDNCD OF

TIID cDNA CLOND pCFKzo.
The partial nucleotide sequence of the pCFK26 insert was determined using
the techniques described in the text (4.3.5 to

8).

Base numbers 1 to 397 inclusive

represent the sense strand and base numbers 398 to 1204 represent the antisense

(mRNA) strand. The S'-end of the mRNA, ie. cap site, is therefore at base position

398. The cap site, initiation codon and polyadenylation signal are boxed. The
dashes represent two unsequenced, mirror image fragments oÍ
presence of the altered Pst

I

2t2 bp. Note the

site at the 3'-end of the insert (CGCAG not CTGCAG).
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conta¡ned

all of the S'-untranslated region and extensive portions of

sequence

from both the coding and 3'-untranslated regions, which were well represented by
sequence data already obtained for pCFK23. pCFK17 and several genomic genes.

Conceptual translation of the coding region of pCFK26 demonstrated that th¡s
clone was derived from a unique embryonic feather keratin mRNA not yet isolated as

a cDNA or genomic sequence. The coding and 3'-untranslated regions of pCFK26
showed similar patterns of homology with the corresponding regions of pCFK23 and

the genomic genes, which confirms and illustrates the idea that the keratins are a
family of sequence related genes. The S'-untranslated region of pCFK26 is shown

in Figure 4.18, compared to the S'-untranslated region of gene C. pCFK26

also

followed the pattern within the genomic sequences in that the first 37 bases up to

the position of the intron displayed a strong degree of homology with gene C. while
the degree of homology decreased to about

70o/o

fo¡ lhe 22 bases from the intron to

the initiation codon. Although pCFK26 proved valuable in confirming conclusions

of mRNA and gene structure indicated by the genomic sequencing data of Molloy

et oI. 11982) and

Gregg et

al.

11983),

it

also proved an interesting and perplexing

exercise in the interpretation of DNA sequencing data, as described below.

4.3.13 pCFI(2O- A ÎDR.ÀTOGENY.
The length of the pCFK26 insert could not be determined by Pst

of the insert because one terminal Pst

I

excision

I site was not regenerated and, for reasons

which will become clear later, attempts to size the insert by summation of its small
component fragments invariably led to underestimates of insert length. The estimate

of 1,200 bp for the length of the pCFK26 insert finally obtained from the sequence
data was anomalous. A full length keratin cDNA clone should be about 870 bp'
aflowing lor 20 bp of poly(A) and 30 bp of G+C-tails at each end.
An attempt to explain the structure and mode of origin of pCFK26 is presented

in Figure 4.19. The sequence can be broken up into two sections. one of 807 bp,

FIGURD

4.TT

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE E,.UNTRANSLATED REGIONS
OF pCFK28 and GENE C.
The nucleotide sequence from the S'-end of pCFK26 is shown compared with
the corresponding region in gene C. ln order to demonstrate the presence of sequence
btocks differing in homology, the sequence has been displayed in three blocks, from

the S'-end of the mRNA to the position of the intron (S'-leader sequence). from the

intron to the protein initiation codon and the first 30 bases of the coding region.
Matches between the two sequences are indicated by asterisks.

HOMOLOGY

IN

THE s'-UNTRA¡ISLÀTED

REGION OF THE KERATIN GENES
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FIGURE 4.T9
STRUCTURE AND PROBABLE ORIGIN OF

TIIE cDNA CLOND pCFK2O.
a.

Schematic representation

of the structure of the cDNA clone pCFK26

showing (by the divergent arrows) the regions which are mirror image
complementary copies.

b.

Proposed mechanism for the origin of pCFK26

(1).

Synthesis of the first cDNA strand, which proceeded normally to

the last base at the 5lend of the mRNA.

(2).

The mRNA template is removed by boiling and the S'-end of the

cDNA snaps back upon itself to base pair in the middle of the coding

region. Here the mRNA strand is shown still in close proximity to the
cDNA strand so that the relationship between the snapped back cDNA
and the mRNA coding region remains clear.

(3).

The snapped back cDNA acts as a template for synthesis of

a

second strand which stops prematurely in the 3'-untranslated region.

(4).

The doublestranded cDNA opens out to form a singlestranded

cDNA containing mirror image complementary sequences. This acts
as a template for second strand synthesis after normal AMV reverse
transcriptase hair pin loopback. which proceeds to the end of the first
strand.

(5).

After S1 nuclease trimming, dC homopolymer tailing, annealing to

dCr.tailed pBR322 and transfection into E.coli, the cDNA clone pCFK26

is produced.

a
divergent complementary sequences
3'

5'

coding

G-tail

coding

C-tail

nonsense
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b.
5'
1

mRNA

cap

3'
polyA

coding
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TTT TT
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mRNA

2.

boiling

I

TTTTT

mRNA

3.

TTTTT

4

hairpin
loop

mBNA

AAAA
TT TTT

MRNA

AAAAA

5

G-tail

C-tall
pCFK26 ds cDNA ln PBR322
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just 10 bases
which almost represents a full length copy of a keratin mRNA, being
short at the 3'-end. The other shorter section of 392 bp which begins about half
way through the coding region and ends about 240 bases short of lhe 3'-end of the
mRNA, is intimately joined to the first section and represents

a "sense' copy of

the gene while the first section represents a "nonsense" copy, as does the mRNA.
This results in two 372 bp sections of sequence being exact complementary copies

of one another. This explains the tow estimates of insert length obtained by the
summation of small restriction fragments since fragments of identical length were
produced from these complementary sections

of sequence. lt also explains

the

observation (R.8. Saint personal communication) that a large stem-loop structure

was seen in the etectron microscope when pCFK26 DNA was heteroduplexed to
pBR322 DNA, since these regions would be able to base-pair under these conditions
producing a structure with a 372 bp stem and at76 nucleotide loop at the top and

a 245 nucleotide at the base of the stem.

It is likely that pCFK26

arose, as shown

in Figure 4.19 by the looping

back

of the 5lend of a full length first strand cDNA copy of the mRNA which bas+
paired with a complementary sequence in the middle of the coding region of the
first cDNA strand. using this as a primer the AMV reverse transcriptase elongated

this new template to about 240 bases short of the full length cDNA, then this
structure probably opened out to form a 1,200 residue single-stranded structure
which was made doublestranded and tr¡mmed to size by the normal 51 procedure,

to produce the double-stranded molecule which was tailed and became pCFK26. a
most nefarious clone.

4.1

DISCUSSION.

1.4.1

GROUP

I

SDQUENCES CODE FOR,

DMBRYONIC FEATIIER B.KERATIN.
The sequences of three cDNA clones, pCFK17, 23 and 26' which
previously determined

to be Group I

were

sequences by their Southern hybridization
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characteristics (Saint, 1979) have been shown here

to code for keratin proteins

similar to short peptides from embryonic feather keratins and keratins from emu
and silver gull feathers. This finding has confirmed the hypothesis that the Group

I

sequences were derived from keratin coding mRNAs (Saint. 1979). The finding of

five genomic keratin genes (Molloy

et ø1.,1982:

Gregg

et al., 1983) and the three

cDNA clones described above, which are all different, further indicates that the
number of genes coding for embryonic feather keratins is large (probably greater than

20), with the minimum number being eight. Some restriction data not presented in
this thesis from six other putative Group

I

cDNA clones, pCFK32. 46, 69, 72,145

and 151, which suggested that all of these clones were different from one another
and from the three sequenced cDNA clones, shows that there are considerably more

than eight keratin genes.
There is no doubt that the Group I cDNA clones code for keratin and since they
were derived from embryonic feather tissue. they code for embryonic feather keratins.

Despite having similar qualitative and quantitative patterns of sequence homology

to the cDNA clones, the genomic sequences cannot be identified unequivocally

as

embryonic feather keratin genes, since lack of protein, or nucleotide sequence data

for adult feather keratins does not eliminate the possibility that they are expressed
in adult feathers. lndeed, the recent report of an adult chick feather keratin protein
sequence revealed that this protein was nearly the same as the proteins encoded by

the genomic and cDNA sequences (Arai

i1.1.2

eú ø1. 1983).

TIID NDW MODEL FOR KERATIN MRNA STRUCTURE.

A rudimentary model for the organization of embryonic feather keratin mRNA
was presented by Lockett et o.t. (1979), in which keratin mRNA was described
as being about 760 nucleotides long including a poly(A) tract of 60 nucleotides,

with at least 150 bases adjacent to the poly(A) tract being unique 3'-untranslated
sequence. Further

to the S'-end of the mRNA and

covalently linked

to the 3'

unique sequence it was proposed that there existed, a repetitive sequence (short
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and fa¡thfully conserved or longer and mismatching), a G+C rich coding sequence

of about 300 residues and presumably a 5'-untranslated sequence, although the
arrangement of these latter mentioned three features within the remaining 550 bases
was uncertain.

With the benefit of nucleotide sequencing data, a new model of embryonic
feather keratin mRNA structure can be presented. Embryonic feather keratin mRNA
can be described as a large family of mRNAs with a conserved length of about 850
nucleotides, including a poly(A) tract of 65 nucleotides (Morris and Rogers. 1979:

this thesis, Chapter 3), containing a conserved protein coding sequence ol

297

bp including initiation and termination codons, which specifies the production of

a

large family of homologous proteins containing 97 amino acid residues. The mRNAs

contain a 3,-untranslated sequence which is consistently about 435 nucleotides long
and contains two regions of between 60-70 nucleotides which are strongly conserved,

while the remainder of the 3'-untranslated sequence is only poorly conserved (it

is conceivable that the 3t 150 nucleotides would appear unique by hybridization
analysis, since more than half of this region is only poorly conserved). Keratin
mRNA also has a S'-untranslated region of 58 or 59 nucleotides which is divided, in

the gene by the presence of an intron, into a rigidly conserved 37 nucleotide block
of sequence at the S'-terminus of the mRNA and a poorly conserved block of 21 or
22 nucleotides which abuts the coding sequence.

4.4.s TIIE CODING SDQUENCE OF KDR'ATIN nR,NA'
It is obvious that the selection for the retention of protein

coding regions is

dictated by the requirement for that sequence to specify a functional protein, however

this functional selection generally does not extend to the third base of a codon. Why
then do keratin

m

RNAs exhibit a strong bias toward the use of certain codons? This

bias resembles that seen for the chicken a and p-globin genes (Richards, 1979,1980)

but differs dramatically from chicken ovalbumin gene usage, in which all four bases
are used with equal frequency in the third position of the codon (Grantham et

ø1.,
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19S0). Observations of numerous mRNAs of different origins, have

sh

variations in codon usage. which is apparently species or tissue specific (Grantham

et a¡.,1980). lt is probable that the differences in codon usage for these

various

chicken genes reflect tissue specific differences in tRNA populations or requirements

for mRNA secondary structure, either of which may be important in the regulation
of mRNA translation.

1.4.1

THE 3'-UNTRANSL.A,TED SDqUENCE OF
KERATIN MRNA.

The 3r-untranslated region of keratin mRNAs show areas of sequence which
exhibit very low levels of homology. Presumably these mRNAs are derived from

a

common ancestral gene, and the degree to which portions of the 3'-untranslated
regions. or any sequence, have diverged gives an indication of the time of separation

of these genes. One would also expect that functionally important sequences would
diverge at a slower rate than sequences that did not encode any important functions
because of natural selective pressures. ln light of this,

it is interesting that two large

blocks of sequence in the 3t-untranslated region of keratin mRNA appear to be as
strongty conserved as the coding region, indicating a functional selection for their
retention equivalent to the setective pressure to produce feather keratin proteins.

It is possible that these conserved regions are sites of secondary structure or for
the binding of effector molecules which are involved in mRNA stability or perhaps the

regulation of translation.

lt is easy to conceptually visualize

secondary structures

(as shown in Figure 4.15) in any region one might choose, but usually these are
not conserved in other mRNA species and. strangely, structures which did seem to
be conserved were found in areas of relatively poor sequence conservation, possibly

indicating that these areas of sequence conservation are not required for, or involved

in, secondary structures. lt is possible that these sequences have a role at the level

of the gene rather than the mRNA, perhaps by "editing" existing keratin genes

in

r02
the cluster, or producing new ones by initiating gene conversion and duplication
events.

4.1.6 TIIE 6,.UNTRANSLATED

REGION OF KERATIN MRNA.

An analysis of the S'-untranslated region of keratin mRNA (Figure

4.18)

revealed that the first 37 bases were strongly conserved, more so than even the

coding region. while the remainder of the 5'-untranslated region was only poorly

conserved. The junction of these two sequences marks the position of the only
intron found in embryonic feather keratin genes. Why should this be so, when it
has not been reported for any other gene system?

lt is unusual to have an intron in

an untranslated section of a gene, particularly when there is only one intron (Heilig

et

ø1.,1980).

The occurence of the intron is not related to the separation of functional protein

domains brought together during evolution to form a single protein, as suggested

by Gilbert (1979) as a rationale for the positions of a number of introns in several
eukaryotic genes. The position of the intron led Molloy eú oL (1982) to propose that

the keratin intron is present to allow the expression of the same gene in different
tissues (e.g., scale or claw) or at a different development stage (adult feather)
using a difterent promoter and S'-leader sequence. An analogous situation has been
described for mouse a-amylase, where different primary transcripts in salivary glands

and liver result in mRNAs in those tissues differing only in their Sf-untranslated
regions (Young

et

a1.,1981). Many examples of viral RNAs which are differentially

spticed to produce a range of viral mRNAs are known (Reddy et ø1.,1978), and

it

is

not unlikely that similar mechanisms should exist in the control of higher eukaryote
gene expression.

lf keratin genes are differentially expressed by this mechanism, at different
developmental stages or in different tissues then it is possible to propose an
explanation for the pattern of sequence homology which exists in the S'-untranslated
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reg¡on of keratin mRNA. ln such a situation ¡he22 bases of S'-untranslated region

3, to the sptice site of a particular mRNA would be the same in either tissue or
developmental stage and could not be the site of differential control, there would

therefore not be

a selective

pressure

to maintain this

sequence. On the other

hand the 37 bases at the S'-end, and any alternative S'-leader sequence would be
amenable to control mechanisms acting both at the level of the gene and the mRNA'

and therefore be conserved because of its role in the control of gene expression.
Developmental stage or tissue specific effector molecules could act on the S'-leader
sequences at the level of the gene. to enhance the promotion of the correct transcript

for the particular tissue or stage. i.e. to "switch" the correct set of genes on.

ln this simple hypothetical case any set of keratin genes to be expressed in

a

particular tissue or stage, would have the same S'-leader sequence and would all be
correctly switched on by the effector molecule(s). At the level of the mRNA' stage
or tissue specific effector molecules could act to regulate the amount of each protein
made by potentiating or slowing the translation of these mRNAs, thus establishing

quantitative differences in the levels of keratins expressed in these tissues or stages.

lf such mechanisms were to exist one would expect to find alternative promoters

and S'-leader sequences in the S'-flanking sequences of these genes. No such
sequences have yet been found (K. Gregg, personal communication) since sequence

data in the intergenic regions of the keratin genes is as yet quite limited.

It is clear from the results

presented in this chapter that the Group

I

cDNA

clones represent embryonic feather keratin mRNAs, the question regarding the
nature of the Group

II

ctones. however, remains unanswered.

CHAPTDR, õ.
NON-KERATIN nRNA SEQUENCES.
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6.1

INTRODUCTION.
The results presented in Chapter 4 dealt with Group I cDNA clones, all

of which

proved

to be derived from mRNA coding for embryonic feathet P'

keratins. The derived sequences of these mRNAs resulted in a vast improvement
in the understanding of the chick feather p-keratin genes and the keratin proteins
themselves. Furthermore, early reports of protein synthetic activity in the embryonic
chick feather indicated that these keratins were the only major product (Kemp et aI.,

l9l4a, b. lg75). A subsequent study (Walker and Rogers,1976a) recognized the
presence in the proteins extracted from embryonic feathers of a family of non-keratin

proteins. which would not incorporate radioactivity when S-carboxymethylated using

raC-iodoacetic acid, indicating the absence of cysteine residues (Dhouailly

lgZB). These proteins which were named "fast" proteins

because

ct ø/,.,

of their high

electrophoretic mobility on pH 2.7 gels, were found by Walker and Rogers (1976a)

to comprise about

l0o/o

oÍ total feather protein.

lt is interesting

then, that the

embryonic feather cDNA library, described in Chapter 4, appeared to contain two

different classes of sequences (Group

I

and

II),

which occurred in approximately

equal numbers. The hybridization characteristics
described in 4.1, were quite different from the Group

I

of the

Group

II

sequences,

sequences, which were shown

in Chapter 4 to code for typical feather B-keratins. So the question that emerges is,
are these Group

II

sequences also keratins, or do they code for these fast proteins,

or for some other as yet unidentif¡ed group of proteins, such as an unrelated group

of "housekeeping" functions? A further question is, if these Group II

clones do not

code for keratins why are they so numerous amongst the cDNA library when 90%

of the proteins synthesized in the differentiating embryonic feather are reputedly
keratins?

The results presented in this chapter describe an analysis of these Group

II

cDNA clones. As part of this analysis, the complete nucleotide sequences of four
Group

II

cDNA clones and studies on the occurrence of these sequences. both in
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the cDNA library and in embryonic feather mRNA, are presented. The data indicate

thal a small number of Group II cDNA clones were derived from mRNAs which code
for B-keratin proteins previously only identified in chick scales (Walker and Bridgen,
19Z6). The proreins were typical of both adult (Walker, 1974: Walker and Bridgen.
1976), and embryonic scale B-keratins (Wilton, 1983: Gregg et a1.,1984)' A large
number of the remaining Group

II

cDNA sequences were shown to be of the same

type, but the data presented is insufficient to decisively identify the nature of the
proteins for which they code, however it is clear that they code neither for embryonic
scale keratins nor typical embryonic feather keratins'

6.2

SPECIFIC METIIODS.

6.2.I

ELECTROPHORESIS OF DENÂÎURED RNA.

RNA was denatured with glyoxal and electrophoresed on agarose gels essentially
as described by McMaster and Charmichael (1977)'

Several ,rg of poly(A)-plus feather RNA was incubated at 50"C for 60 minutes in
a tightly closed tube containing an incubation mix consisting of

lM

glyoxal. 10 mM

NaH2pOa pH 7.0 and 50% DMSO to totally glyoxylate and permanently denature
the RNA. The denatured RNA sample was cooled to 20"C and 5 ¡rl of loading buffer
(5070 glycerol, 10 mM NaHzPO¿ pH 7.0, 0.4% bromophenol blue) was added and

the sample immediately applied to a 1% agarose submarine gel in 10 mM NaH2POa

pH 7.0 along with glyoxylated 18S and 28S ribosomal RNAs as molecular weight
markers. The gel was run at less than 5 volts/cm with constant recirculation of
the buffer in order to maintain the running pH below 8.0, above which the glyoxal
can dissociate from RNA. When the bromophenol blue had migrated the required
distance, the gel was stained with 0.5 ¡rg/ml ethidium bromide and photographed

to detect the mobility of the marker RNAs.
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6.2.2

TRANSFER OF GLYOXYLAÎED n,NA TO
NIÎROCELLULOSD.

Glyoxylated RNA was transferred

to nitrocellulose basically as described

by

Thomas (1980).

The gel was immediately placed in contact with a nitrocellulose sheet presoaked

in 20 x SSCE and blotted essentially as described for the Southern transfer (2.2.161.
The transfer was allowed to proceed fo¡ 24 hours, or at least overnight (14hr), and

the RNA was permanently immobilized by baking the filter at 80oC under vacuum
for 2 hours. Hybridization of probes to the immobilized RNA was carried out as
described in 2.2.t1.

6.2.3 HYBRID

SELECTION.

6.2.3a BINDING DNA TO NITROCELLULOSE'
DNA was bound to nitrocellulose for the selection of mRNAs by hybridization
using the procedure of Parnes et al., (1981).

Recombinant plasmid DNA was dissolved in water

to a concentration of 0.5

pgl¡,l and heated to 100"C for 10 minutes, chilled quickly on ice and

incubated

at room temperature for 20 minutes after the addition of an equal volume of 1 M
NaOH. The DNA sample was neutralized by the addition of 0.5 volumes of

I

M HCl,

1 M NaCl, 0.3 M sodium citrate and 0.5 M Tris-HCl pH 8.0 and immediately chilled

to ooC. The denatured DNA was then applied as 5 ¡rl aliquots to 3 mm squares of
nitrocellulose, allowed to evaporate, then reapplied until about 20 ¡t'g of plasmid
DNA was bound to the filter. The filters were air dried for

I

hour and gently washed

twice in G x SSCE at room temperature, then blotted and allowed to air dry for

1

hour. DNA was permanently bound to the nitrocellulose filters by baking at 80"C
for 2 hours.
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6.2.3b HYBRIDIZATION AND ELUTION

OF RNA.

plasmid DNA only loosely bound to the filter was eluted by washing the filters

in boiling HsO prior to use for hybridization selection of RNA. The poly(A)-plus
mRNA was added to hybridization solution (20 mM 1.4-piperazinediethanesulphonic

acid (PIPES) pH 6.4,0.2o/o SDS.0.4 M NaCl, 100 ¡r,g/ml

E. coli tRNA and 65%

vfv freshly deionized formamide) and heated to 70oC for 10 minutes prior to being
added to the filters containing bound plasmid DNA, which were then incubated at
50oC for 3 hours to allow mRNA to hybridize to the immobilized DNA'

Unbound RNA was removed from the filters by ten washes at 65oC using 10
mM Tris-HCl pH 7.6, O.l5 M NaCl. 1 mM EDTA and 0.5% sDS and two washes at
the
65oC using the same solution without SDS. Bound mRNA was eluted by boiling
individual filters in 200 pl of H2O containing 20 ¡rl of

E. colitRNA

and snap chilling.

in the
Released mRNA was recovered by ethanol precipitation, ready for translation
wheat germ cell-free system as described in 2.2.5'

6.3

RDSULTS.

6.8.I

SELECTION OF A GROUP

il

CLONE FOR

SEqUENCING.
It was obvious from the results presented in Chapter 4 that the elucidation of
the nucleotide sequence of one or more Group

II

cDNA clones would be necessary

to achieve the same tevel of understanding of the mRNAs from which these clones
il
as was achieved for the keratin mRNAs. The results of Chapter also
were derived,

indicated that the selected clone shoud have the longest possible insert, since many

of the Group I cDNA clones were not full length copies of mRNA and often did
not contain sufficient coding sequence to identify the encoded protein. This factor
was even more important in the case of the Group

II

clones since of all the feather

proteins, keratins were the only proteins for which sequence data was available. so a
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complete coding sequence could be required to establish the protein coding capacity

of the clone.

Of all the Group

II

cDNA clones examined in ¡[.3.1, i.e. pCFK 3, 10' 15, 19.

22,5,25, and 27, pCFK22 had the longest insert, which was composed of two Pst I
fragments (370 and 515 bp) rotalling 885 bp. A clone of this length, in theory, was
poly(A)
long enough to contain a full length copy of a keratin mRNA including long
and G*C tails.

6.3.2

lt was therefore

chosen for sequencing'

THE NUCLDOTIDE SEQUENCE OF pCEIÃ?Z'

Figure 5.1 shows the complete nucleotide sequence

of

pCFK2Z which was

determined using the strategies described in Chapter 4 by the methods described

in Chapter 2. The sequence neither displays a poly(A) tract nor the presence of
a recognizable polyadenylation signal at either terminus, therefore, provided that it
was derived from a polyadenylated mRNA,

it

must be missing at least 30 bases

from the 3'-untranslated region of the mRNA.
Computer assisted comparisons of the 837 bases (excluding G+C tails) of the
pCFK22 sequence with all available keratin sequences, including those of the sheep

follicle (powell et a]r.,1983), did not reveal the presence of even the shortest keratinspecific nucleotide sequences. lf pCFK22 was derived from a keratin-coding mRNA.

it was expected that, considering the length of the pCFK22 insert, the comparative
analysis described above should have revealed a positive result.
Conceptuat transtations of the pCFK22 nucleotide sequence into the possible

protein sequences also did not reveal the presence of any identifiable protein
sequence. The conceptual translation of the six possible reading frames of both
strarrds

oÍ pCFK22 are shown in Figure 5.2. There was only one open reading frame

from the six possible reading frames, which was larger than about 40 amino acids.

This reading frame appeared at the S'-end of the positive strand of pCFK22

and

was 110 amino acids long. but was interrupted by the G+C tail and therefore did

FIGURE 6.1

TrrE CoMPLETE NUCLEOTTDE SEqUENCE OF

TIIE GROUP II cDNA CLOND gCFß22.
The complete nucleotide sequence of the pCFK?2 insert was determined using

the techniques described in Chapter 4 (4.3.5 to 8). The only recognizable features
in the 884 bp of sequence are the G and C homopolymer tails and the terminal Pst

I

restriction sites (there is also an internal Pst

I

site starting at base position 510).

rJcFÍ<22
10

20

30

80

90

40

s0

60

CTGCAGGGGG GGGGGGGGAG CACTACTCÀC CCTTCTGCCA GGAAGACCTG CÀTGGTCTCT

70
GGGGCCTGÀÀ

TGACCACCGÀ TTCAAGCÀCC TATATGGCCT

ÀCTÀCAÀCCÀ

150

140

130

110

100

720

CCÀCCGÀGÀC CACCACCAÏG

160

170

180

ÀCACTGGAGC CCTTATGGCT ACAACAGAÀG CTTTGGGAGC CTGTATGGGA

190

ACAGGAGCTT GAGCTCTCÀT

250

270

200

220

230

240

GGAGGCTATT ÀTGGGCATGG GGÀCTTCTTT GGTTTTGGCA

260

270

280

290

300

ccGccAcccc TÀCTTTTCTC ÀGATTGGCCA CÀGATACTGG TÀTTGAAGCT GCTATCCATG
310

320

330

340

350

360

CTÀAÀCCACG CÀGACÀCGGA AGTCÀÀGÀAÀ TGÀGGCAGÀT CCTTTGCTAÀ GÀCCÀTGGTG

400

410

370

380

390

430

440

450

460

470

490

500

510

520

530

550

560

570

610

620

630

670

680

690

730

7AO

790

800

850

860

420

CTGAGÀAÀCG CTGGGTACCC ÀTACCTCTGG CTGTGTTCAG TGÀGÀTGTGT GGGTGCCÀGG

480
TTCTATCTCT
ACACTAATAT
ACACTAÀTAT
ÀTGTÀTAÀCÎ
CÎGCÀTTÀÀC ACTACCTTAT
540

TCTGCTATCG CTCTAGAGGG CÀÀTTTAAAC TGCAGAÀGTA TTGAGGCACC CCTACACCCT

580

590

600

GCTGAÀÀGTC CTGCTTTACT CCACTAGAGT GGGTTÀGACA GTTTCCTTCT ÀAÀT1ÀAATÀ

640

650

660

ATAGCCACTT TGTGTTGCTÀ TAGTGATATÀ TATGGTCCCG TGTCÀÀTGAG AATCAGACTT

700

710

720

TÀACTGCCAT GAÀGAÀGTCC ACTTTGCTCÀ ACTATGAÀCT TCTCCÀAAGÀ CÀÀCÀCÀTAG

750

760

770

780

AGAACATTAC ATATCTATGC TGTGCCTCAT ATGGTÀGTGA TCAGAATTTÀ TGAAGÀÀCTC

810

820

830

840

GTGAGCAAGA ÀACGTGCCTG GAGTGATGÀA TTCCÀTGAÀG ÀGAGÀTCÀTC ATCTGGTATC

870

880

ÀGÀCCCÀCTC TACTTGCTGÀ ÀGACCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCT GCAG

FIGURE 6.2
CONCEPTUAL TRANSLATION OF

TIIE SfK POSSIBLE READING FRAMES OF pCFK22.
The nucleotide sequences of the positive and negative strands oÍ pCFK22 ue
presented, numbered from top

to bottom and bottom to top. in an antiparallel

manner. The corresponding conceptual translations of these strands is presented,

in single letter code, above and below the respective strands. The longest open
reading frame is shown boxed at the 5'-end of the positive strand.
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not contain the correct methionine initiation codon. This protein sequence was far

too long to be either a feather keratin, known to contain 97 amino acids, or a fast
protein, which at that time had been estimated by electrophoresis on SDS gels to be
B0 amino acids long (Walker and Rogers, 1976a). The amino acid composition was

different too, for

it contained lysine, methionine and histidine

residues all of which

are almost completely absent from feather keratins. The clone was also unusual
since, if the reading frame described above was the correct one. the 3'-untranslated
region must be well in excess of 500 bases, which is unusual for small proteins like
those found in the feather.
Since the sequence of pCFK22 ofîe¡ed nothing to positively identify it as having
been derived from a mRNA, the possibility was considered that

it was derived from

a fragment of ribosomal RNA, the only other possible source of RNA in polysomes.

This idea was abandoned because no sequence homology between pCFK22 and all
available ribosomal sequences was found by computer comparisons and the pattern

of bands detected in Hind

III cut chick

genomic DNA by pCFK22 sequences (Figure

4.1) was different from that detected with ribosomal cDNA (S. Wilton personal
communication). Saint (1979) also found that the cDNA library contained no
ribosomal sequences.
The identily of pCFK22 was left as an open question. and remained an enigma.

6.8.3

pCFK22 SEQUENCDS IN THD cDNA LIBRARY.

lÍ pCFK22 was derived from a feather mRNA, it was likely that other such
sequences would be present in the feather cDNA library, which could allow extension

of the pCFK22 sequence and thereby aid in the identification of the mRNA from
which pCFK22 was derived. Figure 5.3 shows about 200 clones from the cDNA
library screened with a 427 bp Sau 3A fragment from near the middle oÍ pCFK22,
subcloned into M13 and labelled as described in 2.2.79d. The pCFK22 colony was

not detected by this probe. as indicated by the arrow, because the inoculum for this

FIGURE

6.¡I

TDENTTFTCATTON OF SEqUENCES TTOMOLOGOUS 1O

pCFf,2z IN TIIE cDNA LIBRARY.
Approximately 200 cDNA clones from the library were grown on two nitrocellulose filters exactly as described in the legend

to Figure 4.16. These filters were

screened using a 421bp Sau 3A fragment from near the centre of the pCFK22 insert,

subcloned into M13 and labelled as described in 2.2.19d. The filters were washed

at high stringency (0.2 x SSC) and six clones were detected, pCFKl0,7t,120,
164 and 195. pCFK22 was not detected since
position of qCFK22 is indicated by the arrow.

it

t2l,

did not grow on this filter. The
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clone did not grow (note the absence of background radioactivity), but the probe

effectively detected the presence of six other clones, pCFK1O,

7t,

120, 127, 164

and 195. which alt gave a very positive response to the probe. These clones were
likely to be identical or very similar to pCFK22 since the filters were washed at high
stringency (0.2 x SSC), which suggests that pCFK22 is indeed derived from a feather
mRNA and that this mRNA or similar mRNAs are fairly abundant in feathers.

pCFK10 was chosen for further study because

it contained

a

fairly large insert

(about 690 bp) and was the only positive clone to be previously identified as a Group

II

cDNA clone.

6.3.4 lHD NUCLEOTIDE

SEQUENCD OF pCFKro.

The complete nucteotide sequence of pCFK1O (Figure 5.4) was determined
using the methods described in Chapter 2 following the strategies described in
Chapter 4. The insert sequence contained both G and C tails and a poly(A) tract of

23 As and was therefore presumed to be derived from a polyadenylated mRNA of
embryonic feathers. The sequence ATTAAA appears 15 residues from the poly(A)

tract of pCFKlO and is presumed to be the sequence required for polyadenylation
of the mRNA. The insert of 690 bp was larger than that of 470 bp determined by
Pst

I restriction of the insert (Figure

4.2a) because of the loss of the Pst

I site at

the S'-end of pCFK10, presumably due to a deletion of an adenine during restriction
and taiting of the pBR322 vector and the presence of an internal Pst

from the intact Pst

I

I

site 467 bp

site at the 3'-end of pCFK10. No coding region was apparent

from the conceptual translation of this sequence (data not shown), but comparison

of the pCFKlO

sequence

with that oÍ pCFK22 revealed that the two sequences

were derived from the same mRNA (Figure

5.5). lt was obvious from Figure 5.5

that pCFKlO and pCFK22 overlapped by 562 bp and that pCFK1O extended the
sequence

oÍ pCFK22 by 93 bp at the 3'-end, including the poly(A) tract.

FIGURE õ.4

TIrE COMPLETE NUCLDOTIDE SEqUENCE OF
THE GROUP

II cDNA

CLONE pCFKro.

The complete nucleotide sequence of the pCFKlO insert was determined using

the techniques described in Chapter 4 (4.3.5 to 8). The sequence of the antisense
(mRNA) strand is presented. Note the presence of the poly(A) tract, the unusual
polyadenylation sequence (AUUAAA) and the altered Pst

insert (CTGCG not CTGCAG).
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FIGURE 6.6
COMPARTSON BETWEEN THE NUCLEOTTDE SEQUENCES OF
pCFKTO AND pCFK22.
The nucleotide sequences of the two Group

II cDNA clones pCFKlO and

pCFK22 are shown aligned for comparative purposes. Matches belween the two
sequences are indicated by an asterisk. The pCFKl0 sequence is not shown beyond

the poly(A) tract, i.e. the C ta¡l and a small portion of the poly(A) tract have not
been included.

lt is obvious that the two

sequences are derived from the same gene.
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Since

it

was now obvious that pCFK22 was derived from a real mRNA' the

only open reading frame from pCFK22 oÍ reasonable size was more closely examined
(Figure 5.2). The region of 330 bp coding for 110 amino acids was tested using

the Testcode analysis described by Fickett (19821, and was found to produce a
very positive result, having a probability of greater than 9B% of being a coding
region, while, as a control, a 200 bp sequence from the 3'-end of the clone had

a probability of less than 4% ol being a coding region. lt was also evident that.
although the conceptual translation of this reading frame produced a protein much

larger (110 amino acids) than fast protein (80 amino acids), which is a histidine

rich protein, the pCFK22 protein contained 13 histidines out of 110 amino acids.
Table 5.1 shows the conceptually derived amino acid composition of this protein
compared with the amino acid compositions of partially purified fast protein and
feather keratin.

tt is obvious from this table that the

pCFK22 protein amino acid

composition is remarkably similar to that of fast protein in that both these proteins
have high levels of histidine, tyrosine and phenylalanine and low levels of cysteine

and valine, while keratin does not. These data suggested that pCFK22 coded for

fast protein yet the open reading frame in pCFK22 was larger than the estimated
size of fast protein.

lt

was possibte that a sequencing error had been made in the

coding region of pCFK22 such that an initiation codon early in the protein coding
region, or another termination codon late in the protein coding region had been lost,

but repeated nucleotide sequencing in the protein coding region failed to reveal any
sequencing errors.

6.3.6 TIIE LENGTII OF THE pCFK22 mRNA.
The coding sequence in pCFK22 did not contain an initiation codon and was
therefore incomplete and coded for a protein which was longer than 110 amino acids,

but how much longer? lf the protein coding region and therefore the mRNA
considerably longer than

in

pCFK2Z

were

it was possible that it coded for one of the

minor high molecular weight (about 50,000 Mr) proteins of the feather (Figure 3.1),

TABLE 5.7
COMPå,RISON BETWDEN TIIE AMINO ACID COMPOSITIONS

OF A pC.ßß22 PROTEIN' EMBRYONIC FDATIIDR KERATIN
AND EMBRYONIC FDATHDR FAST PROTDIN.
The theoreticalamino acid composition of the protein coded by the open reading

frame (ORF) in pCFK22 (see Figure 5.2) was determined by conceptual translation

of the open reading frame and calculation of the content of the component amino
acids expressed as residues peÌ 100 residues. The amino acid compositions of
embryonic feather keratin and fast protein (data of Powell. 1979) are included for
comparison.

TABLE 6.1
COMPANISON BETWEEN

lED AMINO ACID COMPOSIÎIONS

oF A r¡c.Eß22 PnoTEIN, EMBRYONIC FEATEER KEIÌATIN
AND EMBNYONIC FEATHER FAST PROTEIN.
pCFK22

fast$

embryonic$

ORF.

protein

feather keralin

Cysteine

1.80

r.77

6.18

Asparagine

3.60

*

*

Aspartic acid

3.60

g.5l*

6.79'

Threonine

4.50

r.74

5.37

Serine

7.2t

8.46

12.68

Glutamine

3.60

Glutamic acid

5.41

4.7}',

8.93"

Proline

3.60

4.46

10.93

Glycine

12.61

t7.64

11.98

Alanine

4.50

1.90

4.99

Valine

0.00

2.86

8.01

lsoleucine

2.70

1.56

4.85

Leucine

9.01

7.43

7.36

Tyrosine

7.21

10.87

1.84

Phenylalanine

6.31

8.83

3.85

Lysine

1.80

r.43

0.16

Histidine

ll.7l

9.34

0.81

Arginine

7.21

7.42

5.04

Methionine

0.90

0.00

0.æ

Tryptophan

1.80

0.00

0.00

amino acid

$
I

t

Data from Powell, (1979).
Values for Asp and Glu include Asn and Gln content. respectively.
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but if it was only slightly longer it was most likely that it coded for fast protein with
the discrepancy being in the estimated size of the protein.

To resolve the question, embryonic feather poly(A)-plus mRNA was glyoxyfated, fractionated on a 70/o agarose gel and transferred to nitrocellulose as described by Thomas (19S0), with ribosomal RNAs in a parallel track as molecular

weight markers. These filters were probed with the same pCFK22 specific probe
as was used in Figure 5.3 and a pCFK23 (keratin specific) probe, then washed at

high stringency and autoradiographed (Figure 5.6). The "Northern" blot showed
the pCFK22 mRNA to be about 200 bases longer than keratin mRNA (about 1,050
bases compared to about 850 bases).

Since the combined sequences of pCFK22 and 10 accounted for about 985 bases

of mRNA, allowing about 65 bases for the poly(A) tract, this left only 65 bases at
the S'-end of the mRNA unaccounted for by pCFK22, and allowing about 50 bases

for the S'-untranslated region of the mRNA. only a small portion of the coding
sequences

of the mRNA could have been missing from pCFK22. This suggested

that the protein coded for by pCFK22 was at least 110 amino acids long but less
than about 130 amino acids, and therefore could not be one of the 50,000 Mr minor

proteins of feathers.

lt

seemed likely then

that

pCFK2Z coded

for fast protein

and the difference between the length of the pCFK22 protein and the molecular
weight estimate of fast protein might be explained either by the presence of a leader
sequence on

fast protein which is post-translationally removed, or the molecular

weight estimate of fast protein may have been a gross underestimate, despite the

fact that fast proteins migrated much faster than the 10,000 Mr keratin proteins on
SDS gels (Figure 3.1).

6.3.0 HYBRID

RDLEASE ÎRANSLATION.

ln an effort to identify the protein encoded by pCFK22 this and other cDNA
clones, the Group

II clones pCFK3, 10.and 15 and the Group I cDNA clones pCFK23

FIGURE 6.0

DETECTION oF SEQUENCDS COMPLEMENTARY To pcFß22
IN EMBRYONIC FEATIIER. nRNA (NORTIIERN BLOT).
Embryonic feather poly(A)-plus mRNA prepared as described in 2.2.td, was
glyoxylated. fractionated on a to/o agarose gel and transferred to nitrocellulose as
described in 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. These filters were probed with the same pCFK22
probe described in the legend to Figure 5.3 and a pCFK23 (keratin specific) probe.

The filters were washed at high stringency (0.2 x SSC) and autoradiographed. The
position of 28 and 18S ribosomal RNAs were determined in a parallel track.
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and 26. were analysed by translation of the mRNA which these clones selected

from total feather mRNA as described in 5.2.3. Plasmid DNA from these clones
was denatured and bound to nitrocellulose filters which were hybridized to total
embryonic feather poly(A)-plus mRNA, then washed

to remove unbound

mRNA.

mRNA was eluted by heating the mRNA/cDNA hybrids in water to release bound

mRNA which was collected and translated in a wheat germ cell-free system as
described in 2.2.5.

Figure 5.7 shows the products of these translations fractionated on an SDS

slab

gel. pBR322 was included in the experiment as a hybrid

release cont¡ol

and poly(A)-plus mRNA was included in the translations to act as a marker of
translational activity in the embryonic feather. The translation products were not
immunoprecipitated since fast protein or keratin antibodies were not available at the

time of the experiment, which resulted in a generally high background of feather
proteins in all tracks. However one clone, pCFK3, gave an unambiguously positive
result, in that it appeared to select a mRNA coding for a protein which co-migrated

with fast protein. Although the result was not completely specific it also appeared

that pCFK22 selected a mRNA coding for fast protein, yet pCFK1O. which was
derived from the same gene as pCFK22 did not show enrichment for any of the

proteins of the feather. pCFK23 and 26, appeared to bind slightly less fast protein
mRNA than was present in the poly(A)-plus track. pBR322 did not significantly

bind any mRNA and the radioactivity in the pBR322 track probably represents
wheat germ endogenous mRNA activity. pCFKl5 was interesting in that apart from

the background of feather proteins, there was an extra band just above the higher
motecular weight keratins, at about 15,000 Mr, possibly an indication that pCFKl5

coded for a scale like P-keratin.

6.3.7 NUCLEOTIDE

SEQUENCE OF pCFK8.

The result of the pCFK2Z hybrid release experiment, although not completely
unambiguous, added weight to the idea that pCFK22 coded for fast protein, however

FIGURE

6.7

HYBRID RELEASE TRANSLAÎION OF
GROUP I AND GROUP II cDNA CLONES.
The Group

II

cDNA clones pCFK3, 10, 15 and 22 and the Group

I

cDNA

clones pCFK23 and 26 were analysed by translation of the mRNAs which these
clones selected from total feather poly(A)-plus mRNA. exactly as described in 5.2.3.

Plasmid DNA from these clones was denatured and bound to nitrocellulose filters
which were hybridized to total embryonic feather poly(A)-plus mRNA, then washed

to remove unbound RNA. mRNA was eluted by heating the mRNA/cDNA hybrids
in water to release bound RNA which was collected and translated in a wheat germ
cell-free system as described in 2.2.5. These translation products were fractionated

on a 1070 polyacrylamide SDS slab gel and detected by fluorography. pBR322
was included in the experiment as a hybrid release control and poly(A)-plus mRNA

was included in the translations to act as a marker of translational activity in the
embryonic feather.
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pCFK3 clearly selected a mRNA coding for fast protein, or a protein of similar
electrophoretic mobility. The complete nucleotide sequence of pCFK3 (Figure 5.8)
was therefore determined
sequences

of

to ascertain whether any similarity existed between the

pCFK22 and 3, or whether the nucleotide sequence of pCFK3 gave

a better indication of its coding potential than did pCFK22. The pCFK3 insert
sequence of 648 bp contained G and C tails. and a poly(A) tract of 21 bases. lt
was interesting that the sequence ATTAAA appeared 17 bases from the start of the

poly(A), and also 15 bases from the poly(A) of pCFK10, as this sequence is not the
usual AAUAAA sequence found associated with the poly(A) sequences of eukaryotic

mRNAs (Proudfoot and Brownlee, 1976), although the sequence AUUAAA has been
reported in chick (Jung et aI.,19S0), mouse (Hagenbuchle eú ol., 1980) and human
(Goeddel

et a1.,1981)

genes.

Conceptual translation of the pCFK3 sequence did not reveal the presence of

any likely coding region (data not shown), although

it

may not have þeen present

since only 583 bp of mRNA (excluding poly(A) and G+C tails) was represented in

this clone, and the 3'-untranslated region deduced from the combined pCFK22 and
10 sequences was 589 bp in length. To gain some indication of whether pCFK3 was

atl 3t-untranslated region from a fast protein mRNA or at least the same type of
mRNA as that from which pCFK22 was derived, the pCFK3 sequence was compared

to the combined sequences oÍ pCFK22 and 10 (data not shown). lt was obvious that
very little homology between the sequences existed. except at the extreme 3'-end
where 17 out of the 21 3'-terminal bases of pCFKlO matched those in pCFK3. and

this homology dropped to about 60% over the next 40 bases.
The homology at the 3-end of pCFK3 and pCFK1O mRNAs indicated that the

pCFK3 mRNA was probably from the same family of genes as pCFK1O and 22,

i.e. fast protein genes. Although keratin

genes exhibit more homology

in the 3'-

untranslated region than did pCFK3 and 10, other keratin genes such as the scale

keratins do not possess any significant homology, even at their extreme 3t-ends

FIGURE 6.8

TIrE COMPLETE NUCLEOTIDE SEqUENCE OF

TIIE GROUP II cDNA CLONE pCFK$.
The complete nucleotide sequence of the pCFK3 insert was determined using

the techniques described in Chapter 4 (4.3.5 to 8). The sequence of the antisense
(mRNA) strand is presented. Note the presence of the poly(A) tract and the unusual
polyadenylation sequence (AUUAAA) also found in pCFK10.
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(Wilton, 1983)
No firm conclusion as to the origin or coding potential of pCFK3, 22 o¡ t0
could be made but the weight of circumstantial evidence suggested that all three
were derived from mRNAs which coded for fast protein, the pCFK3 mRNA being

distinct from the pCFKz2ltO mRNA.

5.3.8

THE NUCLEOTIDE SEQUENCE OF pCFKr6'

ln contrast to pCFK3, 10 and 22, pCFK15 did not appear to select a fast
protein mRNA when subjected to a hybrid release experiment (Figure 5.7), instead
a larger protein of about 15,000 Mr was produced from the pCFK15 selected mRNA.

The nature of this protein was determined by analysing the nucleotide sequence of

pCFKlS (Figure 5.9). The pCFK15 insert sequence of 587 bp had both terminal
Pst

I

sites regenerated and also contained two internal Pst

I sites. pCFKlS also

contained G and C tails and the sequence ATTAAA which appeared 13 bases from

the short (7 bases long) poly(A) sequence at the 3'-end of the clone.
Gonceptual translation

of the coding region of the clone, shown

above the

nucleotide sequence in Figure 5.9 revealed that pCFKl5 coded for a scale keratin

protein. The 13 amino acid repeat sequence (repeated here2f, times), which is also
reflected in the nucleotide sequence by a perfect 39 base repeat, distinguishes this

protein from embryonic feather keratins. Feather keratins appear to have evolved

from scale keratins by the deletion of these repeat sequences from the scale genes
resulting in shorter proteins with similar sequences (Gregg et ol., 1984)'

lt was

interesting that the hybrid release experiment did correctly predict the size of the
protein encoded by the pCFK15 mRNA. Also of interest was that this scale keratin

mRNA, which codes for a protein larger than the feather keratins or fast protein
had a 3,-untranslated region of only 353 bases, compared to 435 bases for feather

keratin mRNA and 588 bases for the pCFKl0/22 mRNA which was thought to code

for fast protein.

FIGURE 6.9

TrrE coMpLETE NUCLEOTTDE SEqUENCE OF

TIIE GROUP II cDNA CLONE pCFKl6.
The complete nucleotide sequence of the pCFKl5 insert was determined using

the techniques described in Chapter 4 (4.3.5 to 8). The sequence of the antisense
(mRNA) strand is presented. The conceptual translation of the coding region is
presented in three letter code above the nucleotide sequence and the 13 amino acid

repeat (present

2f

times) has been boxed. Note the short poly(A) tract and the

unusual polyadenylalion sequence (AUUAAA) also found in pCFK10 and 3.
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A more detailed analysis of the pCFKlS sequence was not carried out since
at the time of the present study, the scale keratin genes were the subject of
investigation by S.D. Wilton as part of his Ph.D. studies. Thus,

it

an

was possible to

recognize that the sequence of pCFKl5 was identical to two cDNA clones isolated

from a scale cDNA library except that in both cases the scale cDNA clones

had

lt

was

longer poly(A).sequences and different S'-termination points (Wilton, 1983).

however, very interesting that a scale keratin sequence should be found in a feather

cDNA library.

6.8.9

FRDQUENCY OF SCALE SDQUDNCDS rN

THE FEATHER CDNA LIBRARY.
About 200 clones from the feather cDNA library were screened for the presence

of scale sequences (Figure 5.10), since it seemed likely that other cDNA clones in
the library were derived from scale keratin mRNAs. Only one colony was positive
for the pCFK15 probe, but it was not easy to assign it to a particular clone because
the nonspecific background binding of radioactivity to the other colonies evident for
example in Figure 5.3 was undetectable, even at long exposures using this probe.
However.

it woutd be expected that this colony should correspond to pCFK15,

since

the probe was made from pCFK15. This was confirmed when radioactive ink was
used to exactly orientate the filters.

Although only one scale keratin cDNA was detected in the cDNA library it

was possible that others existed but were not detected by the pCFKlS probe
used, which was derived from the 39 bp repeat sequence in the middle of the
coding region. This probe was used because the repeat sequence is common and
unique to the majority of scale keratins (Wilton, 1983) and should therefore have
cross-hybridized to all scale cDNA clones. not just those identical to the pCFKl5
sequence. Unfortunately this repeat region contains substantial secondary structure,
as evidenced by sequence specific stoppages of the Klenow Pol

I

catalysed dideoxy

elongation sequencing reactions (data not shown). Secondary structure was likely

FIGURE

6.T0

FR'EqUENCY OF SEQUENCDS COMPLEMENTARY TO

pCFKlE IN TEE cDNA LIBRARY.
Approximately 200 cDNA clones from the cDNA library were grown on two
nitrocellulose filters exactly as described in the legend to Figure 4.16. These filters
were screened using an end-labelled fragment from the 39 bp (13 amino acid) repeat
region of pCFK15. This repeat is characteristic of and unique to scale keratins. The

fìlters were washed at high stringency (0.2 x SSC) and only one clone (pCFK15)
was detected. No background radioactivity was bound

to the colonies so spots

of radioactive ink were used to orientate the filters and hence identify the positive
clone.

o

o

I

o

o

a

o
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to also interfere w¡th AMV reverse transcriptase elongation of cDNA transcripts

in

the repeat region, which would result in short cDNA clones that did not contain this
repeat region. This question was not resotved, although, had time perm¡tted. the
use of a probe derived from the whole cDNA clone, or at least a region (preferably

coding) which did not contain a high degree of secondary structure or sequence
homology to the coding regions of feather keratin clones, should have answered this
question.

6.3.10 THE PRESDNCE

OF pCFKr6 SDQUENCES IN

FEATHDR, MRNA.
To clearly and directty demonstrate that scale keratin sequences were present

in embryonic feather mRNA, poly(A)-plus mRNA from embryonic feathers, which
had been glyoxylated then fractionated on a 1% agarose gel and transferred to
nitrocellulose, as described in 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, was probed with the same scale

specific pCFK15 coding sequence probe described

in 5.3.9. Figure 5.11 shows

an autoradiograph of this filter next to a similar filter which had been probed
with a sequence which would specifically detect feather keratin sequences. The
scale specific probe easily detected a mRNA which was marginally longer than the

embryonic feather keratin mRNA of about 850 bp,
expected size

a result consistent with

the

of scale keratin mRNA (Wilton, 1983). This result conf¡rmed that

scale keratin mRNAs were expressed in feather tissues, and from the intensity of

the scale mRNA band

it

was probably present in feather mRNA at levels greater

than 1% of total mRNA.

8.1

DISCUSSION.

6.4.1 ÎIIE

PRESENCE OF SCALE KERATIN MRNA IN

EMBRYONIC FEATHERS.
The demonstration that the feather cDNA clone pCFKlS coded for a scale
keratin (Figure 5.9), and the observation that this sequence was present in embryonic

FIGURE 6.11

DETECTION OF SEQUDIïCES COMPLEMDNTARY TO pCFKrE
IN EMBRYONIC trEATHDR nRNA (NORTEERN BLOT).
The Northern blot was performed exactly as described in the legend to Figure
5.6 except that the two filters were probed with a pCFK15 probe from the repeat
region (track A)(see the legend to Figure 5.10) and a probe which specifically detects
embryonic feather keratin coding sequences (track B).

A

B

r
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feather mRNA, presented several interesting questions. Firstly is this mRNA
translated in the feather, and if so what function does the protein have?

It seems difficult to imagine that a mRNA is not being translated in a tissue
when

it is capable of being translated

in a cell-free system, unless the mRNA is

inactivated, perhaps by some protein packaging process. This seems unlikely since
embryonic feathers form a terminally differentiating tissue and it is inconceivable that

a mechanism for the expression and inactivation of the mRNAs would have evolved,

only to have the tissue die before the mRNA was translated. Also, proteins of the
same mobility as scale keratins appear to be present in embryonic feather tissue
when the proteins of the feather are fractionated on SDS gels (Figure 3.1), although

positive identification would require the use of scale keratin specific antibodies,
which coutd be used to probe a "Western transfer" of the proteins shown in Figure
3.1.

Assuming that scale proteins are expressed in the feathers, one can ask whether

they are positively expressed, i.e. for a functional reason, or whether they are there
because scale and feather keratins are switched on by similar, but different, signals

and the expression of scale keratins in feathers is due

to

"leakage" of these scale

genes which poorty recognize the similar switching mechanisms of the feather. lf

these scale genes are positively expressed and the hypothesis, which was made

in 4.4.5. that atl genes expressed in the feather should have the same 5'-leader
sequence, is correct, then one would expect that these scale genes should have the
same S'-leader sequence as the feather mRNAs and these scale mRNAs should have

a different 5'-leader sequence in mRNA isolated from scale tissue. Although this is
speculation, the scale genes, like the feather genes, have only one intron which is
situated in the middle of the S'-untranslated region of the mRNA, which lends the
hypothesis to experimental testing.

It is often difficult to obtain full length cDNA clones for a messenger RNA

and

none have been obtained either from the feather (this thesis) or scale (Wilton, 1983)
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çDNA libraries, so the best approach to testing this hypothesis would be to extend
a primer which came from the 3'-side of the intron of a scale gene, in the presence of
dideoxy nucleotides (see Figure 6.10) to the end of the mRNA, using mRNA derived

from either scale or feather tissue.

lf the above hypothesis is correct, the mRNA

sequence before the position of the intron should be identical

for mRNA

derived

from both tissues, and on the S'-side of the intron the scale mRNA should

have

a scate specific S'-leader sequence, and the feather mRNA should have the typical
feather 5'-leader sequence.

6.1.2
It

GROUP rr SEQUENCES CODE FOR FAST PROTEIN.

appeared that only a small number of Group

II cDNA clones were derived

from mRNAs coding for scale keratins (Figure 5.10), which raises the question.
what do the other Group

II

cDNA clones code for?

Three out of the four Group

II

cDNA clones sequenced appeared to code for

fast proteins (Figure 5.7. and Table 5.1), and two of these, pCFK10 and 22, which
were different isolates of the same mRNA sequence, were the same, or nearly the
same as five other cDNA clones in the library, indicating that these sequences must

represent a significant percentage of the cDNA library. Add

to this the fact that

pCFK3 was not one of these five cDNA clones detected, presumably because it
represents a different fast protein mRNA, and we are drawn to the conclusion that

a large number of the remaining Group

II

cDNA clones were derived from mRNAs

which coded for fast protein.
This conclusion is supported by the observation that only 10,000 and 15,000 Mr

keratins and fast protein are present.

at

significant levels,

in the proteins

of

embryonic feathers. The only obstacle to the conclusion that these cDNA clones,

in particular pCFK22, code for fast proteins, is the observed molecular weight of
8,400 Mr (about 84 amino acids) for fast protein, when pCFK22 encodes a protein

larger than 110 amino acids. Walker and Rogers (1976a) were hampered in their

t20
efforts to obtain a molecular weight estimate for fast protein by the artefactually slow
migration of S-carboxymethylated proteins of the embryonic feather on SDS gels.
The estimate of 8,400 Mr was therefore obtained by the less accurate method of gel

filtration (Walker and Rogers, 1976a). This estimate was also consistent with the
mobility of fast protein relative to keratins on SDS gels (Figure 3.1), unfortunately
fast proteins would not be expected to be greatly affected by S-carboxymethylation
because of tlre low cysteirre content in these proleins, wlrile tlre cysteine rich keratins

would. lt is therefore likely that keratins would migrate artefactually slowly on SDS
gels but fast proteins would not. Since fast protein molecular weight estimates on
SDS gels have only been related to the mobilities of S-carboxymethylated keratins,

it is probable that fast proteins could be as large as the protein

encoded by pCFK22

(110 to 130 amino acids from mRNA length. Figure 5.6).

The precise identification of pCFK22 and the other Group

II

cDNA clones and

the exact size and nature of fast protein awaited further investigation.

CHAPTER

6.

IDENTIFICAÎION OF FAST PROÎEIN GENES.

tzl
6.1

INTRODUCTION.
Although the results presented in Chapter 5 did not positively identify the

origin of the cDNA clone pCFK22, they did indicate that this clone was probably
derived from

a mRNA which coded for fast protein. Positive identification was

not possible because pCFK22 was not a full-length cDNA clone, i.e. it did not
extend to include the start of the mRNA coding region. Without a full amino acid
sequence the protein encoded by pCFK22 could not be identified.

ln addition to

this problem, although the amino acid composition of crude fast protein had

been

determined (Walker and Rogers, 1976a: Powell. 1979), no amino acid sequence data
was available for fast proteins nor had a precise measurement of its molecular weight
been achieved. making

it impossible to definitively ascribe any conceptually

derived

protein sequence to fast Protein.

It seemed obvious that the complete nucleotide sequence of the
pCFK2Z was derived would be necessary

gene from which

to provide a complete protein sequence

which would define the encoded protein's size and aminoterminus and allow an
examination of the S'-end of the gene for features in common with other genes
expressed in embryonic feathers. ldentification of the encoded protein as fast protein

however, would require amino acid sequence data from a fast protein molecular
species purified away from the proteins of the embryonic feather and also from the

other fast protein sPecies.

The techniques for the construction of banks of randomly cleaved genomic
DNA fragments cloned into À-Charon 4A. or other vectors, have effectively enabled

the representation of the whole genome of any organism in a library of clones
which may be used to select any particular gene derived from the organism using
the screening and selection procedures which have evolved along with the cloning
techniques (Wensink

et ø1., 1974: Sternberg et aI.,1977: Maniatis et

a1.,19781. lt

was decided that these procedures would be applied to the selection of the pCFK22
gene from a chick genomic librarY.

t22
The aim of purifying a fast protein species for the purpose of protein sequencing
presents more of a problem than does the isolation and sequencing of the pCFK22

gene. Very little is known about the molecular nature of fast proteins as they have

not previously been extensively studied. This is probably in part because attempts

to do so have been hampered by problems of protein aggregation, solubility and the
observation that the component molecular species of the fast protein family exhibit

similar physico-chemical properties.
Electrophoretic techniques are not very effective for separating fast proteins
since they migrate as

a

single band on SDS and acid pH polyacrylamide gels,

presumably because they form

Alkaline pH gels appear

a family of identical molecular weight

to be the most

proleins.

promising electrophoretic system for

separating fast proteins, as on these gels they form

a

ladder

of 5 to 7

of approximately equal spacing, although they are generally only poorly

bands

resolved

from one another. Fast proteins are also difficult to solubilize except by using
strong denaturants like SDS and urea. and once soluble they tend to aggregate with
themselves and other proteins, even in the presence of

I M urea.

Any attempt to sequence fast proteins would require a single pure fast protein
species and the traditional methods of liquid chromatography and gel electrophoresis

have proven inadequate for this purpose (Walker and Rogers. 1976a; Powell,
1g7g), however the new techniques of FPLC (fast protein liquid chromatography)
(see Pharmacia technical bulletins) and HPLC (high performance/pressure liquid
chromatography) (Rubinstein, 1979) have proven very effective in the separation of

difficult to handle proteins and peptides.
Having achieved the purification of a fast protein species, the best approach

toward determining its amino acid sequence would be to use one of the newly
developed range of automated ga+liquid solid phase protein sequenators (Hewick

eú

oI., 1981) which can be used for the determination of up to 60 amino acid residues

from the amino-terminus of proteins and large peptides. This technique has the

t23
added advantage that only small amounts of protein (in the range of 10

to

2.000

pmoles) are required for sequence determinations.
The results presented in this chapter describe the isolation of a genomic clone
selected from

a À-Charon 4A chicken genomic library

(prepared and generously

donared by J. Dodgson, J. Engel and R. Axel) using the cDNA clone pCFK22 as a

hybridization probe. The pCFK22 gene was localized in the genomic clone and its
DNA sequence determined. lt was confirmed that this gene coded for a fast protein
by comparing the conceptual translation of the gene with the amino acid sequence
from the amino-terminal20 residues of a fast protein component purified using both
FPLC and HPLC techniques.

6.2

SPECIFIC METIIODS.

9.2.T

SCREENING TIID GENOMIC LIBRARY.

The l-Charon 4A chicken genomic DNA library was screened by plating
approximately 7 x 10a pfu on each of six pre-dried NZCYM plates cast in 150
mm petri dishes and incubated at 37"C for at least

I

hours or until all plaques were

visible and just touching (the plaques were approximately 0.5 mm in diameter at

this stage).
Duplicate nitrocellulose filters were prepared from each plate, essentially as
described by Benton and Davis (1977). The phage were adsorbed to nitrocellulose

filters (30 seconds for the first fitter, 2 minutes for the second). denatured by soaking

in 0.5 M NaOH, 1.5 M NaCl for 1 minute. neutralized with two 1 minute washes
with 0.5 M Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 1.5 M NaCl, blot dried and baked at 80'C under vacuum
for 2 hours.

The hybridization of radioactive probes to these filters and detection of
complementary nucleotide sequences was carried out under conditions of high
stringency as described in 2.2.17. Plaques which bound the radiolabelled pCFK22

721
probe were picked into 1 ml PSB and purified through at least two further platings

at low plaque density (usually several hundred plaques on an 80 mm NZCYM platef

High titre phage

stìks of purified recombinants

.

were obtained by flooding a

wet 80 mm NZCYM plate, on which the recombinant had been plated at high density

(about 105 per plate), with two

I

ml washes of PSB. The recovered PSB washes

usually contained about 1010 pfu/ml and were stored at 4oC over chloroform.

6.2.2 PREPARATION OF RECOMBINANÎ

PHAGE DNA.

DNA was harvested from approximately 105 pfu which had been grown
overnight at 37oC on two (150 mm) petri dishes.

lt

was essential that these phage

were propagated on agarose-base media plates as agar was found to contain potent

inhibitors for a wide range of enzymes. Each plate was flooded with 3 ml PSB
and left for 5 minutes before the PSB and soft-agarose overlay were transferred

to a fresh tube. The plate was again flooded with PSB which was then combined
with the first wash and overlay mix and centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 10 minutes

at 4oC. The supernatant was carefully

decanted into a fresh tube and the pellet

of agarose and cellular debris was washed with 10 ml PSB and the supernatants
were combined. The phage were collected after centrifugation at 19,000 rpm for 3.5

hours at 4oC and the pettet was resuspended in 3 ml PSB to which 1.5 g caesium
chloride was dissolved. This material was then layered on top of a two step caesium

chloride btock gradient (specific gravity of the top and bottom phases was 1.4 and
1.6, respectively), and centrifuged at 45,000 rpm for 2 hoursat 4oC. The phage band

was removed, diluted into three volumes of SET buffer and gently extracted twice

with an equal volume of SET-buffered phenol. The aqueous phase was extracted
twice with two votumes of ether, ethanol precipitated twice and resuspended in 200
¡Ä

ol H2O. This procedure usuatly yielded 50 to 100 ¡rg of recombinant

per plate.

phage DNA
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6.2.3 E)(TENSION oF DNA PRIMERS ON FDATHER nRNA.
End-labelled DNA fragments, prepared as described in 2.2.19b and 2.2.20b,

were hybridized

of

to embryonic

mRNA with an excess

feather poly(A)-plus mRNA by boiling 0.75 pg

of labelled DNA fragment in 10 pl of

hybridization

buffer (200 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA), followed by
incubation at 65oC for 2 hours. To this hybridization mix was added 4 ¡rl of 10x
extension buffer (250 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.3, 100 mM MgCl2, 10 mM DTT and

4 mM of each deoxynucleotide triphosphate) and the volume

increased

to 40 pl

with water. Polymerization was carried out by the addition of 5 units of AMV
reverse transcriptase followed by incubation

at 12"C Íor 30 minutes.

Elongation

products were then ethanol prec¡p¡tated. redissolved in formamide loading buffer

and denatured prior to electrophoresis on 200

x 400 x 0.5 mm sequencing

gels

(2.2.23c1.

6.2.4

PRIMER EXTDNDDD SEQUENCTNG.

The nucleotide sequence of mRNAs 5' to the hybridization of end-labelled DNA
pr¡mers was determined by extending the pr¡mers on mRNA in the presence of
dideoxynucleotide triphosphates.

For sequencing, end labelled primer DNA (greater than 200,000 dpm) was
annealed

to

12.5 pg

ol poly(A)-plus

mRNA in 50 ¡Ä

ol hybridization

buffer as

described in 6.2.3. To the annealing mix was added 20 ¡tl of 10x extension buffer

(250 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.3, 100 mM MgCl2, 10 mM DTT and 200 ¡rM of each
deoxynucleotide triphosphate) and the volume increased to 185 pl with water. Of

this mix 45 ¡Ä was added to each dideoxynucleotide triphosphate, contained in four
incubation mixes, to give final concentrations of 50 pM ddATP, 10 ¡rM ddGTP, 10

pM ddCTP and 30 ¡rM ddTTP. Polymerization was initiated by the addition of

10

units of AMV reverse transcriptase followed by incubation at 42C for 30 minutes.

t26
Elongation products were ethanol precipitated and fractionated by electrophoresis
on 6% polyacrylamide gels in

O,2.6

I M urea, as described in 6.2-3.

FPLC ANION DXCHANGD CHROMATOGRAPHY.

FPLC anion exchange chromatography was carried out using a Pharmacia FPLC

system consisting of two P-500 titanium/glass reciprocating piston low pressure
pumps, an LCC-500 liquid chromatography controller with plotter/integrator, a UV-

1 fixed wavelength (280 nm) single path UV monitor, one MV7 (seven position)
and two MVB (eight position) servo-actuated valves, a Frac-100 fraction collector,

a Pharmacia dual pen chart recorder and sundry injection loops. This system was
used in conjunction with a 5 ml Mono Q strong anion o<change column.

Crude fast protein samples were dissolved at concentrations ranging from 0.5

mg/ml to 40 mg/ml in buffer A (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7:6, 8 M urea) and applied to the
column which had been pre-equilibrated with buffer A, using a 500 ¡r,l injection loop.

The protein components were eluted from the column with optimized gradients.
as indicated in the figures, ranging from 0 to 100% buffer B (Îis-HCl pH 7.6,

8 M urea, 1 M NaCl) at flow rates ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 ml/min and protein
fractions were collected as 0.5 ml fractions using the integrated fraction collector.
Chromatographic separations usually ranged in duration from 15 to 25 minutes.

O.2.O

FPLC CATION DXCHANGE CIIROMATOGRAPIIY.

Cation exchange chromatography of crude fast protein was pedormed using the
same Pharmacia FPLC system and basic procedure as described in 6.2.5, except

that a 5 ml Mono S strong cation exchange column was used and buffer A consisted

of 50 mM sodium acetate pH 4.8,
sodium acetate pH 4.8,

I

I

M urea. while buffer B consisted of 50 mM

M urea, 1 M NaCl.
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6.2.7 HPLC REVDRSE PIIASE CT8 CHR'OMATOGR,APHY.
Reverse phase C18 chromatography was performed using a Varian 5,000 Liquid

Chromatograph linked

to a Varian UV-50 variable wavelength detector. a

CDS-401 controller integrator and a Varian SP-C18 3 ¡r 15 cm

Varian

x 4.6 mm reverse

phase column.

lnitial studies were carried out using 20 mM sodium acetate pH 4.5, which
contained 0.1% SDS to solubilize the protein samples which were then applied to

the column and etuted by using various gradients from 0 to 50% propan-2-ol. The
column was generally run at 40oC and eluted protein detected by monitoring optical
absorbance at 280

nm. Subsequent separations were performed in aqueous 0.lo/o

trifluoroacetic acid using elution gradients generated in acetonitrile containing 0.1%
trifluoroacetic acid. The column was run at room temperature (23"C) and eluted
protein detected at 222 nm.
Fast protein samples derived from FPLC separations were first dialysed against

chromatographically pure water to remove buffer and urea, and lyophilized prior to
being dissolved in column buffer. Samples from HPLC separations run in 0.170
trifluoroacetic acid and acetonitrile were simply lyophilized prior to being dissolved

in column buffer.

o.2.E

HPLC REVERSE PIIASE DIPHENYL
CIIROMATOGRAPHY.

Reverse phase diphenyl chromatography was performed using the same HPLC

system described in 6.2.7 except that the column used was a Whatman Protesil-

300 10

p 20 cm x 4.6 mm diphenyl

reverse phase column. The buffer system

used was the trifluoroacetic acid/acetonitrile system described in 6.2.7, all other

conditions including protein sample preparation procedures and chromatography
conditions were as described in 6.2.7.
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6.2.s

aUToMATED PRO'IEIN SDqUENCTNG.

protein samples were sequenced with the assistance of M. Snoswell of this
department as a departmental service.

Protein samples ranging from 50 to 500 pmoles were applied to an Applied
Biosystems 470A Protein Sequencer (using the gas-liquid solid phase automated

peptide and protein sequencing principle described by Hewick

et aI., 1981).

The automated Edman degradation released phenylthiohydantoin (PTH) amino
acid derivatives which were collected and identified by HPLC reverse

phase

chromatography using a Waters Liquid Chromatograph linked to a Nova C18 column

and a Waters Wisp 7108 automated sample injector. The complex elution system
used acetate. trifluoroacetic acid and acetonitrile, and is currently being prepared

for publication by M. Snoswell.

8.3

RESULTS.

o.8.1

CIIARACTERIZATION OF THE pCFK22 GENE.

O.3.la

SELECTION OF RECOMBINANTS FROM

THD GENOMIC LIBR.â.RY.
Screening of ¡[

x 105 )-recombinants (2 to 3 chick

genome equivalents) from

the chick genomic library with a probe prepared from the cDNA clone pCFK22
resulted in the detection oÍ

t2

recombinant phage under low stringency washing

conditions (Figure 6.1a) which was reduced to 2 positive phage when washed at
high stringency (data not shown). The low number of recombinants (approximately
one per genome equivalent) detected at high stringency indicated that the pCFK22

probe was specifically detecting a unique gene present in the chick genome, while

the larger number of recombinants detected at low stringency indicated that this
gene may form part of a family of sequence related genes.

FIGURE

O.T

DT¡TDCTON OF CEICK GENOMIC CLONES

CoNTATNTNG SEQUENCES COMPLEMENTARY TO

THD cDNA CLONE pClß22.
Recombinant phage from the chick genomic library were plated at the densities

indicated. the plaques were transferred to nitrocellulose filters and their DNA was
immobilized by bakingîor 2 hr at 80oC under vacuum, as described in 6.2.1. These

fitters were then annealed to a probe made by labelling an HgiA I fragment from the
extreme S'-end of pCFK22 which had been subcloned into M13. The filters were
then washed in 1.0 x SSCE, O.lolo SDS at 65"C and autoradiographed.
a

First round screening: duplicate filters containing the DNA from approximately 7 x 10{ plaques (150 mm plates}

b

Second round screening; duplicate filters containing the DNA from approxi-

mately 1 x 103 plaques (150 mm plates)
c.

Third round screening; purified recombinant phage plated at high and low
density on 80 mm plates. All phage present are positive with the pCFK22
probe.
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Since the gene which corresponded exactly
needed

to the sequence of pCFK22

was

for the positive identification of the mRNA from which pCFK22 was derived,

only the two clones detected at high stringency were further purified by a second
round of plating (Figure

6.1b).

Phage from plaques isolated from this second

screening were further checked for the presence of contaminating À-recombinants

by a third screening, plated at high and low plaque densities, in which all phage
present were positive with the pCFK22 probe (Figure 6.1c).

DNAs prepared from these two À-recombinants, as described in 6.2.2, (designated ÀCFP1 and ÀCFP2) were subjected to both single and double digests with

restriction endonucleases Eco RI, Hind

III

and Bam HI followed by fractionation

of the digestion products on a 1% agarose gel (Figure 6.2). Although some of the
digestions still contained partial digestion products.

it was clear from the patterns

of bands produced by ÀCFP1 and 2 that these clones were independant isolates of
exactly the same À-recombinant. This observation indicates that the genomic library
was of such a limited size when first constructed, or following subsequent amplifica-

tion. that only one clone in the whole library contained a pCFK22 gene. The length

of genomic DNA inserted into the clone ICFP1 was estimated to be about 16 Kb
by the summation of the length of insert restriction fragments generated from this
clone (Figure 6.2).

o.3.lb LocaLIzATION

OF TIIE pCFK22 GEND IN ÀCFPI.

The nucleotide sequence of the cDNA clone pCFKlO extended the sequence

of pCFK22 to the poly(A) tract at the 3'-end of the mRNA from which
clones were derived,

it

these

was only at the S'-end of the mRNA that sequence data

was incomplete. For this reason the major interest in the gene for pCFK22lay at

the Sr-end of the gene, the sequence of which would allow the complete protein
coding region to be determined. The probe chosen to detect the pCFK22 gene in

ÀCFP! was therefore derived from the extreme S'-end of the pCFK22 insert
was totally contained within the putative protein coding region.

and

FIGURE

O.2

DLEC:rROPIIORESIS OF DNA FROM ICFPT AND TCFP2

AFTER CLEAVAGE WITE RESTRICTION DNZYMDS.
DNA from two recombinant phage. detected as shown in Figure 6.1, was
subjected to both single and double digests with restriction endonucleases Eco RI

(E), Hind

III

(H) and Bam HI (B) followed by fractionation of the digestion products

on a 1% agarose gel. DNA fragments were v¡sualized under UV light after staining

with ethidium bromide. Despite the presence of partial digestion products, it is clear

that ÀCFP1 (the first 6 tracks) and ÀCFP2 (last 6 tracks) are identical.

ÀCFP1

E E/H H

H/e

B

r/s

E

H H/e
r/H ^cFP2

B

E/B
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Digestion of ÀCFPl with restriction endonucleases Eco RI, Hind
and Sal

III,

Bam HI

I, singly and in paired combinations resulted in the banding patterns

shown

in Figure 6.3a when these digests were fractionated on a 1% agarose gel. The DNA
from this gel was transferred and immobilized onto a nitrocellulose filter which was
probed with the S'-end of pCFK22. The resulting autoradiograph is shown in Figure

6.3b next to the gel from which the DNA was transferred. Sal
insert DNA or the

I did not cleave the

I arms so the probe detected the full length clone in this digest,

but the probe strongly detected a 0.8 Kb Eco RI, a 2.7 Kb Hind III and a 13.2 Kb
Bam HI fragment. A 5.0 Kb Hind

III

fragment was also weakly detected by the

probe. tt was later surmised that the probe, which contained a Hind

from its 3'-end, spanned the 2.7 and 5.0 Kb Hind

III

III

site 33 bp

fragments with the 5.0 Kb

fragment being detected by the 33 bp at the 3'-end of the probe, which explained

why this fragment was only weakly detected.

As expected, since the probe contained a Hind III site, the 0.8 Kb Eco RI
fragment was shortened to 0.65 Kb and 0.15 Kb fragments, both of which were
detected with the probe, when digested with Hind
was not cleaved by Bam HI or Sal

by Sal

III. The 0.8 Kb Eco RI fragment

I. The 2.7 Kb Hind III fragment was not cleaved

I but it was shortened to 2.65 Kb when digested with Bam HI. The 13.2 Kb

Bam HI fragment was not cleaved by Sal I.
These data indicated that the sequence detected by the probe was totally
contained within the 0.8 Kb Eco RI fragment which contained a Hind

III

site dividing

the fragment into 0.15 and 0.65 Kb fragments. The cDNA clone pCFK22 contained

a 0.65 Kb Eco RI/Hind
S'-end

III

fragment with the Hind

III

site being the one at the

oÍ pCFK22 which was contained in the probe used in the above experiment.

It was therefore probable that the gene was oriented with the 0.15 Kb Eco RI/Hind

III

fragment at the S'-end of the gene and the 0.65 Kb fragment at the 3'-end. The

0.S Kb Eco RI fragment was considered the ideal place to start DNA sequencing in
order to identify the gene, but the identity and position of flanking DNA fragments

FIGURD 6.3
LOCALIZATION OF THE pCEß22 GEND IN lCFPr.
DNA from ÀCFPl was digested with Eco RI (E), Hind
and Sal

I

III

(H), Bam HI (B)

(S), singly and in paired combinations. The digestion products were

fractionated on a 1% agarose gel and the fragments detected as described in the
legend

to Figure 6.2. The DNA on this gel was transferred and immobilized onto

a

nitrocellulose filter which was annealed to the same pCFK22 probe described in the
legend

to Figure 6.1.

a

Agarose gel showing restriction fragments of .ICFPI.

b

Autoradiograph of Southern transfer from the gel shown in a. (exposure time
was 30 min).
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would be required ¡f the gene were to be completely sequenced
Longer exposure of the Southern transfer shown
presence

in Figure 6.3

revealed the

of 0.92 Kb, 1.9 Kb and 2.2 Kb Eco RI fragments which also hybridized

very weakly to the probe derived from the presumptive coding region of pCFK22
(Figure 6.4), possibly indicating the presence of sequence related genes which are
clustered in the genome. Figure 6.¡l atso revealed a decrease in length of the weakly
positive 2.2 Kb Eco RI fragment to 1.64 Kb when digested with Hind

III

and 1.55 Kb

when digested with Bam HI. indicating that the sequence which hybridized to the
probe in the 2.2Kb Eco RI fragment was contained within a 1.55 Kb Eco RI/Bam

HI fragment.

lt

was subsequently discovered that these weakly positive fragments

were located on either side of the pCFK22 gene, which suggested that there must
be at teast two homologous genes flanking the pCFK22 gene and that this number

is probably less than four since the gene cluster only spans about 5 Kb including
the pCFK22 gene.

o.3.lc POSITM IDDNTIFICATION OF THD pCFK22 GEND.
Due to the difticulty in estimating the length of small DNA fragments on agarose

gels, which contained few low molecular weight markers, in early experiments the
length of the 0.8 Kb Eco RI fragment referred to above (6.3.1b), was incorrectly
estimated to be 0.9 Kb. The cDNA clone pCFK22 extended 0.11 Kb beyond to the
Hind

III

site in the 5'direction (Figure 5.1), so it was incorrectly estimated that the

0.9 Kb Eco RI fragment should extend 0.25 Kb 5' to the Hind

III

site and hence

extend the pCFK22 sequence by 0.11 Kb at the S'-end where extra sequence data
was required for completion of the protein coding region.
The presumptive 0.9 Kb Eco RI fragment was therefore excised from an agarose

gel, tigated directly into M13 and, after transformation, both orientations of the
fragment were obtained as M13 subclones to be used for DNA sequencing. Sequence

from one orientation definitively identified the gene to be exactly the one from which

FIGURD 6.¿
PR'ESENCE OF OTHER SEQUENCES rN )CFPI

WHICH ARE IIOMOLOGOUS TO TIIE pCFKzz SEQUENCE¡S.
The Southern transfer shown in Figure 6.3b was exposed for a longer time (24

hr as opposed to 30 min). All conditions are the same as described in the legend

to Figure 6.3. Note the presence of the weakly hybridizing 0.92, 1.9 and 2.2
Eco RI fragments and the 1.64 Kb Eco RI/Hind
fragments.
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the cDNA clone pCFK22was derived, since the sequence was identical to the DNA
sequence 5t to the Eco RI site in pCFK22. Sequence from the other orientation did

not extend the pCFK22 sequence by 0.11 Kb as erroneously expected, instead the
sequence was extended by only 15 bp which increased the coding region potential

from 110 amino acids to 115 amino acids (data not shown, but refer to gene sequence

in Figure 6.8).

It

w¿sobvious that more sequence data was required from the fragments on

the 5'-side of the 0.8 Kb Eco RI fragment and although a crude restriction map
could be constructed from the data presented in Figure 6.3 ¡t was considered that

an accurate map of the clone should be constructed since small fragmenls could
have been missed on the gel shown in Figure 6.3.

O.3.1d RESîRICTION M.A,PPING OF ÀCFPI.
When ÀCFPI was digested with a range of restriction enzymes (Eco RI, Hind

III,
It

Bam HI, Sal I and Xho

was fortunate that

I) many small fragments less than 0.5 Kb were discovered.

it was decided to map these fragments

as

it

was found that

an Eco RI fragment of only 0.07 Kb (70 bp) was adjacent to the S'-end of the 0.8
Kb Eco RI fragment already sequenced and this very small fragment would almost
certainly have been overlooked

if a high resolution

restriction map had not been

determined. Also, a 28 bp Xho I fragment was found which spanned the site for the

initiation of mRNA transcription.
Figure 6.5 shows the products of single and double digests of ICFP1 DNA
digested with combinations

of Eco RI. Bam HI. Hind III and Xho I which were

end-filled to enable the detection of small fragments and fractionated on 0.6% and
1.8% agarose gels (Figure 6.5a and b respectively) in order to resolve both large and

small restriction fragments. The restriction data revealed that the insert of about
15.5 Kb contained 3 Xho

I

sites. 3 Bam HI sites, 7 Hind

III

sites and 10 Eco RI

sites excluding the Eco RI linker sites at the ends of the insert.

FIGUR'E

O.õ

FINE MAPPING OF RESTRICTION SITES IN ÀCFPI.
DNA from ÀCFPl was subjected to both single and double digests with
restriction endonucleases Eco RI (E), Hind

III (Hf , Bam HI (B) and Xho I (X) and

the resulting fragments were end-labelled, as described in 2.2. Labelled fragments
were fractionated by electrophoresis on 0.6% and 1.870 agarose gels and detected

by autoradiography. Prior to autoradiography the gels were fixed in 10% acetic acid
and extensively washed to remove unincorporated nucleotides which were either still

on the gel at the ion front or which ran off the bottom of the gel and diflused back

into the gel from lhe submarine bufler. The fixed and washed gels were then blotted

to reduce their thickness to less than 1 mm and air dried before autoradiography.
This procedure resulted in low gel backgrounds, sharper bands and reduced exposure
times.
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ln order to localize the large number of Eco RI fragments, the 5 major Hind

III

fragments were excised from a low melting point agarose gel and digested with

Eco RI and fractionated on an agarose gel in parallel with Eco RI cut ÀCFPl DNA
as size markers (Figure 6.6). The largest Hind

III

fragment oÍ 24.t Kb was cleaved

by Eco RI to release the entire left vector arm of 20 Kb and a 4.1 Kb fragment
which was present in the ÀCFP1 Eco RI digest. The second excised Hind

III

band

contained two fragments, a 5.7 Kb vector fragment which was not cut with Eco RI,

and a 5.8 Kb insert fragment which was cleaved by Eco RI to produce an insert
fragment of 0.47 Kb and a portion of the right vector arm of 5.3 Kb. The third Hind

III fragment of 4.8 Kb was cleaved by Eco RI to release 0.65. 0.66, 1.57 and 1.92
Kb fragments. The fourth Hind

III fragment oÍ 2.7 Kb was cleaved by Eco RI to

release 0.92 and 1.64 Kb fragments and the

cleaved by Eco RI

to

fifth Hind III fragment of 2.65 Kb was

release 0.88 and 1.8 Kb fragments. A very small amount of

cross-contamination of the 2.7 and 2.65 Kb fragments could be seen, but this was

to be expected for fragments which migrated so close to one another.

The mapping data presented in Figures 6.5 and 6.6 combined with the
restriction digest and Southern transfer data of Figure 6.3 and 6.4 culminated in

the production of the restriction map for ÀCFPI shown in Figure 6.7. The limit
of regions which hybridized to the S'-end of pCFK2Z either weakly or strongly

are

delineated by the thin and thick bars respectively, and an exploded view is shown
depicting the alignment of the sequence derived from the cDNA clones pCFKlO and

22.

o.3.le

THD NUCLDOTIDD SEQUDNCD OF THE pCFK22 GDND.

The restriction map described above identified fragments located 5' and 3' to
the existin g pCFK22 gene sequence which was previously described in 6.3.1c. These

fragments were suþcloned directly into M13 and sequenced as described in Chapter

2. The complete

sequence of the pCFK22 gene, including 230 bp of 5' and 110 bp

of 3'-flanking sequences is shown in Figure 6.8.

FIGURD

O.O

LOCALIZATION OF THE Eco RI FRAGMENTS oF ÀCFPr.
ln order to localize the large number of Eco RI fragments found in ÀCFPI, the

5 largest Hind

III

fragments were fractionated by electrophoresis on a low melting

point agarose gel (data not shown) and purified as described in 2.2.18b. The isolated
fragments were then digested with Eco RI, end-labelled and fractionated on a 0.8%
agarose gel in parallel with labelled Eco RI cut ÀCFPI DNA used as markers (Ûacks

labelled M). All conditions for electrophoresis. end-labelling and autoradiography are

as described in the legend to Figure 6.5. The tracks have been labelled in order of
decreasing Hind

III

size, ie:

t,

24 Kb (containing a 20 Kb À-arm);

2,

a doublet of 5.7 and 5.8 Kb (the 5.7 Kb fragment is from

3,

4.8 Kb:

1,

2.7 Kb:

5,

2.65 Kb.

));

A small amount of cross.contamination of fragments ¡[ and 5 is evidenced
the faint bands in those tracks.
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FIGURE

O.7

RDSTR,ICTION IVÍAP FOR ÀCFPI.
The restriction map for ,lCFPl was derived from data presented in Figures 6.3,
¡[, 5 and 6. The limit of regions which hybridized to the pCFKZ2 probe (see Figure
6.1), either weakly or strongly, are delineated by the thin and thick bars respectively.
An exploded view is shown depicting the alignment of the sequence derived from the
cDNA clones pCFK1O and22 and the position of the probe used to select ÀCFPl

from the genomic library.
Restriction sites are

8......Bam HI.
E......Eco RI.
H......Hind

III.

X......Xho I.
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FIGURE

O.8

TIIE COMPLETE NUCLEOTIDE SEQUENCE
TIIE pCFK22 GENE.

OF

The complete nucleotide sequence of the pCFK22 gene and its 5' and 3'-flanking
sequences was determined by sequencing several fragments from ÀCFP1 using the

techniques described in Chapter 4. The DNA sequence of 2,0tT bp shows the entire
gene sequence including the 672 bp intron, the 230 bp of S'-flanking sequence and

107 bp of 3lflanking sequence. The TATA box. cap site, Slsplice site. 3,.splice
site, initiation codon, termination codon, polyadenylation sequence and position of

poly(A) tract have been boxed using a solid line to indicate their position. Putative
alternative TATA box, cap and 5'.splice sites have been boxed using a dashed line.
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The conceptual translation of the likely coding region which consists of a protein

of 120 amino acids including the N-terminal methionine, is shown in Figure 6.9. The

start of the protein sequence was assumed to be the first initiation codon (AUG) 3'

to the last termination codon (the UGA which forms part of the Eco RI recognition
sequence at nucleotide sequence position 908 in Figure 6.8). lf this gene was typical

of the majority of eukaryotic genes it would contain an uninterrupted 5'-untranslated
region of 50

to 100 bp leading to the mRNA "cap" site which would be preceded

by consensus TATA and CAAT boxes in the 100 or so bases 5' to the "cap" site.
Unfortunately none of these features were evident in the corresponding region of the
pCFKZ2 gene. Two possibilities existed to explain this phenomenon, either the 5'-

untra¡lslated region was muclr larger than most of the eukaryotic genes examined to
date, or an intron existed, either in the S'-untranslated region or the coding region.

To examine the first of these possibilities. several fragments were prepared
from the region 3' to the putative protein initiation site for use as primers on feather
mRNA in order to determine the distance from the 5'-end of those fragments to

the S,-end of the mRNA derived from this gene. Two fragments were used, one

a 59 bp Eco RI/Hae III fragment which primed about 20 bp before the putative
initiation codon, and the other a 170 bp Hae

III

fragment which primed 110 bp

before the putative initiation codon. These fragments were labelled by end-filling

and elongated after hybridization to embryonic feather poly(A)-plus mRNA using

AMV reverse transcriptase in the presence of cold nucleotide triphosphates,
described in 6.2.3. These transcription products were separated on an

8M

polyacrylantide gel along with end-filled pBR322 DNA digested with Msp

I

as

urea

used as

molecular weight markers. The autoradiograph of this gel is shown in Figure 6.10.

The 59 bp Eco RI/Hae

III

fragment was elongated to 135 to 136 bp indicating that

the S'-untranslated region extends 58 to 59 bp past the putative initiation codon.
This result was confirmed by the elongation of the 170 bp Hae III fragment by about
340 bp indicating a 5'-untranslated region of approximately 60 bp.

FIGURE

O.9

CONCEPTUAL TRANSLATION OF TEE pCFK22 GDNE.
Conceptual translation of the probable coding region of the pCFKZZ gene found

in ÀCFPI. The protein sequence is presented in three lelter amino acid code aligned

with the corresponding nucleotide sequence. Only the nucleotide sequences of the
putative coding region and flanking sequences are shown.
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FIGUR'E O.IO
LOC.A,LIZATION OF TIID pCFK22 GENE nR.N.A' CAP SITE BY

EXTENSION OF A SPECIFIC PRIMER ON nRNA.
Two specific fragments. one a 59 bp Eco RI/Hae

III fragment

which primed

about 20 bp before the putative initiation codon and the other a 170 bp Hae III
fragment which primed 110 bp before the putative initiation codon, were end-labelled

and used as primers on poly(A)-plus feather mRNA as described in 6.2.3. The
elongated primers were fiactionated on a 6%

with end-filled Msp

I digested pBR322

I

M urea polyacrylamide gel

along

DNA used as markers. The position of

the primers and the full length elongation products are indicated at the side of
the gel. lncreasing concentrations of mRNA were used with the 170 bp fragment,
as indicated above the 170 bp primer tracks. to optimize the proportion of primer

radioactivity which was elongated. The marker track is labelled M, while the 170
and 59 bp tracks are labelled appropriately.
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Having established that the site for transcription initiation was approximately

60 bp 5' to the putative protein initiation codon, this region of the pCFK22 gene
sequence was examined for the presence of possible cap sites and consensus TATA

and CAAT sequences. None were found. suggesting that an intron might exist
between the S'-end of the primer fragments used,

i.e. 20 bp 3' to the putative

protein initiation codon. and the S'-end of the gene.

The 80 or so bases 5' to the end of the Hae

III

primer were therefore examined

for the presence of intron 3'-splice sites. Two were found, one (CAGGT) with the
splice point 21 bases 5' to the putative initiation codon (the same consensus splice
sequence and distance which exists between the 3'-splice site and initiation codon

in the keratin gene system, see 4.3.121, and the other (CAGGG) which occurred
about 15 bases 3' to the putative initiation codon, i.e. within the putative coding
region. Although the second mentioned of these splice sites was a better fit to the
consensus sequence than the

first (Brethnack and Chambon, 1981) when the ten

bases on either side were considered,

it was felt that it was probably not the correct

one because only one base existed between this splice point and the Eco RI site
which was known to be in the mRNA (the Eco RI/Hae

III fragment described

earlier

acted as a primer on feather mRNA, the last G of the sequence CAGGG is the first
base of the Eco RI site (GAATTC), i.e. the sequence runs, CAGGGAATTC).

ln order to resolve which of these 3'-splice sites was the correct one, the endlabelled 59 bp Eco RI/Hae

III

primer fragment described earlier was elongated

on poly(A)-plus embryonic feather mRNA in the

presence

of the

appropriate

dideoxynucleotide triphosphates, as described in 6.2.4 and the products separated

on an

I

M urea

sequencing gel (Figure

6.11). Although the dideoxy adenosine

and guanine concentrations were too high in these reactions, resulting in very little

radioactivity in sequencing products near the end of the mRNA,

it

was possible,

with difTiculty, to read the 74 bases from the primer to the last residue, which was
assumed to be an adenosine. The sequence of the mRNA was identical to that of

FIGURE

O.TT

NUCLEOTIDE SEqUENCING OF TIIE 6'-END OF TEE p'Grß22
GENE nRNA BY EXTDNSION OF A SPDCIFIC PRIMER IN TEE
PRDSENCD OF DIDEOXYNUCLDOTIDDS.
The 59 bp Eco RI/Hae

III

fragment described in the legend to Figure 6.10

was elongated on poly(A)-plus embryonic feather mRNA in the presence of the
appropriate dideoxynucleotide triphosphates, as described in 6.2.4 and the products

were separated on an

I

M urea polyacrylamide sequencing gel. The figure is

a

composite derived from two different autoradiographic exposures of the gel in order

that the longer transcription products could be visualized. The determined sequence

is shown at the side of the gel approximately aligned with the appropriate bands.
The tracks are:

A.

dideoxyadenosine reaction.

G. dideoxyguanosine reaction,
C. dideoxycytosine reaction.

T.

dideoxythymidine reaction
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the pCFK22 gene beyond the first putative splice site adjacent to the Eco RI site but
diverged from the gene sequence beyond the second putative splice site. indicating

that this was the correct splice site. This result confirmed that the protein was
initiated at the methionine codon referred to earlier, since this was the first AUG
present in the mRNA sequence.

The S'-untranslated region sequence derived from priming on feather mRNA in

the presence of dideoxynucleotides (Figure 6.11) confirmed that the pCFK22 gene
sequence, from the initiation codon to the 3'-splice site. was the same as the mRNA

sequence.

lt also disclosed the 37 nucleotides of mRNA

sequence from the position

of the intron to the 5lend of the mRNA (S,-leader sequence) which should be located

on the S'-side of the intron in the pCFK22 gene. This sequence data was used to
search the pCFK22 gene DNA sequence

5'to the initiation codon (about 1 Kb) for a

matching sequence, in order to find the transcription initiation site and to reveal the
length of the intron. Thus, the 37 bp S'-leader sequence was found to be separated
from the 3'-splice site of the pCFK22 gene by an intron oÍ 672 bp (Figure 6.8). The
S,.leader sequence was found to be identical to that determined by primer extended

sequencing on feather mRNA, confirming the residues which were difficult to read

in that experiment (Figure 6.11).

A "TATA" or "Goldberg-Hogness" box (Goldberg,
in the efficient initiation of transcription (Wasylyk et
bases

1979). reportedly involved

ø1., 1980a,

b), was found

31

fiom the transcription initiation site, which fits the predicted spacing for these

sequences (Gannon

et ø1.,1979). The TATA box sequence for the pCFK22 gene

(TATATAT). is in close agreement with the eukaryotic gene consensus sequence for

this structure, as is the sequence around the mRNA start site and the S'-splice site
sequence (CGGGTAA) which was found

at the junction of the S'-leader

sequence

and the intron (Breathnack and Chambon. 1981).

The "CAAT" box sequence which has been observed about 70 to 80 bases 5'
to the point of transcription initiation in several cellular and viral genes (Efstratiadis

\.

t37

ct a1.,1980: Benoist ct oJ.,19S0)

could not be found in the 230 bases of sequence

flanking the pCFK22 gene, however, a CAAT box has not been shown to be essential

for initiation of transcription and it is absent from many genes, including at least
one embryonic feather keratin gene (gene C: Molloy

et

ø1.,1982).

A feature of particular inlerest in the intron sequence was the presence of
an atternative TATA box (TATATAT). identical to the first, found 29 bp from
an alternative cap site and an alternative S'-splice site (Figure 6.8). These three
features, which concur with the consensus sequences for each structure, together

form an alternative promotor and S'-leader sequence.

lf the sequence of the 5'-

leader in embryonic feathers was not known from the primer extended sequencing

experiment (Figure 6.11), the "coincidental" presence of this alternative promotor

and St-leader sequence would have made

it impossible to decide which of these

mRNA start points was used in the feather. Although not used in the feather. it

is possible that the alternative S'-leader is used in another tissue or developmental
stage.

The sequence of the cDNA clone, pCFKZ2, revealed that it coded for a protein
of at least 110 amino acids. The complete nucleotide sequence of the pCFK22 gene
now made it possible to determine the total length of the protein which it encoded to

be 120 amino acids, just 10 amino acids longer than that determined for the cDNA

clone. Table 6.1 shows that the 10 extra amino acids derived from the pCKF22
gene sequence, combined with the 110 amino acids derived from the cDNA clone
sequence, did not significantly change the amino acid composition of the proteins.

which still strongly resembled the amino acid composition of fast protein. However,
amino acid sequencing data from fast protein was still required to positively identify

the pCFK22 gene as a fast protein gene.

o.3.1f

COMPARISON OF

lHE

pCFK22 GENE WITH

THE KERATIN GENES.
The pattern of structural features which are exhibited by all of the keratin

TABLE

O.1

COMPARISON BETWEEN TEE AMINO ACID COMPOSITIONS

OF FAST PROTDIN AND TEOSE DDTERMINDD FROM THD
CODING REGIONS OF THE GDNOMIC AND cDNA pCFK22
SEQUENCES.
The theoretical amino acid compositions of the proteins encoded by the coding
regions in the genomic and cDNA pCFKZ2 nucleotide sequences were determined

by conceptual translation and calculation of the content of the component amino
acids, expressed as residues per 100 residues. The amino acid compositions of fast

protein and feather keratin are included for comparison.

$

Data from Powell, (19791.

I

Values for Asp and Glu include Asn and Gln content. respectively

TABLE

O.1

COMPARISON BDTWEDN Î¡EE AMINO ACID COMPOSITIONS
OF TAST PROTEIN AND TIIOSE DETERMINED FROM TEE

CODING REGIONS OF THD GDNOMIC AND
cDNÀ pCFK22 SDQUENCDS.
Genomic

cDNA

fast$

embryonic$

pCFK22

pCFK22

protein

feather keratin

Cysteine

1.65

1.80

r.7T

6.18
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4.13

3.60
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4.r3

3.60

g.5l'

6.79*

Threonine

4.96

4.50

r.74

6.37

Serine

6.61

7.21

8.46

12.68

Glutamine

3.31
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5.41

4.73'

g.g3t
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3.31

3.60

4.46

10.93

Glycine

n.57

12.61

t7.64
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1.90

4.99
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0.00

0.00

2.86

8.01
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1.56

4.85

Leucine

8.26

9.01

7.43

7.36

Tyrosine

7.44

7.21

10.87

1.84

Phenylalanine

7.44

6.31

8.83

3.85

Lysine

1.65

1.80

1.43

0.16

Histidine

I1.57

rr.7l

9.34

0.81

Arginine

7.44

7.21

7.42

5.04

Methionine
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0.00
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0.00
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genes as exemplified by gene C (Molloy

where they are compared

ct a1..1982) is summarized in Figure 6.12

to the features found in the pCFK22 gene.

Dramatic

structural similarities can be seen between these two gene types, yet they code for
proteins which are evolutionarily totally unrelated. No similarities can be seen in

the coding or 3'-untranslated sequences except that neither the keratins nor the
pCFK22 gene contain any introns. However. remarkable similarities can be seen in

the 5luntranslated regions of these genes: they both have S'-untranslated regions
of the same length (58 nucleotides): they both contain the only intron which exists
in each gene: this intron is found in the same position, splitting the S'-untranslated
regions of the genes into a 37 base 5'-leader sequence and a 21 base sequence from

the intron to the initiation codon; they both contain TATA boxes but neither has

a

CAAT box. The genes are structurally dissimilar in this region in that the pCFK22
gene lras an intron about twice the length of the gene C intron (pCFK22 gene, 672

bp; gene C, 32a bp).
Comparison of the nucleotide sequences of the pCFKZ2 gene and the keratin
genes revealed

that very little

sequence homology existed

in the 3'-untranslated

region. lndeed, even the polyadenylation sequence (AAUAAA) present near the
end of all the keratin genes and found in the majority of eukaryotic mRNAs was
different in the pCFK2Z gene, being AUUAAA (see Figure 6.8), which is not the
polyadenylation signal commonly seen in eukaryotic mRNAs (Goeddel et o1.,1981).
When examining introns from the keratin genes and the pCFK2Z gene, it was obvious

that, in addition to having introns of markedly different length, there were no regions

of sequence homology between the introns of these two gene classes.

It is of interest however, that the keratin genes and the pCFK22

gene show a

significant degree of sequence homology in their St-untranslated regions.

lt can be

seen, from Figure 6.13, where the S'-untranslaled sequences of the pCFK22 gene
and five keratin genes (a cDNA clone, pCFK26 and four genomic sequences. genes

A, B, C and D) are aligned to maximize the homology of the keratin genes with the

FIGURE

O.T2

COMPARISON BETWT}EN TIIE STII'UCTUNAL FEATUNES OF

THE pCFtr2z GENE AND THE KDRATIN GENDS.
The pattern of structural features displayed by the keratin genes, as exemplified
by gene C (Molloy et 0,1.,1982), is displayed here compared to the structuralfeatures

displayed by the pCFR22 gene. Note the similarity at their S'-ends, ie. both contain
an intron which interrupts the 5t-untranslated sequence at the same point to produce

a 37 bp sequence from the 58 bp S'-untranslated region.
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FIGURE

O.18

COMPARISON BETWEEN TIIE õ,.UNTR'ÂNSLATED n'EGIONS
OF TIIE ¡.CEß22 GENE AND TED KER,ATIN GENES.
The nucleotide sequences from the S'-untranslated regions of the pCFK22 gene
and five keratin genes (a cDNA clone, pCFK26 and four genomic sequences. genes

A, B. C and D) are aligned to maximize the homology of the keratin genes with the
qCFK22 gene. Matches between the pCFK22 sequence and the other sequences are
indicated by an asterisk. Note that the sequence homology between these sequences

is higher 5' to the intron than 3' to the intron.
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1CFKK}} gene, that this sequence homology is measurably higher in the S'-leader
sequence,

i.e. 5' to the intron, than 3' to the intron. This result is more

obvious

from Table 6.2 where the percentage of matching bases in these two sections of
the S'-untranslated region are compared with the percentage homology for these
sequences when the appropriate regions of the keratin genes are compared with one

another.

Table 6.2 shows that although the pCFK22 gene S'-leader sequence is
homologous to the S'-leader sequence of the keratin genes, the homology exhibited

between the keratin genes

is

substantially higher

for this region of

sequence

(approaching 100%). Also, the homology of the St-untranslated sequence

3' to

the intron in the keratin genes is much lower (about 80% when account is taken of
manipulations required to align these sequences) than that of the keratin S'-leader
sequences, which is also the situation when these two sections of sequence from the

pCFK22 gene are compared with the corresponding keratin gene sequences. i.e. the

homology between the pCFK22 gene 5'-leader sequence and the keratin St-leader
sequences is higher than

that observed when the remainder of the pCFK22 gene

S'-untranslated sequence is compared to the keratin genes.

o.3.2

PURTFTCATTON AND SEqUENCTNG OF

FAST PROTEIN.
6.3.2a

SEPARATION OF FAST PROTEINS BY

ION EXCHANGD FPLC.
Recently Pharmacia devetoped a new liquid chromatography system (FPLC)

for the fast separation of proteins, consisting of a simple low pressure (less than

5 MPa) dual pump solvent delivery system and gradient
a

range

programmer linked to

of columns (Mono Q, strong anion exchange; Mono S. strong

cation

exchange; Polyanion Si, weak anion exchange: Mono P, chromatofocusing) using

a revolutionary column support consisting of spherical beads which have very little

TABLE

O.2

PDRCENTAGD SEQUDNCD TTOMOLOGY OF

THE 6,.LEADER SEqUENCE AND THE REMAINDER OF

TIIE E,.UNTRANSLATED REGION FOR THE PCFK22 GENE
AND TIIE KERATIN GDNES.
The two sections of sequence, ie. 5'and 3' to the intron, in the S'-untranslated

region of the pCFR22 gene and the 5 keratin genes were aligned

to

maximize

homology, as shown in Figure 6.13 and the percentage of matching bases for each

region was calculated. Comparisons between the keratin genes and between the
pCFK22 gene and the keratin genes a¡e shown.

ÎABLE

O.2

PER'CDNTAGE SEqUDNCE EOMOLOGY OF

TEE 6'.LEADER SEqUDNCE AND TED REMå,INDER OF
THE 6'-UNTRANSLATDD REGION troR TIIE pCFK22 GEND
AND TEE KERATIN GENDS.
Percentage sequence homologr for the

Gene

6'.leader

comparlson

sequerree 2f bp 3' to the l¡t¡on

Comparison of the pCFR2Z gene with the keratin genes

pCFKZ2lGene A

73

7t

pCFKz2lGene B

70

62

pCFK?ZlGene C

73

67

67

pCFKZZlGene D

pCFK22lpcFK26

70

6T

Comparison of the keratin genes with themselves.

Gene

A/Gene B

Gene A/Gene C
Gene

A/Gene D

Gene

A/pCFK26

Gene B/Gene C

9T

82

100

77
95

97

9l

97

90
82

Gene B/Gene D
Gene B/pCFK26

95

86

Gene C/Gene D

*

77

Gene C/pCFK26

97

73

Gene D/pCFK26

+

95

t

The S,.leader of Gene D has not been sequenced.
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variation in shape or diameter, resulting in high resolution column chromatography

with low operational back pressures which allows high flow rates even at quite low
operating pressures (1 to 2 MPa). This system was chosen for the initial attempts

to purify fast proteins.
The starting material for these investigations was a fraction prepared from
total unfractionated S-carboxymethylated feather proteins by the addition of

MgC12

which results in the preferential precipitation of fast proteins (Powell, 1979). This
protein fraction. although essentially free of keratins, appeared to be substantially
contaminated by higher motecular weight proteins (see Figure 6.17 track Cfp).
The amino acid composition of fast proteins (Table 6.1) illustrated the presence

of large proportions of both the acidic (aspartic acid and glutamic acid) and basic
(lysine, arginine and histidine) amino acids.

lt was thought that the charged nature

of tlrese a¡nino acids could result in a purification of fast proteins by subjecting the
crude protein to chromatography on either anion or cation exchange chromatography

supports.

The crude protein fraction was dissolved in 2 M urea since
soluble in aqueous solution and 200 ,rg was then applied

it was only poorly

to a Mono Q

(strong

anion exchange) column buffered with Tris-HCl at pH 7.6, thus ensuring that all
acidic amino acids would be charged, and eluted with a NaCl gradient which was
crudely optimized to maximize the separation of the peaks obtained (Figure 6.14a).

It was obvious that although some separation of protein components was occurring
each broad peak contained several components which were not resolved, probably

due to aggregation. ln an attempt to resolve these protein components the urea
concentration was increased to

I

M and 200 pg oI protein was applied and eluted

under similar conditions (Figure 6.14b). ln this case the increased urea concentration
reduced protein aggregation and resulted in sharper, better resolved peaks, although

many protein components obviously still eluted as groups of peaks rather than as
well separated homogeneous peaks.

FIGURE

O.T4

SEPARATION OF FAST PROTEINS BY
FPLC ANION EXCEANGE CIIROMATOGRAPEY

IN THD PRESDNCE OF UREA.
200

pg,

of crude fast protein. prepared by MgCl2 precipitation from total SCM-

feather protein (Powell, 1979), was chromatographed on a Pharmacia Mono Q strong

anion exchange column exactly as described in 6.2.5, except that in a. the column
was run in 2 M urea and in b. the column was run in 8 M urea. ln both cases buffer

A was 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.6 and buffer B was 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.6, 1 M NaCl.
The elution gradient used is indicated on the figure.
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Samples

of crude fast protein were loaded onto a Mono S (strong

exchange) column

in

I

cation

M urea at pH 4.8 which was chosen in order to ensure

that all basic amino acids, including histidine (pl-6.0), were fully charged. The
profile shown in figure 6.15a was obtained from 400 pg of crude protein applied to
the Mono S column and eluted with the illustrated salt gradient which had previously
been optimized for maximum separation of crude fast protein components. At least

20 protein components were distinguishable using this column but when a larger
amount of crude fast protein (3 mg) was applied

to the column under the same

conditions (Figure 6.15b), less peaks appeared to be present and they generally
seemed

to elute at lower salt concentrations. This effect was probably due to

increased interactions and aggregation of the protein components when loaded in
higher concentration. lt is probable that the many peaks achieved using this column
merely reflected different degrees of aggregation during the elution of proteins from

the column since fractions taken across the profile shown in Figure 6.15b appeared

to contain a similar distribution of proteins when analysed by chromatography

on

the Mono Q column and by electrophoresis on SDS polyacrylamide gels (data not
shown). Cation exchange chromatography was therefore abandoned in preference to
the anion exchange column (Mono Q) because there seemed to be less inter-protein

interactions and aggregation at the higher pH.
When the salt gradient used to elute 400 tr7 of the crude fast protein fraction

from the Mono Q column. in

I

M urea at pH 7.6. was further tuned to maximize

the efÍicient separation of proteins. a larger number of better resolved peaks was
observed (Figure 6.16a). However, when a preparative amount of protein (8 mg,
Figure 6.16b) was applied to the column a group of peaks (designated fraction C in
Figure 6.16c) decreased in abundance relative to the other peaks, and a new peak

(fraction A) appeared which did not bind to the column. This peak (fraction A)
decreased markedly in size and was accompanied by a corresponding increase in the
size of the fraction C peaks when a similar amount of protein (10 mg) was applied

to the column immediately after being heated for 2 minutes at 100oC and eluted

FIGURE

0.T6

SEPARÂTION OF FASî PR'OTEINS BY
FPLC CATION E](CHANGE CIIROMATOGRAPIIY

IN TIIE PRESENCE OF T M UREA.
Samples of crude fast protein, prepared by MgCl2 precipitation from total SCM-

feather protein (Powell, 1979) were chromatographed on a Pharmacia Mono S strong

cation o<change column, exactly as described in 6.2.6. Buffer A was 50 mM sodium
acetate pH 4.8.
NaCl,

I

M urea while buffer B was 50 mM sodium acetate pH 4.8, 1 M

I M urea. All other conditions are as described in the legend to Figure 6.14.

a

400 ¡rg of fast protein loaded.

b.

3 mg of fast protein loaded.
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O.TO

PREPARÂTION OF FAST PROTEINS BY FPLC

ANION DXCHANGD CHROMATOGRAPEY IN

E

M UREA.

Samples of crude fast protein were chromatographed on a Pharmacia Mono Q

strong anion exchange column. exactly as described in the legend to Figure 6.14,
except that

I

M urea was included in all separations. The fractions, A to G, indicated

by bars in c. were collected for further analysis.

a.

400 ¡rg of fast protein.

b. I mg of fast protein.
c

10 mg of fast protein (boiled for 2 min prior to loading)
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c.

b.
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us¡ng the same buffers and salt gradient (Figure 6.16c). This result suggested that

when the loaded protein concentration was high the amount of aggregation of the
components of this crude fast protein fraction was increased and, since the peak
(fraction A in Figure 6.16c), did not completely disappear, this aggregation was not

fully disrupted even after boiling in
The fractions A

I M urea.

to G, indicated by bars in Figure 6.16c,

were collected and

anatysed for protein content by electrophoresis on an SDS polyacrylamide gel in the
presence of several protein standards (Figure 6.17). Fractions A

to G all contained

significant amounts of fast protein. This was not expected since the salt needed

to elute these fractions varied from 0.0 to 1.0 M NaCl, yet proteins other than fast
protein. e.g. the protein in fraction D which cemigrated with scalelike p-keratins.
were well resolved under these conditions. even when a very shallow gradient was
used.

Many of the poorly resolved peaks shown in Figure 6.16 may have been fast
proteins aggregated to greater or lesser extents. with the least aggregated protein

fraction able to strongly interact with the column, consequently requiring a high
salt concentration to elute it from the column, while the most aggregated fraction
(fraction A) could not bind at all to the column, presumably because most of the sites

on the protein were involved in protein-protein interactions and were not available

for protein-column interactions.
Despite these observations, the aim

of purifying fast proteins away from

the contaminating proteins in the crude fast protein fraction appeared to
been achieved, since fractions

A, B, C and probably E contained only

which co-migrated with fast proteins. However, the separation

of

have

proteins

individual

protein components of the fast protein family would require the application of
other chromatography techniques and preferably those which did not involve ionic

interactions, since anion and cation exchange chromatography had already been
extensively used.

lt

was not possible to use techniques which involved separation

FIGURE

O.17

SDS GDL ELECTROPEORESIS OF

MONO Q FAST PROTDTN FRACTTONS.
The fractions, A to G, indicated by bars in Figure 6.16c, were collected. dialysed

to

remove urea and acetone precipitated. Aliquots were then electrophoresed on

a

t0%o polyacrylamide SDS slab gel as described

in 2.2.8.

Samples

of

crude

fast protein (track, "crude Fp"), unfractionated embryonic feather proteins (track.
"UFP"

) and molecular weight standards (BRL low molecular weight range) (track

"M" ) were included as mobility standards. The fractions are indicated by the letters

A to G above each track. The position of fast protein has been indicated at the side

of the gel and marker protein molecular weights are shown in kilodaltons.
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Fp_
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M
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on prote¡n size, since fast proteins migrated as a single band on SDS gels and were
probably all of uniform size. lndeed. Figure 6.17 showed that fast proleins migrated

with marker proteins of 12.300 and 14,300 Mr which is in disagreement with the
earlier estimate of 8,400 Mr (Walker and Rogers, 1976a), but close to the molecular

weight of the protein of 120 amino acids encoded by the pCFK22 gene (see 6.3.1c
and Figure 6.9).

o.3.2b

PURIFICÄ.TION OF FAST PROTEINS BY
REVERSE PIIASE HPLC.

Since

it was not possible to achieve any further separation of the fast protein

components by using the properties of protein size or ionic interaction, it was decided

to try to separate them by taking advantage of their high content of hydrophobic
amino acids (about 30%) which should cause them to bind quite strongly to the
hydrophobic reverse phase HPLC columns such as the C-18. diphenyl and cyano
columns.

Since sotvents containing

I M urea cannot be used with HPLC column

nraterials, problems were initially experienced when trying to select a solvent system

in which these proteins would be soluble. lnvariably, buffered solvent

systems

would not solubilize fast proteins unless 0.1 to 0.2% SDS was added. A great
deal of work was undertaken using a 10% acetonitrile, 0.2o/o SDS solvent buflered

with sodium acetate at pH 4.5, with both C-18 and diphenyl columns. Although
some encouraging results were obtained, generally problems were encountered with

artefactual peaks casued by the solvent system, presumably due to elution of the
SDS which was interacting with the column.

The solvent system described above was therefore abandoned in favour of

a system

recently described by Mahoney and Hermodson (1980), using 0.1%

unbuffered trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) as a peptide solvent, which was reported to
be an excellent denaturing solvent for large peptides or small proteins such as fast
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prote¡n, and had the added advantages of being sufficiently transparent to UV light

to allow very sensitive, non-destructive detection of proteins or peptides at

low

wavelengtlrs (210 to 230nm) and was sufficiently volatile to enable sample recovery

by lyophilization.
This solvent readity dissolved both crude fast protein and the fractions purified
by Mono Q FPLC (Figure 6.16c). One of these fractions, fraction C, was applied to
a high performance C-18 column (Varian 3 ¡r SP-C18) and eluted using a flow rate

of 0.8 ml/min, with an acetonitrile gradient which had been previously optimized
(Figure 6.18a). Although fraction C appeared, from SDS gels, to contain only fast

proteins, two peaks were observed suggesting that individual components of fast

protein were being resolved. The peak which eluted first from the column was
not completely symmetrical indicating that these peaks may have contained several
protein components.

Attempts to resolve these components by using a shallower elution gradient
merely tended

to

broaden these peaks without increasing resolution (data not

shown). However. when the column flow rate was decreased from 0.8 ml/min to 0.5
and 0.2 ml/min (Figure 6.18b and c respectively) the resolution of these components
was increased. resutting in the detection of 3 components in the first eluting peak and

2 in the second eluting peak, but these components were not sufficiently

resolved

to allow the coltection of pure samples. The increased resolution observed with
decreased flow rates indicated

that the protein was physically too large to easily

enter the column matrix, and decreasing the flow rate increased the time that the
proteins were on the column and therefore allowed greater diffusion into and out of

the colunrn matrix. i.e. the pore size of the cotumn (60 A) was too small to give
high resolution for these proteins.

ln order to overcome tlre problenr encountered with the C-18 column the fast
protein fraction C was applied to a diphenyl reverse phase hydrophobic HPLC column

which had a substantially larger pore size (300 A) and which consequently resulted

FIGURE 6.IE
FR'ACTIONATION OF PURE FAST Pn'OTEINS BY
EPLC

C.It

REVERSE PEASD CEROI\I.A.TOGRAPEY.

Aliquots of purified fast protein. fraction C (Figure 6.16c and Figure 6.17. track

C) were chromatographed on a Varian SP-C18 reverse phase HPLC column,
described in 6.2.1, under conditions of varying flow

rate. The Mono Q

as

fraction

was dialysed against chromatographically pure water to remove urea and buffer and
lyophilized prior to being dissolved in column buffer. The column was run in 0.170

trifluoroacetic acid and the sample was eluted using a linear gradient oI
acetonitrile.
a.

0.8 ml/min flow rate.

b.

0.5 ml/min flow rate.

c.

0.2 ml/min flow rate.
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in better resotution of the components of this fraction (Figure 6.19).

t¡e

Although

chromatography of fraction C on the C-18 column resulted in the apparent

detection

of 5 protein components, only 4 peaks were resolved on the

diphenyl

column, presumably one of these 4 peaks contained two or more components. The

4 peaks obtained from the diphenyl column were collected, as shown by the bars in
Figure 6.19 and designated as peaks

I, II, III and IV. These peaks were

separately

applied to the diphenyl column and eluted using the acetonitrile gradients shown in
Figure 6.20 in order to purify these protein components to homogeneity.

Peak

I

(Figure 6.20a) contained a small amount of a contaminant component

present as an early eluting shoulder but was otherwise symmetrical with very little

contamination by Peak

II.

Peaks

II. ilI

and

IV

(Figure 6.20b, c and d respectively)

were not completely symmetrical, indicating the presence of several components,

sotne

of which were due to contamination by neighbouring peaks. Despite

the

apparent impurity of some of these peaks, fractions were collected. as indicated

by the bars in Figure 6.20, by taking only the centre of each peak in order to
avoid contamination of the major peak component by less abundant components
which appeared as shoulders and inflexions on these peaks. Since these fractions
(clesignated peak

I, II,

Iil

and

IV) were originally

derived from a fraction (fraction

C, Figure 6.16c). which appeared to be pure fast protein,

it was assumed

that

they represented pure fast protein. containing one or only a very few fast protein
molecular species, and as such they were suitable for protein sequencing.

O.3.2c

paRlrAL AMrNO .A,CrD SEQUDNCTNG OF
FAST PROTDI$I COMPONENIS.

The advent of newly developed automated gas-liquid solid phase protein
sequencing techniques (Hewick

et

ø1.,

1981) has enabled the rapid determination

of the amineterminal amino acid sequences of many peptides and proteins. The
advantage of this procedure over other protein sequencing methods, either manual

FIGURE

O.T9

Fn'ACTIONATION OF PURE FAST PROTEINS BY
EPLC DIPHENYL n'EVERSE PEASE CEROMATOGRAPIIY.
Purified fast protein, fraction

C (Figure 6.16c and Figure 6.17, track C)

was chromatographed on a Whatman Protesil-3@ diphenyl reverse phase HPLC
column, as described in 6.2.8. The buffer system used was the trifluoroacetic
acid/acetonitrile system described in the legend to Figure 6.18. A linear gradient
varying lrom 25lo to 40% acetonitrile was used to elute the proteins. The column
was run at 27oC and 0.8 ml/min flow rate and the proteins were detected at 222 nm.

The fractions,

I to IV. as indicated by the bars were collected for further analysis.
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PURIFIC.â,TION OF FAST Pn'OTEIN COMPONENTS BY

EPLC DIPEENYL REVERSE PEASD CHROMÂTOGRAPIIY.
The peaks.

I to IV, as indicated by the bars in Figure 6.19, were collected.

lyophilized and reapplied to the diphenyl column under the same conditions as those
described in the legend to Figure 6.19. except that the elution gradients were varied

slightly in order to reduce running times. The bars indicate the portion of each peak
collected for further analysis.
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or automated, is the extreme sensitivity which can be achieved (down to 10 pmoles

of protein or pept¡de).

The amineterminal amino acid sequences of peaks

I, II

and

III

were all

determined as described in 6.2.9 by application of these protein samples to a filter

nrounted in such an automated gas-liquid solid phase protein sequencer (recently
acquired from Applied Biosystems Pty. Ltd.). The amino acid sequences so obtained

are s¡own in Figure 6.21 compared with the amino acid sequence derived from the

conceptual translation of the pCFK22 gene.
components, peak

I and II possessed

lt

is obvious that the fast protein

a high degree of homology with one another

and with the pCFK22 Prolein.
Twenty amino acids of sequence were determined from the amino'terminus of
peak

I

which appeared to be a single fast protein component very similar

if

not

identical to the pCFK22 protein. since all twenty amino acids exactly matched those

of the pCFK22 protein, except at position 16 where a cysteine
pCFK22 protein sequence but no amino acid appeared
automated cleavage of the peak

I

protein.

lt

appeared in the

to be released during the

is possible that this amino acid was

a cysteine but no amino acid was released because this cysteine was linked via

a

disulphide bridge to the cysteine at the carboxyl-terminus of the pCFK2Z protein,
either of the same protein chain or another protein chain bound to the filter. This
would have resulted in the retention of this cysteine residue even though the peptide
bond was cleaved. lf this explanation is correct. it is more likely that the cysteine was

linked to another cysteine via an intra-protein rather than an inter-protein linkage
because the fraction (fraction C, Figure 6.16) from which this protein was prepared

migrated on SDS gels (Figure 6.17f at approximately the correct molecular weight
(14,000 Mr), with no sign of dimer or trimer molecules which would have been
present if the protein chains were covalently linked.
Eighteen amino acids were determined from the aminoterminus of peak

II with

two amino acid residues being released in approximately equalquantitiesat positions

FIGUR'E

O.21

TEE AMINO-TERMTNAL AMrNO ACrD SEqUENCES OF
SEVERAL PURIFIED FAST PROTEIN COMPONENTS.
The amineterminal amino acid sequences of Peaks

I, II

and

III,

puilfied as

shown in Figure 6.20. were determined using an automated gas-liquid solid phase

protein sequencer, as described in 6.2.9. The amino acid sequences of the three
components are shown, in one letter code, compared to the amino acid sequence
derived from the conceptual translation of the pCFK22 gene.
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1 and 17, indic¡ting that this peak consisted of at least two molecular species,
possibly due to contamination by peak

I. The amino acid sequence again was Yery

similar to that of the pCFK22 protein with the same missing amino acid at position
16 which was assumed to be a cysteine. Figure 6.22 shows the derivatized amino
acids released during the first seven cycles of the automated sequencing of peak

II,

as analysed by HPLC C-18 reverse phase chromatography, in order to illustrate

the type of data produced by this sequencing procedure and to demonstrate the
presence of two amino acids (serine and threonine)

at the amineterminus of the

protein.
Peak

III sequenced poorly in that the repetitive yield from one amino acid

cleavage cycle

to the next was very low which resulted in a rapid drop in amino

acid "signal". allowing only the first 6 residues to be determined. This rapid loss of
signal is recognized in our laboratory to be associated with the sequencing of short
peptides, i.e. less than 10 to 12 amino acids (M. Snoswell, personal communicalion).

The sequence obtained contained the correct type of amino acids to be derived from
a fast protein but there was no real homology match between this short sequence
and the amino-terminus or any region of the pCFK22 protein sequence. The peak

III

sequence may have been derived from a member of the fast protein family which

differed markedly from the other fast proteins which had been sequenced.

6.1.

DISCUSSION.

o.4.1

ISOLATION OF SEQUENCES CODTNG FOR
FAST PROTETNS, A Få,IVÍrLY OF

sEquDNcE RELATED GENES.
The isotation and DNA sequencing of the gene from which the cDNA clone
pCFK22 was derived demonstrated that this gene coded

for a protein of

120

amino acids including the initiating methionine (see Figure 6.8). The amino acid

composition

of this protein closely

matched that

of fast protein isolated

from

FIGURD 6.22

IDDNTIFICAÎION Otr AMINO ACID RESIDUES RELEASED
DURTNG PROTDTN SEqUENCTNG.
Purified fast protein, Peak

II

(Figure 6.20). was seguenced using an automated

gas-liquid solid phase protein sequencer which released phenylthiohydantoin (PTH)
amino acid derivatives which were collected and identified by HPLC C18 reverse
phase chromatography. The complex elution system used acetate. trifluoroacetic

acid and acetonitrile (M. Snoswell. manuscript in prepalat¡on). The C18 HPLC
chromatograms for the identification of the derivatized amino acids released in the

first seven cleavage cycles a¡e shown (1 to 7, cycles one to seven respectively)
along with the fractionation of derivatized amino acid standards ("standard"). The
released amino acid identified in each cycle is indicated by the one letter amino acid
code above the appropriate peak. Each amino acid peak is similarly identified in the

fractionation of derivatized amino acid standards.
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embryonic feathers (Table 6.1) but this protein was calculated to have a molecular
weight of 14,070 Mr whereas fast proteins were estimated to have a molecular weight

of 8,400 Mr (Walker and Rogers, 1976a).

The protein encoded by the pCFK22 gene was however demonstrated to

be

fast protein since the amino-terrninal 20 amino acids of this protein exactly malched
(except for a cysteine residue at position 16) the first 20 amino acids determined

'

for a purified fast protein molecular species (Peak I, Figure 6.20a). Also, analysis

of embryonic feather proteins by SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (Figure
6.17). demonstrated that last proteins ran as a single band of betweem 12,000 and
14,000 Mr, which is much closer to the calculated weight of the protein encoded by

the pCFK22 gene than the original estimate of Walker and Rogers (1976a).

It is clear from

these data that the cDNA clones pCFKZ2,10 and probably 3

all code for embryonic feather fast proteins. lt was also clear from the hybridization
of a fast protein coding region probe to the restriction fragments from the )-Charon

4A clone ÀCFP| (Figures 6.3b and 6.4) that sequences flanking the

sequenced

fast protein gene (previously called the pCFK22 gene) are capable of annealing to
the probe, although not as well as the sequenced fast protein gene. Also, protein
sequencing data (Figure 6.21) demonstrated the existence of at least two sequence

related fast protein sPecies.

These observations suggest that fast proteins exist as a family of sequence

related genes found clustered in the genome. This idea was first advanced by
Walker and Rogers (1976a) who showed that fast proteins ran as a single band on all

polyacrylamide gel systems tested except when electrophoresed on pH 9.5 gels where

they separated into about five poorly resolved bands. This observation led them to
suggest that fast proteins were a family of at least five sequence related proteins.
Fractionation of proteins at pH 9.5 by eleclrophoresis is analogous to anion exchange
chromatography in that in both systems the mobility of the proteins or the time of

elution is dependant on the amount of negative charge carried by the protein, highly
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charged proteins elute last on an anion exchange column and migrate fastest on a
polyacrytamide gel, while the converse is true of poorly charged proteins. Therefore

the electrophoretic fractionation of fast proteins at pH 9.5, reported by Walker and
Rogers (1g76a). can be compared to the fractionation of fast proteins by FPLC
anion exchange chromatography using the Mono Q column (Figure 6.16), whe¡e the
large number of fast protein peaks observed were shown to be due to aggregation.

It is probable that the five or so fast protein

bands seen on pH 9.5 gels by Walker

and Rogers (1976a) were due to different aggregation states of these proteins and

not separate fast protein molecular species. Therefore, the results presented in this
and the previous chapter represent the first unequivocal demonstration that fast
proteins exist as a family of sequence related genes.

It should be pointed out that, apart from a preliminary characterization of fast
proteins (Walker and Rogers, 1976a) and the localization of small amounts of mRNA
coding predominantly for fast proteins in fractionated total feather mRNA (Powell
and Rogers,1979), the results presented in this and the previous chapter represent

tlre first extensive study of fast proteins. culminating in DNA sequences from fast
protein cDNA clones, the complete nucleotide sequence of a fast protein gene and its

flanking regions. the purification of several fast protein components and the direct
determination of partial amino acid sequences of several fast protein species.
Altlrough Walker and Rogers (1976a) provided the groundwork for this study

in that they were the first to recognize the presence of fast proteins in embryonic
feathers, it could be noted that their results on the molecular weight of fast proteins
were misteading and complicated the indentification of DNA sequences which coded

for fast proteins.

8.11.2 TIID NATURD OF FAST PROTEINS.
The most outstanding feature of the amino acid sequence derived from the
sequenced fast protein gene is the high content of histidine residues (about 12%)
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which is unusually high compared to most proteins. An analysis of the primary
structure of fast protein does not allow protein structure predictions to be made

with great confidence, however some features of the amino acid sequence are quite
interesting.

The sequence can be subdivided into three sections. i.e. residues 1 to 48, 49

to 98 and 99 to 119. The first section contains a high proportion of charged amino
acids and most of the histidines present in the protein (8 acidic, 4 basic and 10
histidine residues). These charged residues appear to be clustered within this first
section to such an extent that in one place there are seven consecutive residues and

in another five out of six consecutive residues are charged. The second segment
contains few charged residues, 2 acidic,

3 basic and 2 histidines, but is rich in

glycines (10) and uncharged polar residues, (18). This segment probably contains
alternating

B and B-turn structures with

some random coil. The terminal segment

is basic (2 acidic. 4 basic and 2 histidines) and probably contains B-turn, random
coil and some B structure, as would the N-terminal segment. Overall, the protein
probably contains less the 10% a-helix and more than 50o/o p-slructure and is likely

to be roughly spherical or elipsoidal.

O.4.8

TIID BIOLOGICAL ROLE OF FASÎ PROTEINS.

The biological role of fast proteins is unclear. although it is probable that they
are structurat proteins. However,

it is possible that fast protein. like haemoglobin,

which also contains a high proportion of histidine (the only amino acid capable of
buffering in the physiotogical pH range), functions as an intracellular buffer in the
celts of the growing embryonic feather.

A more plausible suggestion is that fast

proteins act as an interfilamentous matrix protein or "glue" which binds the arrays

of keratin filaments into a solid inflexible structure. Such proteins exist in wool, i.e.
high-sulphur proteins (Crewther, 1976: Powell ct a1.,19S3) and high glycine/tyrosine

proteins (Dopheide, 1973), which together make up the woolinterfilamentous matrix

proteins. Fast proteins show some similarity to the high glycine/tyrosine proteins
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of wool in that they have high levels of glycine ll2%l and tyrosine (8%) but this is
tess than the amounts of glycine and tyrosine found in the wool proteins which do

not contain histidine.
Histidine rich proteins have been found in mammalian epidermal tissues (for

a review see Bernstein. 1983) and one of these, filaggrin (Dale, tg77: Steinert.
1g80; Steinert, 1984),which is rich in histidine, arginine and glutamic acid or
glutamine is thought to be an interfilamentous matrix protein. Different filaggrins
have been isolated from rat and mouse epidermis and have molecular weights of

48.000 Mr (Dale, t9771 and 30,000 Mr (Balmain

l9gla) respectively. which

ct ø1., 1979: Steinert ct

ol.,

are both larger than the molecular weight of fast proteins

(14,000 Mr).

One difference between fast protein and filaggrin
have radically different

pls.

is that they

probably

Fast proteins are essentially neutral molecules with

approximately equal amounts of acidic and basic amino acids (10.1% glutamic and
aspartic acid,9.2o/o arginine and lysine) but with a large amount of histidine (11.8%)
wl¡ich has a pl of about 6.0 and should not affect the pl of the protein significantly.
Cotumn chromatography studies suggest that the pl of fast proteins is below about

7.0 since very little fast protein binds to a cation exchange resin (Mono S) at any

pH above 6.0. Filaggrins, on the other hand. are reported to have pls of greater
than 10.0, despite being rich in either glutamic acid or glutamine.

O.1.4

CONTROL OF TASÎ PROTEIN GENE EXPRESSION.

Fast proteins and embryonic feather keratins are separate families of sequence

related proteins which are expressed
development,

i.e.

at the same time during

embryological

keratins and fast proteins form a super-family of coordinately

expressed embryonic feather proteins. Fast proteins and keratins are expressed

at the same time during the

development

expression controlled by the same factor(s)?

of the embryonic feather but is their
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The control of keratin gene expression is not yet well understood but

it

can

5e seen fronr the sequences of these genes that they follow a similar pattern at
their Sr-ends. the region likely to be involved in the control of gene expression. The
Sr-untranslated regions of these genes is well conserved in that

it is interrupted

by the only intron found in these genes. thus forming a S'-leader sequence of 37

bp (from the cap site to the intron), which is almost totally conserved between
the genes, and a 21 bp sequence from the intron to the initiation codon which is
conserved but not as strongly as the S'-leader sequence. This observation led to

the hypothesis (presented in Chapter 4, 1.1.5) that alternative S'-leader sequences
are recognized by stage or tissue specific effector molecules which potentiate the

initiation of transcription of the correct set of proteins for that particular stage or
tissue. Unfortunatety, no alternative S'-leader sequences or promotors (TATA box)
have been found in the embryonic feather keratin sequences.

The fast proteins are evolutionarily unrelated to the keratins in that no amino

acid sequence homology exists between them, in fact they have totally different
arnino acid compositions and polypeptide chain lengths, yet they both possess

the same structural features at the S'-ends of their genes.

Remarkably. for

evolutionarily unrelated genes, fast proteins also demonstrate a strong degree of
sequence homology

with the keratin

genes

at their 5'-ends. These observations

suggest that the conserved sequences are involved in the co-ordinate otpression of

these genes and the presence of a potential alternative TATA box, cap site and
5,-splice site add weight to the hypothesis that alternative 5'-leader sequences are
used in different stages or tissues for the expression of the super-family of keratins

and fast proteins.

CHAPTDR, 7.
CONCLUDING DISCUSSION.
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,I.I

FEATUIÌES OF THE DMBRYONIC FEATHER SYSTEM.
The work reported in this thesis was aimed toward the eventual understanding

of the molecular processes and underlying mechanisms involved during the terminal
differentiation of the embryonic chick feather. This study was foreshadowed by an
extensive examination of keratin protein and mRNA synthesis and a preliminary

study of fast protein synttresis in this tissue (as previously discussed in Chapter

1).

However. at its commencement. nothing was known, at the molecular level, of

the control of embryonic feather gene expression and none of the mRNAs, genes or
proteins expressed in the embryonic feather had been fully characterized.

The results presented in this thesis have significantly added to the understanding of embryonic feather gene expression and will unquestionably facilitate the

continuation of studies in this direction. The following is a resume of these results
discussed in relation

to an understanding of

gene expression in embryonic chick

feathers.

T.I.T

PROTEINS DXPRESSED DURING DIFFERDNTIATION.

Since embryonic feathers contain a complex group of proteins, the individual
components of which are diflicult to unequivocally separate and identify by physico

chemical means, the approach employed

to characterize these proteins was

via

doublestranded cDNA clones made from feather mRNA. This approach resulted in
the purification of individual species from the complex mixture and DNA sequencing
reyealed the primary structure

of these mRNAs, thereby identifying the encoded

proteins.

As expected a large number of cDNA clones were found to code for typical
feather keratins. The result obtained for these clones confirmed earlier observations

of various workers (see Chapter 1, 1.3.1 ) who studied keratin proteins and found
them to be a heterogeneous family of proteins. Although they possessed minor
diflerences in amino acid sequence the keratins were basically very similar and could
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not be further divided into sub-classes. lndeed, embryonic chick feather keratin
protein sequences showed an amazing similarity to adult feather keratins from gull
and emu, although they did differ slightly in length.

The observation that embryonic feather keratins form a single class of proteins
is consistent with the results of Kemp and Rogers (19721who found that the proteins

of embryonic feathers were similar to those of adult feather barbs but different to
those of adult feather rachis and calamus, i.e. adult feathers contain several classes

of proteins (barb, rachis and calamus) but embryonic feathers have only one protein
class as they are composed only of barb cells.

The nucleotide sequences of the keratin cDNA clones revealed lhat, like the
proteins, keratin mRNAs form a family of structurally similar, sequence-related
molecules. All keratin mRNA species were of about the same length (790 bp)
and contained a coding region oÍ 297 bp, a 3t-untranslated region of about 435

bp and a S'-untranslated region of 58 bp. These mRNA sequences resolved the
question of keratin mRNA structure and consequently confirmed many of the mRNA

structure postulates made by Kemp (1975) and Lockelt et aJ. (1979). An estimate

of the exact number of keratin species was not possible although of the eight
separate keratins sequenced to dale (3 cDNA clones and 5 genomic clones), all
were diflerent. indicating that the estimate of 19 to 25 different polypeptide chains
(Walker and Rogers, 1976a) is correct, or at least a lower limit of protein complexity.
These results also indicated that the protein heterogeneity does not arise via post-

transtational modification but from the presence of multiple homologous keratin
genes.

The biological significance of this large number of similar keratin genes is
unclear, but

it is probably unrelated to the structural requirements of the proteins

since their amino acid sequences are nearly identical and is consistent with them

having the same secondary structure. The requirement

to rapidly produce large

amounts of protein, although facilitated by having many genes, can equally be
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fulfilled by a single gene or several genes, e.g. globin production in reticulocytes. lt

is possible that the selection pressures which resulted in a large family of keratin
genes were acting at the level of the gene and not the protein.

i.e. the large family of

clustered genes may be required for some aspect of the control of gene expression

or possibly the stabilization of a particular keratin type (feather as oPposed to scale
or claw) by exchange of genetic material within the gene family which could provide
a pool of genetic information capabte of "editing" out any gene changes, particularly

variations in gene length. With this in mind, it is interesting to note that the feather
keratins probably evolved from scale keratins via a deletion event and having evolved.

the keratin gene family has exhibited a remarkable conservation of gene and protein
length.

The only other proteins known to be expressed in embryonic feather are the

fast proteins and until this study very little was known about them. Because of
the poor understanding of fast proteins

it

was not possible

to positively identify

cDNA clones which coded for them until the gene for a fast protein was isolated.
sequenced and compared

to the N-terminal amino acid sequences of several fast

protein components which were purified using powerful HPLC and FPLC protein
separation techniques. These results revealed that fast proteins, like keratins, form

a family (of unknown size) of sequence-related genes.

It

was found. contrary

to the results of Walker and Rogers (1976a)

who

estimated that fast proteins were about B0 amino acids long, that the true length

of these proteins was 119 amino acids. lt was not possible to estimate the number
of fast protein components found in embryonic feathers atthough HPLC separations
revealed four peaks each consisting

of at least one and probably two or

components as indicated by amino acid sequencing

three

data. DNA sequencing and

hybridization data also indicated that several fast protein Senes existed and were
probably clustered in the genome. Further, screening of the feather cDNA library
revealed that the proportion of fast protein mRNAs in feather mRNA was greater
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than the esrimate

ol t0% by Walker and Rogers (1976a) and Powell (1979). ln

support of this finding,

it is interesting that the proportion of fast proteins in

embryonic feathers appears to be between 20 and 40% when feather proteins are

fractionated on SDS gels (see Figure 3.1).

It was also observed for the first time that typical scale p-keratins are expressed

in embryonic feathers. This was an unexpected result since all previous work

had

inclicated that the proteins expressed in different tissues were found exclusively in

those tissues (see Kemp, t972t Ph.D thesis).

lt

was not simply that a scale-like

gene was exclusively expressed in feathers and was specific to feathers' since the

identical gene was found in a scale cDNA library (Wilton. 1983). This finding
raises the question of whether all the B-keratin genes are expressed in epidermal
appendages, with variations in protein components being quantitative rather than

qualitative.

7.I.2

CONTn'OL OF GEND EXPRESSION.

It was thought that

some understanding of the control of gene expression in

embryonic feathers might be facilitated by a comparison of the nucleotide sequences
of tlre various feather mRNAs and their parent genes. The embryonic feather system

is ideally suited to this purpose since several co-ordinately expressed families of
genes are found

in this tissue enabling comparisons within and between these

families. The two major families expressed are the keratins and fast proteins,
although comparisons with the scale keratin genes might also be useful since at
least one scale gene is expressed in embryonic feathers'
Sequence comparisons within the keratin gene family revealed that they all

code

for similar proteins of 97 amino acids and the functional

mRNA are conserved

in length.

regions

of

the

Some sequence conservation was observed in

the 3r-untranslated regions while the coding regions and 5'-untranslated regions
were more strongly conserved. Each gene contained one intron located in the
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S,-untranslated region 37bp from the transcription initiation point and this intron
divided the St-untranslated region into two sequences which differed in homology
when the appropriate sequences from the keratin genes were compared.

It was found that the S'-leader

sequence (from

the "cap" site to the intron)

was more strongly conserved than the remainder of the 5'-untranslated region- This

observation led to the hypothesis. presented and discussed in Chapter

4

(4.4.5).

that the rigidly conserved S'-leader sequence is the site of interaction of an effector
molecule involved in the initiation

of the transcription of stage or tissue

sets of genes in chick epidermat tissues. Since the epidermis

specific

is "determined"

by

tlre underlying dermis (see t.2.21it may be that the transcriptional switch (stage
or tissue specific effector molecule) is derived directly from the dermis, or it may be
a secondary messenger stimulated by the primary interaction of the dermis.

An alternative hypothesis is that this conserved S'-leader sequence functions
as a translational control sequence and the tissue or stage specific effectors may
regulate the amount of any family(s) of proteins to be synthesized in that tissue.

This would appear to be an unacceptable hypothesis since the levels of protein
syntlresis

in the feather appear to be paralleled by mRNA levels (Powell et

al.,

1e76).

The possibility of expression of the same protein in different tissues, e.g. scale
keratin in feathers, can be accommodated by the postulation of alternative S'-leader
sequences which would bind diflerent effector molecules in different tissues and thus

result in the stimulation of transcription of the same mRNA in different tissues,
although these mRNAs woutd contain different S,-leader sequences. Support for
this idea was found when the fast protein gene sequence was examined.
Fast proteins are evolutionarily unrelated to the keratins, yet it was found that

the sequenced fast protein gene was remarkably similar to the keratin genes in the
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5,-untranslated region. in that the gene's only intron was found to divide the 5'untranslated region into two sequences of the same length as those found in the
keratin genes and contained good homology (about 70o/ol to the keratin sequences.

Further, in support of the hypothesis. an alternative promotor (TATA box) and
S'-leader sequence were found within the intron of the fast protein gene.

T.I.g

EVOLUÎION OF FEATIIER GDNES.

The B-keratins of embryonic feather almost certainly evolved from the Bkeratins of scales since the feather is generally believed to have evolved from the
reptilian scale (Kerbert. 1876; Parkes, 1966). Further. DNA sequence analysis of
embryonic chick scale B-keratins has revealed strong regions of sequence homology

to the feather keratin genes (Gregg et a1.,19S3) and indicated that the feather Bkeratins probably arose via the deletion of a region from one of the scale B-keratin
genes. The evolution of the feather keratins as a large family of clustered, sequence'

related genes presumably occurred by gene duplication and subsequent mutational
divergence.

The coding regions of the keratin genes and important sequences in the 5'untranslated region appear

to have been conserved to a greater extent than the

3r-untranslated region of the genes, perhaps suggesting that the amount to which
ttre 3'-untranstated regions have diverged reflects the amount of evolutionary drift

to which these

genes have been subjected. This idea

is supported by

sequence

data from the 5'-flanking regions of two keratin genes (L. Crocker and K. Gregg,
unpublished observations), in an area away from structures likely to be conserved,

e.g. TATA boxes, which

strow similar levels of homology as is observed in the

3t-untranslated regions.

The coding regions of fast proteins are totally different to the coding regions
of the keratin genes at the amino acid and nucleotide sequence level, yet the genes
show strong sequence and structural homology in their S'-untranslated regions.
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This observation is diffucult to explairr. ls it possible that fast proteins and keratins
shared an extremely ancient common ancestral gene and these features have been
preserved over that long tinre span. or is this an example of convergent evolution

at the tevel of the DNA sequence? This question remains unanswered, though the
former explanation holds nrore appeal.

7.2

THD I}MBRYONIC FEATIIER SYSTDM

-

FUTURE PR,OSPECTS.

Although the results presented in this thesis have gone a long way toward
tlre characterization of fast proteins and their genes there are several areas where
this work could be extended. The obvious place to start would be to continue the
protein and DNA sequencing work in order to further characterize the fast protein

family. The protein work could take the form of further HPLC separations of fast
protein mixtures followed by protease cleavage and peptide purification in order

to provide protein

sequence data from the whole protein chain, not

just the

N-

terminus. lt would also be a simple matter to sequence the fast protein genes in the
genomic clone ÀCFP1 which flank the fast protein gene already sequenced. Such

DNA sequencing work might be extended to cosmid clones in order to establish the
nurnber of fast protein genes and examine the possibility that they are linked in the
genome to the keratin genes.

An experiment which is immediately approachable to examine the hypothesis

that alternative S'-leader sequences are used when the same gene is expressed

in

different tissues has already been described in Chapter 5 (5.4.1). Briefly, a primer
derived from the S'-end of the pCFK15 gene (a scale p-keratin gene known to be
expressed in both feathers and scales) could be used to sequence the S'-leaders of
scate and feather derived mRNAs. The hypothesis predicts

that the sequences prior

to the position of the intron would be the same for both scale and feather mRNA.
but they should difter 5' to the position of the intron, i.e. they should have different
5'-leader sequences.
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The number of keratin genes expressed in the embryonic feather is at present

unclear. This question may be approached by an extensive and time consuming
examination of mRNAs expressed in feathers by sequencing multiple cDNA clones
from an extensive cDNA library. Atternatively. the number of genes could be defined
by an examination of cosmid clones containing feather keratin genes. This approach
would have the added advantages of providing the entire gene, including any introns.
and would define the extent of keratin gene clustering (such an approach is currently

being undertaken in this laboratory).

The most interesting question posed by the embryonic feather system, or any
epidermal system, is the etucidation of the mechanisms involved in the switching

of groups of genes during differentiation and how this gene control is mediated. ln
the s¡ort term, structural features of importance for elficient gene exPression, i.e.
DNA sequences important for the initiation of transcription could be examined by

in

aitro mutagenesis of isolated keratin genes followed by transcription

e.g.

using HeLa cell extracts,

or in

ín

t¡it¡o,

uiuo using Xenopus oocytes or cultured

epidernrat keratinocytes. Preliminary studies of this nature have been started by A.

Kottonow, of this laboratory, using micro-injected Xenopus oocytes. No expression

of keratin genes has yet been observed (4. Koltonow. unpublished observations).
This is perhaps not suprising since. if the previously presented hypothesis regarding
i¡ritiation of stage specific transcription is correct, transcription would not occur. at
least efficiently, unless the required tissue or stage specific effector molecules were
present. This problem might be overcome if an homologous system was used, e.g.
prinrary cultures from 10-day chick feather keratinocytes.
Studies on the nature of the dermal signal or the proposed stage specific effector
molecules could take the form of reconstitution experiments where extracts from the

correct stage of dermat tissue are applied to cultured whole epidermis or epidermal
cells to look for factors which stimulate the synthesis of keratins. Also, extracts
fronr tissue expressing keratins may be found to stimulate keratin gene exPression in
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helerologous

in

uitroo¡

in aiaotranscription systems,

thus allowing identification of

tlre components in these tissues responsible for regulation of keratin gene exPression.

tn summary. the embryonic chick feather system affords an excellent opportu-

nity to examine the control of gene expression in the differentiating epidermis. The
system is at a suf[iciently advanced stage of characterization that pertinent ques-

tions regarding gene control may be approached and answered in the near future.

It is believed that the work

described in this thesis has significantly advanced the

understanding of gene expression in the embryonic chick feather, thus providing an
essenlial background for furlher Progress in this area.
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